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ABSTRACT
This dissertation contains research directed at investigating the behavior and
properties of a class of composite materials known as phononic crystals. Two categories
of phononic crystals are explicitly investigated: (I) elastic phononic crystals and (II) nanoscale phononic crystals. For elastic phononic crystals, attention is directed at twodimensional structures. Two specific structures are evaluated (1) a two-dimensional
configuration consisting of a square array of cylindrical Polyvinylchloride inclusions in air
and (2) a two-dimensional configuration consisting of a square array of steel cylindrical
inclusions in epoxy. For the first configuration, a theoretical model is developed to
ascertain the necessary band structure and equi-frequency contour features for the
realization of phase control between propagating acoustic waves. In contrasting this
phononic crystal with a reference system, it is shown that phononic crystals with
equifrequency contours showing non-collinear wave and group velocity vectors are ideal
systems for controlling the phase between propagating acoustic waves. For the second
configuration, it is demonstrated that multiple functions can be realized of a solid/solid
phononic crystal. The epoxy/steel phononic crystal is shown to behave as (1) an acoustic
wave collimator, (2) a defect-less wave guide, (3) a directional source for elastic waves,
(4) an acoustic beam splitter, (5) a phase-control device and (6) a k-space multiplexer.
To transition between macro-scale systems (elastic phononic crystals) and nano-scale
systems (nano-phononic crystals), a toy model of a one-dimensional chain of masses
connected with non-linear, anharmonic springs is utilized. The implementation of this
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model introduces critical ideas unique to nano-scale systems, particularly the concept of
phonon mode lifetime. The nano-scale phononic crystal of interest is a graphene sheet
with periodically spaced holes in a triangular array. It is found through equilibrium
molecular dynamics simulation techniques, that phonon-boundary collision effects and
coherent phononic effects (band-folding) are two competing scattering mechanisms
responsible for the reduction of acoustic and optical phonon lifetimes. Conclusions
drawn about the lifetime of thermal phonons in phononic crystal patterned graphene
are linked with the anharmonic, one-dimensional crystal model.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
An elastic phononic crystal (PC) is a composite structure composed of periodic
arrangements of elastic scatterers dispersed throughout an elastic host matrix material.
These materials alter the propagation characteristics of acoustic and elastic waves and
are designed in one-dimensional (1D), two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D)
configurations. 1D PCs consist of alternating layers or stacks of different elastic
materials. 2D PCs are comprised of periodic arrays of rod-like inclusions of one elastic
material dispersed throughout a host matrix medium of a different elastic material. 3D
PCs utilize lattice arrangements (simple cubic, body-centered cubic, face-centered cubic,
etc.) of elastic scatterers of various geometries (spheres, cubes, etc.) dispersed
throughout a dissimmilar host matrix material. When the spacing between the
periodically dispersed elastic scatterers is comparable to the wavelength of the
acoustic/elastic wave energy propagating through the PC, the Bragg condition can be
satisfied thus allowing for the modification of phonon dispersion. Accordingly, the
propagation characteristics of Hz-to-kHz frequency waves are strongly affected by PCs
with lattice parameters in the meter-to-centimeter range whereas kHz-to-MHz
frequency waves are affected by smaller lattice spacing such as the millimeter-tomicrometer range. Several interesting properties based on elastic scattering phenomena
in elastic PCs have been demonstrated over the 20 year history of the field of
phononics.
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Interestingly, the notion of a PC has been realized at the atomic level (so called
nano-phononic crystals (nano-PCs)). At this scale, the spacing between the periodically
dispersed scatterers (and the scatterers themselves) may only consist of a few hundred
or thousand atoms. It is insufficient to consider the materials comprising these
structures as continuous; therefore one cannot view elastic PCs and nano-PCs in the
same light. Importantly, contrary to elastic PCs, wave propagation in nano-PCs is
impacted by elastic and inelastic scattering phenomena. The ramifications of this are
bountiful and significant attention has particularly been directed at the engineering of
thermal phonons for the design of new age thermal materials.
This dissertation contains research directed at investigating the behavior and
properties of elastic PCs and nano-PCs and is divided into two parts. Part 1 (Chapters 2 –
4) presents novel design schemes directed at broadening the range of properties and
functions typically associated with elastic PCs. Here, particular emphasis is directed at
2D structures. In Chapter 2, a review of pertinent literature pertaining to elastic PCs is
provided. Chapter 3 introduces the PVC/Air PC, a 2D configuration consisting of a square
array of cylindrical Polyvinylchloride inclusions in air, and develops a theoretical model
for controlling the phase of acoustic waves with this system. Chapter 4 introduces the
Epoxy/Steel PC, a 2D configuration consisting of a square array of steel cylindrical
inclusions in epoxy, and shows this system behaving as a multifunctional solid/solid PC.
The epoxy/steel PC is shown to behave as (1) an acoustic wave collimator, (2) a defectless wave guide, (3) a directional source for elastic waves, (4) an acoustic beam splitter,
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(5) a phase-control device and (6) a k-space multiplexer. Part 2 (Chapters 5 - 7) focuses
on the properties of thermal phonons in nano-PC structures. A 2D nanostructure is
considered and emphasis is particularly directed at understanding the impact (1)
phonon-boundary collisions and (2) band-folding effects have of the lifetime of acoustic
and optical phonons. In Chapter 5, a review of pertinent literature pertaining to nanoPCs is provided. Chapter 6 offers analytical and numerical insight on phonon scattering
in the 1D anharmonic crystal. A series of superlattice configurations are investigated to
draw connections between superlattice periodicity and phonon mode lifetime. In
Chapter 7, a 2D nanophononic structure consisting of a triangular array of holes drilled
in a graphene matrix is analysed with molecular dynamics simulation techniques. It is
found that the lifetime of acoustic and optical phonons is highly sensitive to the filling
fraction of holes in the nanophononic structure. Lifetime data is interpreted in terms of
three scattering mechanisms: phonon-phonon collisions, phonon-boundary collisions
and band-folding effects.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW ELASTIC PHONONIC CRYSTALS
In this chapter various research activities pertaining to understanding the
properties of elastic PCs will be reviewed to illuminate the novelty and merit of the work
presented in Chapters 3 and 4 of this dissertation. The majority of research in the field of
elastic PCs has been directed at characterizing spectral (ω-space) and wave vector (k-space)
properties. Investigation into spectral PC characteristics started with the idea of creating
composite materials with complete acoustic or elastic band gaps (e.g. frequency regions where
wave propagation is not allowed for all directions inside the material). The utility of PCs
possessing this property can be seen in designs to minimize vibration for high-precision
mechanical systems. Sigalas and Economou first proved the existence of frequency gaps in the
density of state and band structure for an elastic PC in the early 1990s [1, 2]. Shortly after, the
first full band structure calculation for vibrations of transverse polarization in a 2D, periodic
elastic composite was reported [3]. In 1995, it was found that the formation and width of
complete band gaps in a PC is wholly dependent on the density contrast as well as differences of
sound velocities and elastic constants in the constituent materials of the phononic structure [4].
In 2001, experimental and theoretical efforts by Vassuer et al. demonstrated an absolute band
gap for elastic waves in a 2D, solid/solid PC [5]. These findings established a foundation in the
community of phononics and encouraged the development of elastic PCs with practical ω-space
functions. Sigalas showed that acoustic and elastic waves can be guided through PC structures
by removing rows/channels of inclusions and matching the frequency of traveling wave energy
to the propagative mode of the defect [6]. Building on the idea of phononic waveguides and
defect modes, several recognized that coupling an acoustic source to a cavity consisting of a row
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of missing inclusions in a 2D PC can yield a resonance that amplifies the strength of the
embedded acoustic source [7-11]. Around the same period of time, others found through
precisely tuning the frequency of narrow passing bands in a phononic structure that broadband
acoustic signals can be selectively filtered [12]. As spectral functions of PCs grew more
sophisticated in time, so did functions pertaining to a signal’s wave vector.

Wave vector properties result from passing bands with unique refractive
characteristics, such as negative refraction or zero-angle refraction. Negative refraction
is achieved when the wave group velocity (the direction of propagation of energy) is
antiparallel to the wave vector. Bragg scattering in PCs results in band-folding whereby
several bands with negative slope are produced, a prerequisite for negative refraction.
A combined theoretical and experimental study of a 3D PC composed of tungsten
carbide beads in water has shown the existence of a strongly anisotropic band with
negative refraction [13, 14]. A 2D PC constituted of a triangular lattice of steel rods
immersed in a liquid exhibited negative refraction and was used to focus ultrasound [15,
16]. High fidelity imaging is obtained when all-angle negative refraction conditions are
met, that is, the equifrequency contour of the PC is circular and matches the
equifrequency contour of the medium in which it is embedded. A flat lens of this design
achieved focusing and subwavelength imaging of acoustic waves [17]. A broader range
of unusual refractive properties was also reported in a study of a PC consisting of a
square array of cylindrical polyvinylchloride inclusions in air [18]. This crystal exhibits
positive, negative or zero refraction depending on the angle of the incident acoustic
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beam. Zero-angle refraction can lead to wave guiding/localization without defects. The
unusual refraction in this crystal is highly anisotropic due to the square-like shape of its
equifrequency contours.
To complement the progress made in the field of phononics from the standpoint
of spectral and wave vector functions, novel PC designs have been made in an effort to
increase the number of functions typically associated with these types of materials.
Christensen et al. explored the acoustic wave collimating properties of a phononic
metamaterial composed of periodic arrays of subwavelength sized holes [19]. Torrent et
al. demonstrated the phenomena of acoustic cloaking by appropriately layering sections
of two different 2D PCs composed of cylinders of differing density [20]. Li et al. showed
proof of concept for acoustic rectification with a phononic structure designed with
broken spatial inversion symmetry [21].
In Chapters 3 and 4 of this dissertation a new set of elastic PC functions is
developed. These functions are an extension beyond the ω-space, k-space properties
established in the aforementioned review of elastic PCs. In Chapter 3, a 2D elastic PC
comprised of a square array of cylindrical Polyvinylcholride inclusions in air is shown to
behave as a device to control the phase of acoustic waves. In Chapter 4, the multifunctional capabilities of a 2D PC composed of a square array of cylindrical steel
inclusions in epoxy are highlighted. The work presented in Chapters 3 and 4 represents a
significant effort toward broadening the properties and functions typically associated
with elastic phononic crystals.
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CHAPTER 3: PHASE CONTROL IN 2D ELASTIC PHONONIC CRYSTALS
In this chapter a theoretical model is developed to ascertain the necessary band
structure and equifrequency contour (EFC) features of two dimensional PCs for the
realization of phase control between propagating acoustic waves. Two different PCs, a
square array of cylindrical Polyvinylchloride (PVC) inclusions in air and a triangular array
of cylindrical steel inclusions in methanol, offer band structures and EFCs with highly
dissimilar features. It is demonstrated that PCs with EFCs showing non-collinear wave
and group velocity vectors are ideal systems for controlling the phase between
propagating acoustic waves. Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations are
employed to validate theoretical models and demonstrate the control of phase between
propagating acoustic waves in phononic structures.
To start, a full theoretical and computational analysis of the phase properties of
a PC comprised of a square array of PVC cylinders embedded in a host matrix of air
(PVC/Air system) is provided. In a certain range of operating frequencies, this crystal
shows passing bands with nearly square EFCs centered off the Gamma point (the center
of the irreducible Brillouin zone). This feature allows for the realization of non-collinear
wave and group velocity vectors in the PC. Under this condition, propagating Bloch
waves travel at different phase velocities along paths consistent with their refracted
angles. Accordingly, the relative phase between waves traveling through slabs of the PC
depends strongly on the incidence angle of the incoming waves as well as the PC
thickness. This PC additionally exhibits wave collimation via near zero-angle refraction
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due to the square-like shape of the EFCs in this frequency range. As a result, acoustic
waves with different wave vectors can superpose in nearly the same volume of crystal.
Phase manipulation of superposed waves can result in constructive or destructive
interferences between non-collinear incident beams. Moreover, there exists operating
frequencies for which the circular EFC in air is larger than the first Brillouin zone of the
PC, permitting several Bloch modes to exit the crystal, leading to the phenomena of
beam splitting.
Using the same theoretical guidelines to model phase properties of the PVC/Air
PC, we investigate a triangular array of steel cylinders embedded in a host matrix of
methanol (steel/methanol system). This PC offers band structure and EFC features that
are highly dissimilar from the PVC/Air system. Specifically, this PC shows passing bands
with circular EFCs centered on the Gamma point. This EFC feature allows for the
realization of group velocity vectors that are collinear and anti-parallel to the excited
Bloch wave vectors. In comparing these two PCs in terms of their band structures, EFCs,
and theoretical models for phase control, the prevailing features that allow for the
control of phase between propagating acoustic waves in 2D PCs is highlighted. When
the group velocity and wave vector in the PC are collinear and anti-parallel, substantial
shifts in the relative phase of propagating acoustic waves do not result on account of
the fact that all Bloch modes propagate with the same phase velocity. On the contrary,
PCs with non-collinear wave and group velocity vectors, such as the PVC/Air system, are
ideal systems for phase control because each excited Bloch mode has a unique phase
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velocity. Accordingly, substantial phase differences do amount between propagating
acoustic waves.

3.1 The Models and Numerical Methods
The properties of an infinite periodic PVC/Air PC are analyzed as well as the
refractive and phase properties of a finite slab of this PC immersed in air.
The PC is comprised of a square array of PVC inclusions embedded in a host
matrix of air. The spacing between the cylinders (lattice parameter) is a = 27 mm and
the radius of the inclusions is r = 12.9 mm. The PVC/Air system parameters are: ρPVC =
1364 kg/m3, ct,PVC = 1000 m/s, cl,PVC = 2230 m/s, ρAir = 1.3 kg/m3, ct,Air = 0 m/s, and cl,Air =
340 m/s (ρ is density, ct is transverse speed of sound, and cl is longitudinal speed of
sound).
The band structure and EFCs for the infinite periodic PC are generated by the
PWE method [22]. This numerical scheme replaces the elastic wave equation with an
eigenvalue problem by taking the Fourier expansion of the elastic displacement field
(and of the physical parameters of the constituent materials) along reciprocal lattice
vectors (PWE source code included in Appendix B). The PVC cylinders are considered
infinitely rigid and of infinite height. The assumption of rigidity simplifies the band
structure calculation and is enabled by a large contrast in density and speed of sound
between the solid inclusions and the matrix medium. The results gathered from this
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analysis are applicable to other solid/air PCs of the same filling fraction because, in
reference to other solids, air has an extremely small characteristic acoustic impedance.
441 reciprocal space vectors were utilized to ensure convergence on the solution. Figure
3.1b shows the band structure along the edges of irreducible Brillouin zone and Figure
3.1c shows a contour map of the dispersion surface taken between frequency values
13.0 and 16.0 kHz.

Figure 3.1: (a) Schematic model for FDTD simulations with two acoustic sources (placed
in air) directed at the PC surface. (b) Acoustic band structure along edges of the
irreducible Brillouin zone. (c) Surfaces of constant frequency in k-space of PVC/Air
system.
From here on, the EFC consistent with 13.5 kHz in Figure 3.1c will be used. At this
operating frequency, there exist a large number of Bloch waves with group velocities
that coincide with small degrees of refraction, allowing phase control to occur between
propagating waves within the nearly same volume of crystal.
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The finite PVC/Air system consists of a slab of the PC placed in a surrounding
environment composed of air. A schematic of the simulation space is pictured in Figure
3.1a. Two regions of interest are illustrated for this study, the input side (region to the
left of the PC) and the output side (region to the right of the PC). On the input side, the
desired number of acoustic wave sources is placed. These sources can assume any
incident angle to the PC face and be set with any relative phase difference, respectively
allowing for complete analysis of the PC wave vector space (k-space) and phase-space
(φ-space). The output side is reserved for the detection of exiting acoustic signals. Here
measurements can be taken to ascertain changes in the relative phase of the input
beams.
Simulations of acoustic waves impinging upon the finite PC are performed with
the FDTD method [23-26] (see Appendix D for FDTD source code). In this method, the
elastic wave equation is discretized in time and space on a square grid of mesh points.
For each source on the input side of the simulation space, we have a slanted line of grid
points consistent with the desired incidence angle of the source. The nodes along this
line are displaced in a direction orthogonal to the source line sinusoidally in time. At
each time step, from spatial derivatives, the divergence of the stress tensor is calculated
which allows for the iterative update of the displacement field. Simulations are run for
218 timesteps with time step dt =7.92 10-8 seconds and dx=dy=a/30. These parameters
are chosen to ensure convergence of the numerical method. To close the simulation
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space in the x and y directions, first order Mur absorbing boundary conditions are
employed to avoid reflections and spurious simulation artifacts [27].

3.2 PVC/Air PC: Analytical Model and FDTD validations
3.2.1. Phase shift for a single incident acoustic wave
The EFC corresponding to 13.5 kHz is shown in Figure 3.2a along with the EFCs
for 13.5 kHz acoustic waves in air on the left and right hand sides. This diagram is
particularly helpful for understanding wave propagation through PCs.
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Figure 3.2: (a) Extended zone scheme representation of EFC of PC at 13.5 kHz (center)
with the EFCs of 13.5 kHz acoustic waves in air (left and right circles). An incident
acoustic wave impinges upon the PC face with incidence angle and excites periodic
Bloch modes throughout the k-space of the PC (red arrows). The group velocity vector is
orthogonal to the dispersion surface and points in the direction of energy propagation
(black arrows in PC k-space image). The parallel component of the Bloch waves is
conserved at the interface between the PC and the exit medium and two exiting modes
are excited in air, leading to a split beam. (b) Schematic representation of the incident
acoustic beam impinging upon the crystal. In the PC the acoustic signal travels a path
consistent with the angle of refraction. Upon exit from the crystal, we observe beam
splitting. (c) Excited Bloch modes pictured in (a) with wave vectors
,
,
and
.
An acoustic beam is directed at the PC face with incidence angle

. The component of

the input wave vector that is parallel to the surface of the PC is conserved at the
interface and periodic Bloch modes are excited in the k-space of the PC (red arrows in
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Figure 3.2a). The direction of energy propagation is along the gradient to the dispersion
surface (group velocity vector) and is not parallel to the k-vector of the Bloch waves. The
incident wave propagates from the left of the crystal to the right along a path consistent
with the angle of refraction (α1). Only those Bloch waves inside the crystal that have a
group velocity in that same direction will be excited. Positive refraction occurs at
incident angles 2.3˚ to 28.1˚, zero-angle refraction occurs at 28.1˚, and negative
refraction occurs at angles from 28.1˚ to 74.5˚. Positive incidence angles below 2.3˚ or
above 74.5˚ fall in the band gap and will be totally reflected. By symmetry of reciprocal
space, negative input angles in the range 2.3˚ to 28.1˚ and in the range 28.1˚ to 74.5˚
will negatively refract and positively refract, respectively. For input angles in the ranges
12˚ to 44˚ and -12˚ to -44˚, the EFC has nearly flat faces and the incident beam will
refract by less than 10˚. These input angles are of interest for this study because phase
manipulation can occur within nearly the same volume of crystal. After propagation
through the crystal, the parallel component of the excited Bloch waves is conserved at
the interface between the PC and air. Because the EFC in air is larger than the PC’s first
Brillouin zone, multiple modes are excited in the exit medium and a split wave results.
Attention is directed to the fact that the exiting beams come from two different sets of
wave vectors in the PC. The set of wave vectors that point down in Figure 3.2a are linked
to the exiting beam that travels downwards. The set of wave vectors that point up in
Figure 3.2a are linked to the exiting beam that travels upwards. All of these Bloch wave
vectors have different magnitudes (different phase velocities) and can ultimately be
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traced back to a primary wave vector located within the first Brillouin zone by reciprocal
lattice vector translations. The consequence of waves of different phase velocities
traveling the same path in the PC (along the path of the refracted beam) is explored to
understand the phase relationship between the top exit beam and bottom exit beam.
For an arbitrary, incident input wave with wave vector
waves pictured in Figure 3.2a with wave vectors

,

we describe the excited Bloch
,

and

(Figure 3.2c):

where k1x and k1y are the components of the wave vector located in the first Brillouin
zone (in units of 2π/a) and i and j are unit vectors along axes kx and ky in Figure 3.2c,
respectively. The path of the refracted beam in the PC is detailed as follows (an
illustration is included in Figure 3.2b):

L is the thickness of the PC (distance from entrance side of the crystal to exit side: L = na,
an integer number of lattice parameters) and α1 is the angle the incident beam,
refracted by. Phase information for a plane wave with wave vector
consistent with

is detailed by Eq. (3.1):

, is

traveling a path
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(3.1)

Similarly, for Bloch modes with wave vectors

,

and

along the same path

we have:

(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.4)
After propagation through the PC (along the path of the refracted beam), the phasedifference developed between two Bloch waves, for example Bloch modes

and

,

is described by Eq. (3.5):

(3.5)
The developed difference in phase between these modes is the tangent of the refracted
angle (α1) weighted by an integer multiple of 2π, where the integer (n) is the thickness
of the PC in lattice parameters. For large values of α1 or n, considerable phase
differences between the modes result. For α1 = 0° (zero-angle refraction), the phasedifference described with Eq. (3.5) becomes zero. This can be visualized in Figure 3.2a,
for when α1 = 0°, the magnitudes of

and

are equal. Waves of the same phase

velocity traveling the same path will not develop a lag in phase. Similarly, after
propagation through the PC (along the path of the refracted beam), the phase-
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difference developed between Bloch modes with wave vectors,

and

, is

determined by Eq. (3.6).

(3.6)

This result is equivalent to the result from Eq. (3.5) plus a factor of 2πn. The additional
term of 2πn is trivial when considering the relative phase between two beams: a 2πn
translation added onto a particular phase-shift value of Φ provides no new information
in terms of the relative phase between the two beams. Again, for large values of α1 or n,
large phase differences develop between propagating waves in the PC. Lastly, the
phase-difference developed between Bloch waves with wave vectors

and

is:

(3.7)

Again, this term is trivial from the standpoint of measuring a relative phase shift
between two beams. Ultimately, we arrive at the realization that

and

are

sufficient for describing for the relative phase between the top and bottom exit beams.
Other pairs, such as [
difference seen between

,

or [
and

,

] would result in the same relative phase

with additional terms of 2πn.
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Each impinging acoustic beam to the PC is associated with a specific degree of
refraction. The connection between the two is completely unique to the shape of the
EFC. Figure 3.3a shows the connection between the incidence angle of an impinging
acoustic wave ( ) and the angle at which that wave is refracted (α) for the 13.5 kHz EFC
of the PVC/Air system.
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Figure 3.3: (a) Relationship between incidence angle (θ) and refracted angle (α) for
PVC/Air PC at 13.5 kHz. (b) The phase difference per PC thickness (L) between the top
and bottom exiting beams for a single acoustic wave input at a particular incidence
angle. Selection of the acoustic beam incidence angle allows for control of the phase
between exiting beams. Filled circles represent Eq. (3.5) and unfilled triangles represent
FDTD calculations. A PC of L = 20 lattice parameters was used in FDTD validations.

Negative values for α are observed at incidence angles greater than 28.1° and positive
values for α at incidence angles smaller than 28.1°. This plot was generated with the raw
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data from the EFC in Figure 3.2a. Every impinging wave to the PC has a parallel wave
vector component that coincides with a (kx, ky) coordinate value on the EFC (an excited
Bloch mode). At this coordinate, a line is fit between it and its neighbors. A line
perpendicular to this linear interpolation has a slope consistent with the angle of
refraction for that Bloch mode. This process is carried out for several impinging acoustic
beams with different incidence angles. In being able to link incidence angle ( ) to
refracted angle (α), the phase shift between the top exit beam and bottom exit beam
(Eq. (3.5)) is plotted in Figure 3.3b. Here results are presented in terms of phase-shift
per crystal thickness (L). This figure shows that the relative phase between the exiting
beams is fully dependent upon the incidence angle of the impinging acoustic wave. To
validate Eq. (3.5), a series of FDTD simulations were conducted to measure the phase
difference between the top and bottom exit beams. For these measurements, individual
planes waves, each with a unique incidence angle, are directed at the PC face. On the
exit side of the crystal, the displacement field in the path of the top exit beam and
bottom exit beam is surveyed over time. Comparing the time evolution of the
displacement field on the exit side of the PC from the top beam with that from the
bottom beam allows one to quantify a phase-shift between top and bottom exit beams
for a given incident angle. The results from these calculations are included in Figure
3.3b. Despite using finite width beams in the FDTD simulations, and not plane waves,
the FDTD calculations correlate extremely well with Eq. (3.5). As a result, with the
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PVC/air PC, the relative phase between the split beams on the exit side of the crystal is
entirely dependent upon the incident angle of the acoustic wave source.

3.2.2. Phase difference between two incident waves
The phase difference that develops between a pair of incident waves in the PC is
of particular interest to this study. Two impinging waves with wave vectors
excite several Bloch modes throughout the k-space of the PC (Figure 3.4a).

and
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Figure 3.4: (a) EFC of PVC/air PC at 13.5 kHz (center) with two half circles (left and right)
that represent the EFCs of 13.5 kHz acoustic waves in air. Two incident waves with wave
vectors ,
and , are directed at the PC face. The impinging red wave, , excites
Bloch modes in the PC detailed with red arrows
and
. The impinging blue wave,
, excites Bloch modes in the PC detailed with blue arrows
and
.
and
are the excited Bloch wave vectors in the PC that are linked to the exiting beams that
travel upwards.
and
are the Bloch wave vectors that are linked to the
downwards traveling exit beams. α1 and α2 are the respective angles of refraction for
the impinging acoustic waves with wave vectors
and
(b) A schematic illustration
of wave propagation described in (a).
is negatively refracted by α1 and is positively
refracted by α2. On the exit side of the crystal there are four observed beams. The top
exiting beams intersect at a location outside the PC as do the bottom exiting beams.
These points of intersection are used in FDTD simulations to ascertain relative phases
between exiting beams. Negative branches in the PVC/Air band structure must be
utilized to observe exit beam intersection. If the gradient to the dispersion surface were
not pointing to the inside of the EFC, the beams would diverge from each other in the
PC and there would not be an intersection of beam paths on the exit side of the crystal.
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From the previous section, for each incident wave vector, only two Bloch modes are
necessary to describe the wave physics in this PC in terms of phase. Incident wave
vector

excites Bloch modes

and

(illustrated as red arrows in Figure 3.4a) and

coincides with a refracted angle of α1. Incident wave vector
and

excites Bloch modes

(illustrated as blue arrows in Figure 3.4a) and coincides with a refracted angle

of α2. It is possible to exhaustively evaluate the relative phase differences that result
from the two beams traveling their respective paths of travel in the PC for any
combination of

,

,

and

the phase difference between
and

(φ1B,2B).

and

; however, only two possibilities are considered:
and

(φ1A,2A) and the phase difference between

are the excited wave vectors in the PC that are linked

to the exiting beams that travel upwards.

and

are the excited wave vectors in

the PC that are linked to the downwards traveling exit beams. The upwards traveling
exit beams intersect at a point on the exit side of the crystal as do the downwards
traveling exit beams (Figure 3.4b). These points are valuable because the relative phase
between two beams can be ascertained at one location in space. It is for this reason that
we consider φ1A,2A and φ1B,2B.
The Bloch wave vectors in Figure 3.4a are detailed as follows:
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where k1x and k1y are the components of the wave vector
components of the wave vector

and k2x and k2y are the

(in units of 2π/a). i and j are unit vectors along axes

kx and ky in Figure 4a, respectively. The incident beam

is refracted by an angle α1 and

travels a path in the PC consistent with:

The incident beam

is refracted by an angle α2 and travels a path that coincides with:

Eq. (3.8) details phase information for a plane wave with wave vector
path consistent with

traveling a

:

(3.8)
Similarly, for a wave vector
wave vector

in a direction

in a direction

, wave vector

in a direction

, and

we have equations 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11, respectively:

(3.9)
(3.10)
(3.11)
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After propagation through the PC, the developed phase difference between Bloch
modes with wave vectors

and

is described with the difference between Eq. (3.8)

and Eq. (3.10):

(3.12)

Eq. (3.12) describes the relative phase shift developed between Bloch waves with wave
vectors

and

strictly due to the PC thickness (L). This equation strictly applies to

the upwards traveling exit beams. Similarly, the developed phase difference between
Bloch modes with wave vectors

and

is described with the difference between

Eq. (3.9) and Eq. (3.11):

(3.13)

Eq. (3.13) describes the relative phase shift developed between Bloch waves with wave
vectors

and

strictly due to the PC thickness (L). This equation strictly applies to

the downwards traveling exit beams. Eq. (3.12) and Eq. (3.13) are shown in Figures 3.5a
and 3.5b, respectively.
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Figure 3.5: Two impinging acoustic beams to the PVC/Air PC: (a) The developed
difference in phase between a wave with incidence angle
and a reference wave
corresponding to zero-angle refraction (incident angle = 28.1°). The phase shift is strictly
due to the PC thickness and describes the upwards traveling exit beams. (b) Same as (a)
but for the downwards traveling exit beams. (c) The developed phase difference
between two propagating waves with incidence angles
and
strictly due to the PC
thickness (upwards traveling exit beams). (d) Same as (c) but for the downwards
traveling exit beams.

For these figures a reference state is established where

is the wave vector describing

an impinging acoustic wave with incidence angle equal to 28.1° (zero-angle refraction:
α2 = 0°). The coordinate values, (k1x, k1y) and (k2x, k2y), used in Eq. (3.12) and Eq. (3.13)
are extracted from the raw EFC data in Figure 3.2a—the parallel component of every
impinging wave vector associates with an excited Bloch mode (kx, ky) on the EFC.
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Figures 5a and 5b show that the phase shift between the top exiting beams (Eq. (3.12))
and the bottom exiting beams (Eq. (3.13)) is attributed to two mechanisms. One, the
paths of travel inside the PC for the propagating waves are different (

≠

). Two, along

these directions of propagation, the acoustic waves travel at different phase velocities
(

≠

and

≠

). Waves of different phase velocities traveling different

paths certainly will develop a phase shift. In exploring Eq. (3.12) and Eq. (3.13), if the
angle of refraction for all incident waves became zero (the EFC of the PC turns into a
perfect square), then all the elements in the brackets with the tangent function would
vanish and k1x would equal k2x. For this case, a zero phase shift would occur between all
pairs of acoustic wave inputs. To observe a relative phase shift between a pair of
acoustic beams in the PC, the angle of refraction associated with each incident beam to
the crystal must be non-zero. Eq. (3.12) and Eq. (3.13) are validated with FDTD
simulations. First, an impinging acoustic wave with incidence angle equal to 28.1° is
directed at the PC face. On the exit side of the crystal in the path of the top exit beam
and bottom exit beam, the displacement field is surveyed over time. These recordings
represent the reference state for the top and bottom exit beams. Next, an impinging
acoustic wave with incidence angle different from 28.1° is directed at the PC face. The
time evolution of the displacement field in the path of the top and bottom exit beams is
recorded. Comparing the time evolution of the displacement field for the top and
bottom exit beams for this particular angle with the reference data allows for the
quantification of a phase-shift. This process is carried out for several incident angles
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different from 28.1°. In Figures 3.5a and 3.5b, the FDTD calculations correlate extremely
well with the analytical model. Ultimately it is seen that the incidence angles of the
impinging wave vectors (

and

) determines (1) the phase velocities of the excited

Bloch modes in the PC and (2) the angles of refraction. These factors entirely contribute
to changes in phase between propagating waves. It is clear that incidence angle
selection can be used to modulate the relative phase between propagating acoustic
beams.
A space can be developed from Eq. (3.12) and Eq. (3.13). This is shown in Figures
3.5c and 3.5d. Any pair of incident waves to the crystal, for example,

at

and

at

, will yield a particular value for a relative phase shift between them after traveling
through the PC. One reads the plots as follows: after propagation through a crystal of
thickness L, the phase-shift developed between the acoustic wave with incident angle
and the acoustic wave with incident angle

is the value in radians read from the z-

axis (φ/L). These figures describe the phase shift developed between two incident
beams strictly due to the PC thickness. Figure 3.5c applies to the exiting beams that
travel upwards and Figure 3.5d applies to the exiting beams that travel downwards. A
convenient and practical location on the backside of the crystal to measure the relative
phase between the top exit beams and bottom exit beams is at the point where these
beams intersect (Figure 3.4b). With this convention, an additional component must be
added on to the information contained within Figures 3.5c and 3.5d: the relative phase
contribution coming from the point where the beams exit the crystal to the point where
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they intersect in air on the output side of the PC. This component is merely a
consideration of different path lengths in non-dispersive media. For each set of incident
waves to the crystal, this additional phase value is determined from comparing path
lengths calculated from the angles at which the top exit beams and bottom exit beams
leave the PC and knowledge of where the beams exit the backside of the crystal. These
additional calculations are added onto the information in Figures 3.5c and 3.5d. In
Figures 3.6a – 3.6d we present plots for total phase shift. Total phase shift refers to the
phase difference developed from the point where the beams first enter the crystal to
the point where the beams intersect in air on the exit side of the PC.
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Figure 3.6: Total phase shift developed between two impinging acoustic beams at
incidence angles
for: (a) the top exit beams with PC of thickness 23 lattice
parameters, (b) the top exit beams with PC of thickness 46 lattice parameters, (c) the
bottom exit beams with PC of thickness 23 lattice parameters, (d) the bottom exit
beams with PC of thickness 46 lattice parameters. Total phase shift refers to the phase
difference developed from the point where the beams first enter the crystal to the point
where the beams intersect on the exit side of the PC.
Figures 3.6a and 3.6b show the total phase shift between two incident beams with
incidence angles

and

for crystals of thickness 23 lattice parameters and 46 lattice

parameters, respectively (for the upwards traveling exit beams). Figures 3.6c and 3.6d
show the total phase shift between two incident beams with incidence angles

and
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for crystals of thickness 23 lattice parameters and 46 lattice parameters, respectively
(for the downwards traveling exit beams). Crystal thicknesses of 23 and 46 lattice
parameters are shown because these L values are utilized in later FDTD validations.
In FDTD simulations, the initial relative phase between the input beams is
determined at the point of beam entry into the PC (the center of the beams enter at
precisely the same location). A line of nodes is surveyed at this intersection over one
wave cycle and an average of the values for instantaneous pressure is obtained. This
average represents a measurement that locally describes wave amplitudes. If the
average value in instantaneous pressure over one wave cycle (average pressure) reads
zero at the point of beam intersection, then destructive interference has occurred and
the beams are π-radians out of phase. Conversely, if a maximum value reading is
recorded at the point of beam intersection, then constructive interference has occurred
and the beams are in-phase. The relative phase between the beams on the exit side of
the crystal (at the point of beam intersection) is measured the same way. In having the
initial relative phase between the beams and the final relative phase between the
beams, one can ascertain the total relative phase shift produced by the PVC/Air system.
The ability of this system to modulate the relative phase between a pair of input
acoustic beams is shown. From Figure 3.6a (L = 23 lattice parameters), for

= 12° and

= 41°, the total relative phase shift observed between the beams is approximately π
radians. From Figure 3.6b (L = 46 lattice parameters), for input beams with the same
incidence angles, the total relative phase shift observed between the beams is
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approximately 2π radians. Figure 3.7a shows the two sources impinging upon the
thinner PC (L = 23 lattice parameters).

Figure 3.7: (a) FDTD simulation (instantaneous pressure plot) showing two acoustic
waves (at incidence angles = 12° and = 44°) impinging upon a PC with L = 23 lattice
parameters. Average pressure measurements are taken along the black lines. (b) The
average pressure readings along black lines in (a). The input cut shows a maximum in
average pressure at its center—the beams are initially in phase. The output cut shows a
minimum in average pressure at its center—the beams are out of phase. The total phase
shift seen in (a) is π radians. (c) Same as (a) but L = 46 lattice parameters. (d) The
average pressure reading along black lines in (c). On the entrance side of the PC we
observe in-phase beams. On the exit side of the PC, this pattern is preserved. Average
pressure maxima from the input side are aligned with average pressure maxima from
the exit side. Constructive interferences account for this similarity and a 2π radian phase
shift has been measured.
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There are two black lines drawn in the simulation space. Average pressure readings are
taken along these lines and are shown in Figure 3.7b. Figure 3.7b shows an interference
pattern with characteristic central and peripheral lobes on the entrance side of the PC.
The beams are initially in-phase because we observe a maximum value in average
pressure in the middle of the cut. After propagating through the PC, the relative phase
of the beams is altered by approximately π radians because at the point of beam
intersection on the exit side of the crystal we observe a minimum at the center of the
cut. Every maximum from the input average pressure cut matches up with a minimum
from the average pressure cut taken on the backside of the crystal. Destructive
interferences, indicative of a π phase shift, account for this contrast. The asymmetry in
the output reading is due to mismatch loss at the entrance side of the PC. Figure 3.7c
shows the two sources impinging upon the thicker PC (L = 46 lattice parameters). As
before, the cut on the entrance side of the PC shows a characteristic interference
pattern suggestive of in-phase beams. On the exit side of the PC (Figure 3.7d), this
pattern is preserved. Average pressure maxima from the input side are aligned with
average pressure maxima from the exit side. Opposite to Figure 3.7b, constructive
interferences account for this similarity. The total phase shift observed between the
beams is approximately 2π radians. The relative phase between a pair of acoustic beams
can be controlled by varying the crystal length or changing the incident angles of the
acoustic beam sources.
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3.2.3. Interference Between Complementary Incident Waves
Another feature of this PC comes from the fact that the EFC in air is larger than
the first Brillouin zone. Acoustic wave inputs with different incident angles can excite
the same Bloch waves in the PC. These acoustic wave pairs are called complementary
angle inputs. Figures 3.8a and 3.8b show a pair of complementary angle inputs, incident
angles 28.1° and -28.1°.

Figure 3.8: (a) In-phase complementary angle inputs at 28.1° and -28.1°. There is
constructive interference inside the PC along the path of the refracted beams and two
intense exit beams appear on the outside of the PC (b) Out-of-phase complementary
angle inputs at 28.1° and -28.1°. Due to this initial phase shift, amplitudes cancel along
the path of the refracted beams and a minimal field of instantaneous pressure is shown
on the outside of the PC.
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In Figure 3.8a, these acoustic wave sources oscillate in-phase. In the crystal, along the
paths of the refracted beams, there is constructive interference between the beams and
two intense exit beams appear on the backside of the crystal. If the sources are set to
oscillate out-of-phase (Figure 3.8b), there is cancellation of amplitudes inside the PC
along the paths of the refracted beams. What appears on the exit side of the crystal in
this instance is a very weak pressure field. These inputs waves coincide with zero-angle
refraction and perfect collimation is observed in the PC. The PVC/Air system can support
a large number of complementary angle inputs. For instance, observe Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9: Two pairs of complementary angle inputs are directed at the PC face.
Impinging beams with incidence angles 10° and -50° excite the same Bloch waves in the
PC as do impinging beams with incidence angles 38° and -19°. The source angled at 10°
oscillates π radians out-of-phase with the source angled at -50°. The source angled at
38° oscillates π radians out-of-phase with the source angled at -19°. The initial phase
relationship between these inputs ensures cancellation of amplitudes along the paths of
the refracted input beams and a minimal field of instantaneous pressure is shown on
the outside of the PC.
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Two pairs of complementary angle inputs are directed at the PC face. Impinging beams
with incidence angles 10° and -50° excite the same Bloch waves in the PC as do
impinging beams with incidence angles 38° and -19°. The source angled at 10° is set π
radians out of phase with the source angled at -50°. Similarly, the source angled at 38° is
set π radians out of phase with the source angled at -19°. The initial phase relationship
between these inputs ensures cancellation of amplitudes along the paths of the
refracted beams. In Figure 3.9, on the exit side of the crystal, we observe a minimal
reading in instantaneous pressure indicative of complementary beam cancellation.
Again, cancellation is not total due to mismatch loss at the entrance of the PC, which is
dependent on the angle of incidence.
The PVC/Air system possesses the ability to modulate the relative phase
between a pair of acoustic waves. This function is enabled by having excited Bloch
waves in the PC with different phase velocities that propagate along different paths. In
particular, phase control in the PVC/Air system arises from non-collinear wave and
group velocity vectors in the PC.

3.3. Steel/Methanol PC
The PVC/Air system is contrasted with a triangular array of steel cylinders
embedded in a host matrix of methanol. This system allows for the realization of circular
EFCs centered on the Gamma point, whereas in the PVC/Air system we observed
square-like EFCs centered off the Gamma point. In the steel/methanol scheme, in a
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certain range of operating frequencies, the group velocity vector and wave vector of the
excited Bloch mode are always collinear, which implies that the phase velocity of all
excited Bloch waves is identical. The consequence this feature has on the phase of
propagating acoustic waves is explored in this section. For consistency, the same
theoretical approach is taken as was used in developing the PVC/Air scheme.
Specifically, a scheme is developed detailing the total phase shift between a pair of
acoustic beams entering the steel/methanol system. Total phase shift refers to the
phase difference developed from the point where the beams first enter the crystal to
the point where the beams intersect on the exit side of the PC.
For the steel/methanol PC, a radius of r = 0.51 mm is used for the cylindrical
steel inclusions and the lattice parameter is a = 1.27 mm. The system parameters are:
ρsteel = 7890 kg/m3, ct,steel = 3100 m/s, cl,steel = 5800 m/s, ρmethanol = 0.790 kg/m3, ct,methanol
= 0 m/s, cl,methanol = 1138 m/s (ρ is density, ct is transverse speed of sound, and cl is
longitudinal speed of sound). The band structure for the infinite, periodic
steel/methanol PC is generated by the FDTD technique [28] (see Appendix E for source
code). The PWE method cannot be utilized in this instance because one cannot assume
infinite rigidity of the inclusion with a solid/fluid system—methanol has too large a value
in characteristic acoustic impedance for the assumption of rigidity at the interface
between the inclusion and matrix medium to be valid. The FDTD technique utilizes a
square grid of mesh points with periodic boundary conditions to describe the repeatable
unit cell for the PC structure. For a particular wave vector along the irreducible Brillouin
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zone, an initial delta function spike in the displacement field of the mesh perturbs the
system. The time evolution of the displacement field for several, random grid points are
recorded and upon Fast Fourier Transform of this data set, the eigenfrequencies of the
system can be resolved for the particular wave vector. The band structure along the ΓM
direction in the k-space of the PC is pictured in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.10: The band structure along the ΓM direction for the infinite, periodic
steel/methanol PC generated by the FDTD method. In the range of 530-570 kHz, we
observe a passing band with negative group velocity. In this operating frequency range,
circular EFCs can be realized where the wave and group velocity vectors of excited Bloch
modes are collinear and anti-parallel.
In the frequency range of 530-570 kHz, there is a passing band with negative group
velocity. Circular EFCs exist in this region where the group velocity vector and wave
vector of the excited Bloch mode are collinear and anti-parallel.
If a slab of this PC is placed in a surrounding medium of water, the circular EFCs
of the PC can be tuned to match the circular EFCs of the outside, homogeneous medium
(ρwater = 1.0 kg/m3, ct,water = 0 m/s, and cl,water = 1490 m/s). This configuration has been
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utilized in previous work on negative refraction and focusing with phononic structures
because at 550 kHz the PC has a refractive index of -1 [17]. A line is superposed on the
band structure in Figure 3.10 to describe the non-dispersive behavior of water. This line
intersects the band structure of the PC at 550 kHz and the condition for a refractive
index of -1 is affirmed. The EFCs for the steel/methanol PC are illustrated in Figures
3.11a, 3.11b and 3.11c along with the EFCs for acoustic waves in water (left and right
hand circles) at frequencies 530, 550 and 570 kHz, respectively.
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Figure 3.11: k-space schematic for steel/methanol PC immersed in a surrounding
environment of water (a, b and c left hand illustrations) and rendering of two acoustic
waves in water impinging upon the PC (a, b and c right hand illustrations). In (a, left), the
radius of the circular EFC in the PC (center circle) is larger than the radii of the circular
EFCs in water (left and right hand circles). The incidence angle is greater in magnitude
than the refracted angle. In (a, right), the two impinging acoustic waves will negatively
refract in the PC by values smaller than their incidence angles. Accordingly, the beams
will intersect on the exit side of the PC at a location above their point of entry (dotted
line). In (b, left), the radius of the circular EFC in the PC equals the radii of the circular
EFCs in water. The incidence angle value is equal in magnitude to the refracted angle
value. In (b, right), the two impinging acoustic waves will negatively refract in the PC by
values equal to their incidence angles. Accordingly, the beams will intersect on the exit
side of the PC precisely at a level consistent with their point of entry (dotted line). In (c,
left), the radius of the circular EFC in the PC is smaller than the radii of the circular EFCs
in water. The incidence angle is smaller in magnitude than the refracted angle. In (c,
right), the two impinging acoustic waves will negatively refract in the PC by values
greater than their incidence angles. Accordingly, the beams will intersect on the exit
side of the PC at a location below their point of entry (dotted line). Wave vectors in the
PC are shown with red arrows and group velocity vectors are detailed with green
arrows.
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As frequency increases, the size of the circular EFCs in the PC decreases. This is because
of the negative slope in the band structure at these frequencies. Alongside Figures
3.11a, 3.11b and 3.11c are schematic illustrations of two waves impinging upon the PC.
Two incident beams are directed at the PC face and enter the crystal at precisely the
same point. This point of entry coincides with the horizontal, dotted line drawn in the
schematic illustration. At 530 kHz, the EFC in the PC is larger than the EFC of the outside,
homogeneous medium. Accordingly, for both inputs, the degree of refraction inside the
PC is smaller than the incidence angle. In this case, the beams will intersect at a point on
the backside of the PC that is above the dotted line. At 550 kHz, the EFC in the PC
matches the size of the EFC of the surrounding medium. For both input beams, the
degree of refraction in the PC is equal to the incidence angle. In this case, on the exit
side of the crystal, the beams intersect precisely at the dotted line. At 570 kHz, the EFC
in the PC is smaller than the EFC in water and for both input beams, the degree of
refraction in the PC is greater than the incidence angle. Accordingly, this causes the
beams to intersect at a point below the dotted line. The point of beam intersection on
the exit side of the PC is utilized later for characterizing the total relative phase shift
between the beams.
To detail the propagation of two arbitrary input waves to the system in the
frequency range 530 – 570 kHz we use Figure 3.12. In this illustration, the radii of the
circular EFC in the PC and the circular EFC in water are arbitrary.
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Figure 3.12: Two impinging incident waves with wave vectors
and
(incidence
angles
and ) are directed at the steel/methanol PC and excite Bloch waves
and
within the k-space of the PC. The incident waves are negatively refracted in the PC
according to angles and and travel in a direction consistent with the group velocity
vectors (green arrows). The radius of the circular EFCs in water and the PC are R o and
Rpc, respectively.
Two impinging incident waves with wave vectors

and

(incidence angles

and

)

are directed at the PC face:

Ro is the radius of the EFC in water (units of wave number: radians per length). These
impinging waves are negatively refracted by a value consistent with the following
relationship:
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The parallel components of these impinging wave vectors excite Bloch waves

and

within the k-space of the PC:

Rpc is the radius of the circular EFC in the PC (units of wave number: radians per length).
The directions of propagation for the refracted beams are written as follows:

The incident beam

is refracted by an angle

and travels a path in the PC consistent

with:

The incident beam

is refracted by an angle

and travels a path that coincides with:

L again is the PC thickness. In this scheme, with the orientation of the triangular lattice
(ΓM direction), L is given in terms of layers of cylinders instead of lattice parameters. Eq.
(3.14) details phase information for a plane wave with wave vector
consistent with

traveling a path

:

(3.14)

Similarly, for a plane wave with wave vector

traveling a path consistent

we have:
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(3.15)

After propagation through the PC, the phase-difference developed between Bloch
waves with wave vectors

and

is described with Eq. (3.16):

(3.16)

Eq. (3.16) is the phase shift developed between two incident beams strictly due to the
PC thickness. The results of this equation are shown in Figures 3.13a, 3.13b and 3.13c
(as φ/L) for operating frequencies of 530, 550, and 570 kHz, respectively.
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Figure 3.13: The developed phase difference between impinging beams with incident
angles θ1 and θ2 strictly due to the PC thickness (L) for (a) 530 kHz, (b) 550 kHz, (c) 570
kHz. The developed difference in phase between waves is attributed to waves of the
same phase velocity traveling different path lengths. The maxima or minima on these
surfaces show that greater phase differences result when the difference in the length of
the refracted beam paths is large.
In these figures, considerable phase-shifts can result within the confines of the PC. The
developed difference in phase between waves in this instance is only attributed to
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waves of the same phase velocity traveling different path lengths. The maxima or
minima on these surfaces show that greater phase differences result when the
difference in the length of the refracted beam paths is large.
To stay consistent with the method used to evaluate the PVC/Air system, we
must consider the total relative phase shift between the waves—the phase difference
developed from the point where the beams first enter the crystal to the point where the
beams intersect on the exit side of the PC. With this notion, an additional component
needs to be added onto the information contained in Figures 3.13a, 3.13b and 3.13c:
the relative phase contribution coming from the point where the beams exit the crystal
to the point where they intersect on the exit side of the PC. This component is a
consideration of different path lengths in non-dispersive media. In observing the
schematic illustrations in Figures 3.11a, 3.11b and 3.11c, the paths of travel for the
beams on the exit side of the PC can be understood. Like the PVC/Air system, for each
set of incident waves to the crystal, the additional phase value on the exit side of the PC
is determined from comparing path lengths calculated from the angles at which the two
beams leave the PC and knowledge of where the beams exit from the backside of the
crystal. These additional calculations are added onto the information in Figures 3.13a,
3.13b and 3.13c for a crystal with thickness L = 46 layers (stacked in the ΓM direction).
This specific crystal thickness is used to compare the steel/methanol system with the
PVC/Air system; the PVC/Air system could achieve a 2π shift in relative phase with this Lvalue. The new plots for total phase shift are presented in Figures 3.14a, 3.14b and
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3.14c. Total phase shift refers to the phase difference developed from the point where
the beams first enter the crystal to the point where the beams intersect in water on the
exit side of the PC.

Figure 3.14: Total phase shift between two impinging acoustic waves for the
methanol/steel PC immersed in water at (a) 530 kHz, (b) 550 kHz, and (c) 570 kHz. Total
phase shift refers to the phase difference developed from the point where the beams
first enter the PC to the point where the beams intersect on the exit side of the PC. In
(b), because the radius of the PC circular EFC perfectly matches the radius of the EFC for
water, a relative phase difference of zero results between all acoustic wave inputs.
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Attention is immediately directed at Figure 3.14b. At 550 kHz, the condition where the
PC has a refractive index of -1, the total phase shift resulting between any two incident
beams is zero. This can be explained because in this instance the radius of the EFC in
water equals the radius of the EFC in the PC. Accordingly, the angle of incidence of an
incoming beam always equals the negative of the angle of the refracted beam (Figure
3.11b). Therefore, from Eq. (3.16), for any two impinging waves at 550 kHz, the
developed difference in relative phase due to a PC of thickness L is:

(3.17)

R corresponds to the radius of the matching EFCs in water and the PC. On the exit side
of the PC the wave vectors detailed in water are described as follows:

Figure 3.12 can be used to visualize this result. Additionally, because of the matching
EFCs in water and the PC, the paths of travel in the exit medium for the two beams are
written as:

The developed difference in relative phase on the exit side of the PC is shown in Eq.
(3.18):
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(3.18)
The summation of the relative phase shift between the beams inside the PC (Eq. (3.17))
with the relative phase shift between the beams on the exit side of the PC (Eq. (3.18))
yields a value of zero, therefore the results seen in Figure 3.14b are confirmed. For
Figures 3.14a (530 kHz) and 3.14c (570 kHz), a non-zero value in total relative phase shift
does result between the input beams. This value, however, is comparably smaller to
that observed in the PVC/Air system for the same number of layers (L = 46). In the
PVC/Air system, a relative phase shift of 2π was resolved between two input beams. The
maximum value in total relative phase shift that can be seen in the steel/methanol
system with L = 46 is approximately 0.45 radians for 530 kHz and 0.8 radians for 570
kHz. To achieve a relative phase shift of 2π in the steel/methanol system at the
operating frequencies of 530 and 570 kHz, the crystal thickness value (L = 46 layers)
needs to be multiplied by approximately 14 and 7, respectively. Crystal thicknesses such
as these are extremely impractical systems to use in experimental work (energy losses
and attenuation) and are exceedingly difficult to model numerically (FDTD computation
time would be prohibitive). It is apparent that the steel/methanol system, in this range
of operating frequencies, is not ideal for initiating phase differences between acoustic
wave pairs. This conclusion comes from the fact that the wave and group velocity
vectors in this PC are collinear and anti-parallel. Because the waves travel at the same
phase velocity inside the PC (and outside the PC in the homogeneous medium), the only
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contributing element to developing a phase difference with this system is path length.
This does not relate with significant values in phase differences.

3.4. Conclusions about PVC/Air Phononic Crystal
We have theoretically investigated the phase properties of two PCs by
constructing analytical models based on their respective band structures and EFCs. The
PVC/Air system features square-like EFCs near an operating frequency of 13.5 kHz and,
because these contours are not centered on the Gamma point, the wave and group
velocity vectors in the PC are non-collinear. The steel/methanol system, at the
considered operating frequencies, offers circular EFCs centered on the Gamma point
which allows for collinear and anti-parallel wave and group velocity vectors. In
comparing these models, we have shown that the PVC/Air system achieves substantial
relative phase shifts between waves propagating through the system. This function is
enabled by having excited Bloch modes in the PC with different phase velocities that
propagate along different paths. Specifically, phase control in the PVC/Air system arises
from non-collinear wave and group velocity vectors in the PC. The steel/methanol
system does not achieve substantial relative phase shifts between acoustic wave inputs
because all excited Bloch modes travel at one, specific phase velocity. To practically
utilize the phase-space functionalities of two dimensional PC systems, crystals with band
structures and EFCs showing non-collinear wave and group velocity vectors should be
used.
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CHAPTER 4: THE EPOXY-STEEL PHONONIC CRYSTAL
In this chapter a 2D PC comprised of a square array of steel cylinders in epoxy is
shown to perform a variety of spectral, wave vector and phase-space functions. Over a
range of operating frequencies, the composite’s elastic band structure shows uniquely
shaped EFCs that are only accessible to excitations of longitudinal polarization. Under
this condition, the PC is shown to behave as (1) an acoustic wave collimator, (2) a
defect-less wave guide, (3) a directional source for elastic waves, (4) an acoustic beam
splitter, (5) a phase-control device and (6) a k-space multiplexer. Wave vector diagrams
and FDTD simulations are employed to authenticate the above mentioned capabilities.
The work presented here represents a significant effort towards broadening the range
of applications typically associated with solid/solid PCs. Importantly, in this chapter, the
first ever demonstration of phase control between propagating acoustic waves is
demonstrated with a PC comprised of all solid components.

4.1 Models and Methods
The PC is a 2D composite structure consisting of a square array of steel inclusions
(infinitely tall cylinders) embedded in a host matrix of epoxy. The spacing between the
cylinders (of radius r = 1.00 mm) is a = 3.23 mm, owing to an inclusion filling fraction of
30 percent. The density, longitudinal speed of sound, and transverse speed of sound for
epoxy are 1180 kg/m3, 2535 m/s and 1157 m/s, respectively. For steel, the parameters
are 7780 kg/m3, 5825 m/s and 3227 m/s.
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Spectral and wave vector properties for the infinite, periodic PC are evaluated
using the PWE method [22] (see Appendix C for source code). Spectral, wave vector and
phase properties for a finite slab of the PC are evaluated using the FDTD method [23-26]
(see Appendix D for source code). For FDTD analysis, the PC slab is sandwiched between
two homogeneous regions of material.
The elastic band structure and EFCs for the infinite, periodic PC are constructed
using the PWE method. This numerical scheme replaces the elastic wave equation with
an eigenvalue problem by taking the Fourier expansion of the elastic displacement field
(and of the physical parameters of the constituent materials) along reciprocal lattice
vectors. 441 reciprocal space vectors were utilized to ensure convergence of the
method. The PWE rendering of the elastic band structure (band gap frequency range) is
consistent with the transmission spectra found by the FDTD method to within a few kHz.
Figure 4.1a shows the band structure of the infinite, periodic PC along the edges of the
irreducible Brillouin zone (BZ). Only XY modes (vibrational modes with wave vector and
displacement field belonging to the plane perpendicular to the inclusions) are reported.
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Figure 4.1: (a) Band structure of the infinite, periodic epoxy/steel PC along high
symmetry directions in the first BZ. (b) EFCs for epoxy/steel PC corresponding to the 7th
band in (a). Collimating properties and zero-angle refraction are associated with the
flatness of the sides of these square-like contours.
An absolute band gap is observed between 238 and 410 kHz. From 540 to 620 kHz, we
observe a passing band with negative slope. Figure 4.1b shows the EFCs corresponding
to this frequency range. The EFCs are centered on the Γ-point and have symmetry
consistent with the ordering of the steel inclusions (square-like). In this frequency range,
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the near-perfect flatness of the sides of these square-like contours makes this PC unique
because multiple Bloch waves exist with identical group velocity vectors. This feature is
strongly exploited in later ω-space, k-space and φ-space demonstrations involving
acoustic wave collimation and phase manipulation of acoustic waves. In addition to their
favorable shape, the EFCs are strictly accessible to excitations of longitudinal
polarization (the 7th band in Figure 4.1a corresponds to a longitudinal, elastic mode).
This is a unique and fortunate consequence because analyzing wave propagation in
solids is typically difficult due to the fact that propagative modes of longitudinal
polarization are superposed over propagative modes of transverse polarization. Being
able to isolate longitudinal, mode-specific behavior makes this PC an ideal phase-control
device for acoustic and elastic waves.
FDTD simulations shed light on several capabilities of the PC. In the FDTD
method, a simulation space is constructed of a grid of mesh points. Each mesh point
represents a material and is associated with a density and certain set of material specific
elastic parameters. Large FDTD simulation meshes can be designed to model intricate,
bulk systems by appropriately defining each mesh point with the correct material
parameters. Specifically for this study, the FDTD grid will be designed to model a 2D slab
of the epoxy/steel PC sandwiched between two regions of homogeneous material. The
homogeneous regions may be solid or fluid. To use the FDTD method to simulate fluids
one approximates the fluid as a solid with transverse speed of sound (c t) set equal to
zero (C44 = ρct2 = 0). Over the entire FDTD grid, the elastic wave equation is discretized in
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time and space. Eq. (4.1) shows a balance of linear momentum for a material without
the addition of a body force term. um is the mth component of the displacement vector
u(r), σmk are the elements of the stress tensor and ρ(r) is density. The stress-strain
relationship for an isotropic, linear elastic material is shown by Eq. (4.2). λ(r) and μ(r) are
the so-called Lamé coefficients, ε represents the strain tensor and δmk is Kronecker’s
delta. The components of the strain tensor in Eq. (4.2) are related to the components of
the displacement field by Eq. (4.3).

(4.1)
(4.2)
(4.3)

FDTD simulations are run for times between 0.1 – 0.5 milliseconds with temporal
discretization Δt = 1.96 ∙ 10-9 seconds and spatial discretization Δx = Δy = a/50. At each
time step, from spatial derivatives, the divergence of the stress tensor is calculated
which allows for the iterative update of the displacement field. To perturb the FDTD
mesh at each time step, a wave emitting source is placed somewhere on the FDTD grid.
The source consists of a line of grid points that are displaced orthogonally with respect
to the source line sinusoidally in time. To close the simulation space along the mesh
edge, first order Mur absorbing boundary conditions are employed to avoid wave
reflections [27]. To characterize wave propagation in solid regions, FDTD displacement
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fields are reported to differentiate between longitudinal and transverse waves. To
characterize wave propagation in fluid regions, two scalar metrics are introduced,
subsequently referred to as pressure (P) and average pressure (P’). From Eq. (4.2), P is
defined as minus the trace of the stress tensor. An instantaneous pressure field for a
given FDTD simulation is found by calculating P over all grid points in the FDTD mesh at
one time step. P’ is defined as the time average of the absolute value of P over some
time interval.

(4.4)
(4.5)

For this study the time interval is the period (Τ) of one wave cycle from the oscillating
line source in the FDTD simulation mesh. P’ is useful because it assigns a scalar value to
the temporal evolution of pressure at a given point in the FDTD mesh. P’ is used to
characterize phase relationships between propagating acoustic waves.

4.2. Results
4.2.1 Zero-Angle Refraction and Defect-less Waveguiding
Due to the square-like shape of its EFCs, the epoxy/steel PC exhibits exceptional
k-space features between 540 and 620 kHz. Collimating properties and zero-angle
refraction are associated with the flatness of the sides of these square-like contours. To
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demonstrate these properties a series of wave vector diagrams and FDTD simulations
are utilized. Figure 4.2 outlines the configuration used in the first FDTD demonstration.

Figure 4.2: (Center) An extended zone scheme representation of the first BZ for the
epoxy/steel PC at 590 kHz. (Left) A circular EFC representing acoustic waves in ether.
(Right) Two circular EFCs representing longitudinal, elastic and transverse, elastic waves
in epoxy. Impinging wave vector ΓA excites periodic Bloch modes (ΓF, ΓG and ΓH) in the
PC k-space. These modes coincide with four excitations in homogeneous epoxy: one
longitudinal (ΓB) and three transverse (ΓC, ΓD and ΓE).
Figures such as this are particularly helpful for understanding wave propagation through
PCs. The scheme described in Section 4.1 applies to this figure—a slab of the
epoxy/steel PC is sandwiched between two regions of homogeneous material, an
entrance region and an exit region. Generally, the figure describes a wave launched
from some entrance medium at the PC surface. The wave propagates through the PC
and exits into some exit medium. Pictured in the center of Figure 4.2 is an extended
zone scheme representation of the PC’s first BZ with square-like EFCs corresponding to
590 kHz waves. The irreducible BZ (ΓXM) matches that shown in Figure 4.1a. On the left,
an EFC representing acoustic waves in ether is present. On the right, two EFCs describing
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longitudinal, elastic waves and transverse, elastic waves in epoxy are present. Figure 4.2
specifically shows (1) how traveling waves refract at different interfaces (e.g. the etherPC interface and the PC-epoxy interface) and (2) how propagative longitudinal modes
convert into propagative transverse modes. Consider an acoustic wave in ether
impinging upon the PC surface with wave vector ΓA (Figure 4.2). Ether is chosen as the
entrance medium due to its much lower longitudinal speed of sound compared to epoxy
(cL, ether = 985 m/s). At the interface between ether k-space and the PC k-space, the ky
component of ΓA is conserved. Several Bloch waves with this wave vector component
(plus/minus multiple translations of a reciprocal lattice vector) are excited in the PC kspace. These modes are longitudinal, elastic modes and are detailed in Figure 4.2 with
wave vectors ΓF, ΓG and ΓH. The arrows orthogonal to the square-like EFCs represent
group velocity vectors (blue arrows in Figure 4.2). The incident wave propagates from
the left to the right in the PC with energy following a path consistent with the group
velocity vector. At the boundary between the PC and the exit medium (epoxy), the ky
component of each excited Bloch wave vector in the PC is conserved again. This excites
specific modes in the epoxy medium: one longitudinal (ΓB) and three transverse (ΓC, ΓD
and ΓE). The longitudinal mode and transverse mode (ΓD) leave the PC with phase and
group velocity vectors perpendicular to the PC-epoxy interface (zero-angle refraction).
The ΓC and ΓE transverse modes respectively represent negative and positive refraction
at the PC-epoxy interface. From here, it is desired to characterize the waves leaving the
backside of the PC with FDTD displacement field calculations. Figures 4.3a and 4.3b
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respectively show the ux and uy displacement fields for a 590 kHz acoustic wave in ether
impinging upon the epoxy/steel PC surface.

Figure 4.3: (a) and (b) FDTD displacement field calculation of an acoustic wave in ether
impinging upon the PC surface at 590 kHz. Zero-angle refraction occurs at the interface
between ether and the PC (45 mm mark along horizontal axis). Wave energy is spatially
restricted to a well-defined volume inside the PC. At the interface between the PC and
exit epoxy medium (105 mm mark along horizontal axis), two transverse modes exit at
±38° (a) and one longitudinal mode exits at 0° (b).

The ether-PC interface (ether on left, PC on right) occurs at the 45mm mark along the
horizontal axis of Figures 4.3a and 4.3b. The PC-epoxy interface occurs at the 105 mm
mark. The acoustic wave enters the middle of the PC at an incidence angle
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corresponding to -32°. Zero-angle refraction of the wave is observed at the ether-PC
interface, which is consistent with the direction of the group velocity vectors in Figure
4.2. Inside the PC, wave energy is spatially restricted to a well-defined volume. At the
interface between the PC and epoxy, three exiting modes consistent with the wave
vectors ΓB, ΓC and ΓE of Figure 4.2 are observed. The ux displacement field in Figure 4.3a
indicates two transverse waves leaving the back side of the PC at -38° and +38° (wave
vectors ΓC and ΓE respectively). The uy displacement field in Figure 4.3b shows an
additional exiting wave, longitudinal mode ΓB leaving at 0°. The longitudinal mode is
more intense than the two transverse waves; this is strictly due to mode conversion at
the PC-epoxy interface. In the case of the third transverse mode (ΓD of Figure 4.2),
longitudinal-to-transverse mode conversion at the PC-epoxy interface is nominal and
zero transmission for ΓD in Figure 4.3a is observed. To remark on the abilities of the
epoxy/steel PC, attention is directed to fact that zero-angle refraction is observed at two
distinct interfaces (the ether-PC interface and the PC-epoxy interface) for propagating
waves of longitudinal polarization. This unusual happening allows input acoustic signals
in ether to be maintained throughout the PC and exit epoxy medium. Behavior similar to
this occurs for several impinging acoustic waves within a wide solid angle. For 590 kHz
impinging acoustic waves in ether, the epoxy/steel PC collimates waves with the
following incidence angles: -38° to -25°, -5.5° to +5.5°, +25° to +38°. These acoustic
waves undergo zero-angle refraction at the ether-PC interface and convert into
longitudinal, elastic modes in the exit epoxy medium. Impinging waves with angles
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outside these limits will either be positively/negatively refracted due to curvature of the
EFC or will undergo total-reflection at the ether-PC interface.
The capacity of the epoxy/steel PC to spatially restrict wave energy is highlighted
by comparing the previous scheme to a PC waveguide structure. PC waveguides are
fundamentally perfect structures for controlling wave travel because propagating waves
can only couple to accessible waveguide modes. This spatially restricts wave energy to
the channel of defects in the PC waveguide. The waveguide we consider is a slab of the
epoxy/steel PC with a straight channel of missing steel inclusions. The waveguide has
the same thickness as the PC used in Figures 4.3a and 4.3b and is sandwiched between
two homogeneous regions of material—ether on the left and epoxy on the right. The
width of the channel in the waveguide is comparable to the width of the beam
propagating through the PC in Figures 4.3a and 4.3b—specifically; the width of the
beam propagating through the PC in Figures 4.3a and 4.3b is 15 λ, where λ is the
wavelength of the acoustic energy emanating from the source in ether. For comparison
purposes, the wave launched at the waveguide will be an acoustic wave in ether with
incidence angle -32°. The wave enters the waveguide at the center of the channel. A
FDTD displacement field calculation is reported to disclose information on the quality of
the guide and the ability of the waveguide structure to restrict beam divergence after
elastic wave energy exits the PC waveguide. Figures 4.4a and 4.4b show displacement
field calculations (ux and uy respectively) for a 320 kHz acoustic wave in ether impinging
upon the waveguide structure.
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Figure 4.4: (a) and (b) FDTD displacement field calculation. An impinging acoustic wave
in ether strikes the surface of a PC waveguide structure at -32°. The waveguide structure
is composed of an epoxy/steel PC slab with several rows of missing steel inclusions.
Impinging acoustic energy couples to accessible waveguide modes. Waveguide
excitations undergo several reflections with the bounds of the waveguide. Upon exiting
the waveguide, a highly diffuse displacement field is apparent on the backside of the
structure.
320 kHz is selected as the operating frequency because it corresponds to the middle of
the PC band gap (see Figure 4.1a). At the interface between ether and the opening of
the waveguide (45 mm mark along the horizontal axis) a conversion of modes is
observed; the impinging acoustic wave in ether couples to accessible waveguide modes.
These waveguide excitations undergo multiple reflections with the walls of the
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waveguide and subsequently exit the PC waveguide structure. Figures 4.4a and 4.4b
show highly diffuse displacement fields on the backside of the PC waveguide. Where the
waveguide structure is present, elastic wave energy is contained within the bounds of
the waveguide. Where the waveguide structure is missing, elastic wave energy spreads.
For PC waveguides, the guiding of wave energy ceases once the waveguide is removed.
In instances where spatial restriction of elastic wave energy in needed, it appears that
the structure from Figures 4.3a and 4.3b is more desirable than the structure from
Figures 4.4a and 4.4b. As such, the epoxy/steel PC operates as a defect-less waveguide.
With certainty, the refractive properties of the epoxy/steel PC prove to be more useful
than the channeling properties of the PC waveguide in maintaining spatially restricted
elastic wave energy.
In addition to the PC functions seen above, an additional capability is remarked
upon. Here, instead of exciting Bloch modes in the PC k-space with an external wave
stimulus (as was the case with impinging acoustic waves in ether), an elastic wave
emitting source is placed directly inside the PC between two columns of inclusions.
Adjacent to the PC structure is a homogeneous region of epoxy where FDTD
displacement field calculations are made. In the PC, the source oscillates in a manner
that directs longitudinal, elastic waves parallel to the rows of steel inclusions. The
source is constrained to oscillate at two frequencies of interest, the lower and upper
limits of the follow frequency range: 540 – 620 kHz (see Figure 4.1b). The objective of
this setup is to show (1) that exiting transverse excitations leave the backside of the PC
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at angles dependent upon the frequency of the oscillating line source inside the PC and
(2) that exiting longitudinal excitations always undergo zero-angle refraction at the PCepoxy interface no matter what the operating frequency. Ultimately, by exploiting the
notion that this configuration offers decoupled longitudinal and transverse excitations in
epoxy, one can view this set-up as a source for longitudinal/transverse elastic waves.
The reader is directed to Figure 4.5 to elaborate upon this assertion.

Figure 4.5: (Center) An extended zone scheme representation of the first BZ for the
epoxy/steel PC. PC EFCs are shown at 540 kHz (large, blue contour) and 620 kHz (small,
red contour). To the left are two circular EFCs representing longitudinal, elastic waves in
epoxy. The small, blue contour represents 540 kHz and the large, red contour represents
620 kHz. On the right are two sets of circular EFCs. One set represents longitudinal,
elastic waves in epoxy (inner circle = 540 kHz, outer circle = 620 kHz). The other
represents transverse, elastic waves in epoxy (inner circle = 540 kHz, outer circle = 620
kHz). For 540 kHz and 620 kHz (respectively), incident wave vectors ΓA and ΓA’ associate
with distinct Bloch wave excitations in the PC k-space; ΓA excites ΓE, ΓF and ΓG and ΓA’
excites ΓE’, ΓF’ and ΓG’. The 540 kHz and 620 kHz Bloch modes translate into two sets of
wave excitations in epoxy. The 540 kHz set consists of a longitudinal wave (ΓB) exiting at
0° (zero-angle refraction) and two transverse waves (ΓC and ΓD) exiting at -42° and +42°,
respectively. The 620 kHz set consists of a longitudinal wave (ΓB’) exiting at 0° (zeroangle refraction) and two transverse waves (ΓC’ and ΓD’) exiting at -34° and +34°,
respectively. Exiting transverse excitations leave the backside of the PC at angles
dependent on frequency. Exiting longitudinal excitations always undergo zero-angle
refraction at the PC-epoxy interface no matter what the operating frequency.
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Pictured in the center of Figure 4.5 is an extended zone scheme representation of the
PC’s first BZ with EFCs corresponding to 540 kHz waves (large, blue contour) and 620
kHz waves (small, red contour). On the left hand side, two circular contours for
longitudinal, elastic waves in epoxy are pictured. The inner circle represents 540 kHz and
the outer circle represents 620 kHz. On the right hand side, two sets of circular contours
are apparent. One set represents longitudinal, elastic waves in epoxy (inner circle is 540
kHz, outer circle is 620 kHz). The other represents transverse, elastic waves in epoxy
(inner circle is 540 kHz, outer circle is 620 kHz). Wave vectors ΓA and ΓA’ describe waves
emanating from the 540 and 620 kHz embedded line sources, respectively. These stimuli
coincide with multiple Bloch excitations inside the PC k-space. ΓA is linked to the 540
kHz Bloch excitations (ΓE, ΓF and ΓG). ΓA’ is linked to the 620 kHz Bloch excitations (ΓE’,
ΓF’ and ΓG’). For both frequencies, all Bloch modes associate with zero-angle
refraction—group velocity vectors point in a direction perpendicular to the EFC (group
velocity vectors not pictured in Figure 4.5). Wave energy from the embedded, oscillating
line source travels through the PC and reaches the PC-epoxy interface. The ky
component of each Bloch wave excitation is conserved at the interface and this excites
longitudinal and transverse modes in the exit epoxy medium. For 540 kHz, there is a
longitudinal wave (ΓB) exiting at 0° (zero-angle refraction) and two transverse waves (ΓC
and ΓD) exiting at -42° and +42°, respectively. For 620 kHz, there is a longitudinal wave
(ΓB’) exiting at 0° (zero-angle refraction) and two transverse waves (ΓC’ and ΓD’) exiting
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at -34° and +34°, respectively. With knowledge of the results of Figures 4.3a and 4.3b,
we do not anticipate any transverse excitations leaving the backside of the PC at 0°.
FDTD ux displacement field calculations are used to verify that changing the operating
frequency of the embedded, oscillating line source modifies the exit angle for transverse
excitations. Figures 4.6a and 4.6b respectively show the 540 and 620 kHz line sources
oscillating inside the epoxy/steel PC.
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Figure 4.6: FDTD ux displacement field calculations for 540 kHz (a) and 620 kHz (b). In (a)
and (b) an oscillating line source is embedded inside the epoxy/steel PC. The line source
directs longitudinal, elastic waves in the y-direction. In (a), exiting transverse waves
leave the backside of the PC at -42° and +42°. In (b), exiting transverse waves leave the
backside of the PC at -34° and +34°.

In both figures, the PC-epoxy interface occurs at the 45 mm mark along the horizontal
axis. Pictured in Figure 4.6a are two transverse excitations leaving the backside of the PC
at angles consistent with those predicted by Figure 4.5 (± 42°). Similarly, in Figure 4.6b,
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there are transverse excitations exiting at ±34°. By modulating the frequency of the
embedded, oscillating line source inside the PC, the angle at which transverse
excitations leave the backside of the PC is varied. Opposite to this result, as Figure 4.5
proves, exiting longitudinal modes always undergo zero-angle refraction at the PC-epoxy
interface regardless of operating frequency. Propagating longitudinal modes are
decoupled from transverse excitations due to weak longitudinal-to-transverse mode
conversion at the PC-epoxy interface for transverse excitations exiting at 0°. Ultimately,
this configuration offers a scheme for isolated longitudinal, elastic and transverse,
elastic waves in epoxy.

4.2.2. Acoustic Beam Splitter and Phase-Control Device
This sub-section remarks on (1) the splitting of an input acoustic signal into
multiple signals through the use of the epoxy/steel PC and on (2) utilizing the
epoxy/steel PC as a phase-control device for manipulating acoustic wave propagation.
Here, the PC slab is sandwiched between two regions of water. It is firstly demonstrated
that an acoustic wave in water impinging upon the PC surface is split into several beams
upon exiting the crystal. This notion can be understood by referring to Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: (Center) Extended zone scheme representation of first BZ along with PC EFCs
corresponding to 590 kHz. (Left and Right) EFCs corresponding to 590 kHz acoustic
waves in water. Wave vectors ΓA and ΓA’ impinge upon the surface of the PC at +52.3°
and -52.3°, respectively. Identical Bloch modes are excited in the PC k-space. The ky
component of these excitations is conserved at the interface between the PC and exit
water medium, resulting in six acoustic excitations in water: ΓB, ΓB’, ΓC, ΓC’, ΓD and ΓD’.
Because ΓA and ΓA’ share identical Bloch modes in the PC, ΓB = ΓB’, ΓC = ΓC’ and ΓD = ΓD’.
ΓA and ΓA’ are called complementary angle inputs.

An extended zone scheme representation of the PC’s first BZ with square-like EFCs
corresponding to 590 kHz waves is pictured in the center. The circles on the left and
right hand sides represent the EFCs of 590 kHz acoustic waves in water. The wave vector
of an acoustic wave in water impinging upon the PC surface is shown in the left hand
circle (ΓA). The ky component of ΓA is conserved at the interface between water k-space
and the PC k-space, which excites several propagative modes in the PC (longitudinal
elastic modes ΓE, ΓF and ΓG). Each excited Bloch mode coincides with a group velocity
vector that is perpendicular to the EFC (zero-angle refraction). The energy of the input
acoustic signal travels from the left to the right inside the PC. At the PC-water interface,
the ky component of each Bloch excitation is conserved. These wave vector components
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coincide with the circular EFC of water on the exit side of the PC and three acoustic
wave modes result (ΓB, ΓC and ΓD). The PC therefore splits an incident acoustic wave
into three acoustic waves. It is noted, due to the symmetry of k-space, that an impinging
acoustic wave with wave vector ΓA’ will excite the same Bloch modes as input wave
vector ΓA. Because the two waves share identical Bloch modes inside the PC, they will
excite identical exit modes in the water medium (ΓB = ΓB’, ΓC = ΓC’, ΓD = ΓD’). These
acoustic inputs (ΓA and ΓA’) are subsequently referred to as complementary angle
inputs. Figure 4.8a, an FDTD simulation mapping instantaneous pressure (P), shows two
complementary angle inputs.
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Figure 4.8: (a) and (b) FDTD simulation (instantaneous pressure field (P)). Two acoustic
waves (complementary angle inputs) in water impinge upon the PC surface at +52.3°
and -52.3°. In (a), the acoustic sources oscillate in-phase and excite identical Bloch
modes in the PC k-space. Bloch waves constructively interfere, contributing to intense
acoustic pressure fields inside and outside the PC. On the backside of the PC, beam
splitting is observed. In (b), the acoustic sources oscillate π radians out-of-phase. Bloch
excitations destructively interfere inside the PC resulting in a near-zero pressure field on
the backside of the crystal.

The acoustic sources (located on the left hand side of the simulation) are in water and
are angled at +52.3° and -52.3°. The sources oscillate in-phase with each other and enter
the PC at precisely the same location. In Figure 4.8a, a region of intense pressure inside
the PC is observed. This is indicative of constructive interference between superposed
Bloch modes. Upon exiting the crystal, three intense, well-defined acoustic beams—one
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exiting at +52.3°, one exiting at -52.3° and one exiting normal to the PC surface (0°) are
shown. This image well-represents wave propagation detailed Figure 4.7. If the relative
phase between the complementary angle inputs is adjusted such that the sources
oscillate π-radians out-of-phase (Figure 4.8b), then destructive interference occurs
between propagating Bloch excitations inside the PC and opposing wave amplitudes
annihilate each other to yield a near-zero pressure field on the backside of the PC.
Cancellation is not total because at the ends of each acoustic source there is slight
divergence of acoustic energy leading to the excitation of additional Bloch modes in the
PC k-space, which contributes to the non-zero pressure field on the exit side of the PC.
This φ-space function is wholly enabled by the symmetry of PC k-space and is the first
ever demonstration of phase-control between propagating acoustic waves with a
solid/solid PC.

4.2.3. k-space multiplexing
Multiplexing is a method by which a superposition of signals (waves) is
transported across the same supporting medium. The signals or waves differ in some
characteristic feature. Typically, the characteristic feature is wave length, such as that
seen in frequency-division multiplexing. In this section, a less familiar form of
multiplexing is demonstrated by utilizing a signal’s wave vector. This demonstration is
subsequently called k-space multiplexing.
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Figure 4.7 of Section 4.2.2 is slightly modified to introduce the epoxy/steel PC
behaving as a wave vector (k-space) multiplexer (see Figure 4.9).

Figure 4.9: (Center) Extended zone scheme representation of first BZ along with PC EFCs
corresponding to 590 kHz. (Left and Right) Circular EFCs corresponding to 590 kHz
acoustic waves in water. Wave vectors ΓA and ΓA’ impinge upon the surface of the PC at
+45° and -45°, respectively. In the PC k-space, a unique set of Bloch modes are excited
due to ΓA (red arrows in PC k-space) and a different, unique set of Bloch modes are
excited due to ΓA’ (dark green arrows in PC k-space). The ky component of each Bloch
wave excitation is conserved at the interface between the PC and exit water medium,
leading to several output excitations. Output wave vectors ΓB, ΓC and ΓD directly relate
to input wave vector ΓA. Similarly, output wave vectors ΓB’, ΓC’ and ΓD’ relate to ΓA’. The
angles at which the exiting beams leave the back side of the PC are information that
provides a fingerprint telling of the angle of the incident acoustic beam that created
them.

Two acoustic waves in water at two distinct angles of incidence impinge upon the
epoxy/steel PC. The unique wave vector components of these excitations associate with
distinct Bloch wave excitations in the PC k-space. In Figure 4.9, it is observed that a
specific set of Bloch wave vectors associate with the ΓA excitation (red arrows in PC kspace) and a different set of wave vectors correlate with the ΓA’ excitation (dark green
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arrows in PC k-space). Common to all excited Bloch modes is group velocity; for all
excitations in the PC k-space, the direction in which energy propagates is orthogonal to
the EFC (blue arrows denote zero-angle refraction). The input wave vectors (ΓA and ΓA’)
have been multiplexed. Wave energy propagates from the left side of the PC to the right
in the same supporting medium (a well-defined volume in the PC). At the interface
between the PC and the exit medium, each unique set of Bloch modes in the PC k-space
translates into a unique set of acoustic wave excitations in the exit medium. In Figure
4.9, the output acoustic wave vectors ΓB, ΓC and ΓD directly correlate with the input
acoustic wave vector ΓA. Likewise, ΓB’, ΓC’ and ΓD’ are connected to ΓA’. The angles at
which the exiting beams leave the back side of the PC are information that provides a
fingerprint telling of the angle of the incident acoustic beam that created them.
Specifically, output wave vector components directly correlate with input wave vector
components. In Figure 4.9, ΓA enters at +45° and its exit signals, ΓB, ΓC and ΓD, exit at
+45°, -6° and -62°, respectively. ΓA’ enters at - 45° and its exit signals, ΓB’, ΓC’ and ΓD’,
exit at +62°, +6° and -45°, respectively. The splitting of the multiplexed signal into two
unique sets of waves (with unique exiting angles) indicates that de-multiplexing has
occurred at the PC-water interface.
Figures 4.10a and 4.10c show with the FDTD method (instantaneous pressure (P)
calculations) two acoustic sources in water angled at +45° and -45°.
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Figure 4.10: (a) and (c) FDTD simulation (instantaneous pressure field (P)). Two acoustic
waves in water impinge upon the epoxy/steel PC at incidence angles +45° and -45°. The
acoustic sources oscillate π radians out-of-phase in (a) and in-phase in (c). Acoustic
energy is channeled through the PC. On the backside of the PC, six exiting acoustic
waves in water result. The input acoustic wave that enters the PC at +45° separates into
a set of three exit beams: {+45°, -6° and -62°}. The input acoustic wave that enters the
PC at -45° separates into a different set of three exit beams: {-45°, +6° and +62°}. In (b)
and (d), surveys of average pressure (P’) are presented for the FDTD simulations in (a)
and (c), respectively. Average pressure measurements are taken along a line of nodes in
the FDTD simulation (black vertical lines in (a) and (c)). Information about the relative
phase between the input acoustic sources in (a) and (c) is contained in the magnitude of
P’ at the 65 mm mark along the vertical axis in plots (b) and (d), respectively.
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The sources, located on the left side of the simulations, launch 590 kHz waves at the
epoxy/steel PC surface. The incident beams enter the PC at precisely the same location.
In Figures 4.10a and 4.10c, the 65 mm mark along the vertical axis marks an axis of
symmetry. In Figure 4.10a, the sources are set to oscillate π-radians out of phase with
each other. In Figure 4.10c, the sources oscillate in-phase with each other. In both
figures, zero-angle refraction of the input acoustic radiation is observed at the water-PC
interface (18 mm mark along horizontal axis in Figures 4.10a and 4.10c). The energy of
the two input acoustic waves travels orthogonal to the PC surface as a multiplexed
signal. At the interface between the PC and the exit water medium, as Figure 4.9
suggests, de-multiplexing is observed. The superposed waves inside the PC separate into
two distinct sets of exiting acoustic beams on the back side of the PC. The input acoustic
wave that enters the PC at +45° separates into a set of three exit beams: {+45°, -6° and 62°}. The input acoustic wave that enters the PC at -45° separates into a different set of
three exit beams: {-45°, +6° and +62°}. The angles of the exiting beams connect output
acoustic waves to input acoustic waves. For further FDTD analysis, the exiting beams at
+6° and -6° are inspected. In Figures 4.10b and 4.10d, plots of average pressure (P’) cuts
are pictured taken along a vertical line of nodes in the FDTD grid. These cuts (Figures
4.10b and 4.10d) respectively correspond to the vertical black lines drawn in Figures
4.10a and 4.10c. These plots can be used as acoustic wave detectors. Along the vertical
axis in Figures 4.10b and 4.10d, average pressure detected at the 45 mm mark and 85
mm mark correspond to the -6° and +6° exiting beams, respectively. For Figure 4.10b,
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two distinct, symmetrical regions of high acoustic pressure are observed. The signal
recorded at the 85 mm mark (+6° exiting beam) represents information sent by the -45°
input acoustic source. The signal recorded at the 45 mm mark (-6° exiting beam)
represents information sent by the +45° input acoustic source. To detail an acoustic
wave k-space multiplexer, information can be encoded in the amplitude of the +45° and
-45° input acoustic waves—wave amplitude is broadcast from each acoustic wave
source on the entrance side of the PC to the point of P’ detection on the exit side of the
PC. The reader is directed to Figure 4.10d to comment on an additional means of
encoding information in a set of acoustic signals. Figure 4.10d shows three distinct
peaks. As before, the peaks at 45 mm and 85 mm correspond to the -6° and +6° exiting
beams, respectively. The central peak, occurring at the axis of symmetry (the 65 mm
mark), is telling of constructive interference between the in-phase signals. Wave
amplitudes superpose in the region of signal overlap to yield an intense region of
acoustic pressure. This central beam can prove to be useful as it details information
about the relative phase between the two input acoustic waves. When the input
acoustic sources oscillate out-of-phase, as in Figure 4.10a, a zero-value reading is
observed at the 65 mm mark in Figure 4.10b. Oppositely, when input sources oscillate
perfectly in-phase, a maximum value reading is observed at the 65 mm mark (Figure
4.10d). The relative phase between the input acoustic beams can be calibrated to the
height of the average pressure peak at 65 mm. Thus, with one measurement, the
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relative phase between the input sources can be identified. The φ-space capabilities of
the epoxy/steel PC enable k-space multiplexing.

4.3. Conclusions
The epoxy/steel PC is multifunctional by operating in ω-space, k-space and φspace. The PC was firstly shown to behave as a collimator of acoustic wave energy and a
device to direct elastic waves in epoxy. φ-space PC capabilities were highlighted with
the first ever demonstration of phase-control between propagating acoustic waves via
complementary angle inputs in a solid/solid PC. Lastly, a novel scheme was presented
for a k-space multiplexer. The work presented here represents a significant effort
toward broadening the range of functions associated with PCs. By looking beyond
conventional PC capabilities and crossing-over between different PC spaces (ω-space, kspace and φ-space), several new PC functions have been realized.
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CHAPTER 5: LITERATURE REVIEW NANO-PHONONIC CRYSTALS
The propagation characteristics of high frequency phononic excitations (thermal
phonons) can greatly be affected by materials that have structural characteristics on the
order of nanometers. The notion of augmenting a material’s thermal characteristics by
organizing periodic layers of different materials with thicknesses in the nanometer
range has been extensively studied in the case of superlattices [29-31]. Experimentally
[32] and theoretically [33], it was demonstrated that stacks of nanoscale layers can
significantly impact thermal transport due to phonon scattering effects. Inherently,
superlattice configurations represent 1D nanophononic structures. 2D and 3D
nanophononic structures have received considerably less attention. Most studies
concerning 2D and 3D phononic crystals have focused on macroscopic elastic systems
[1-21]. Evidence suggests that downscaling phononic structures to nanometer
dimensions can show unique dispersive properties for phonons with frequencies in the
THz regime [34]. Gillet et al. [35] have reported simulations of atomic-level phononic
structures made of 3D lattices of germanium quantum dots in a silicon host matrix
material. With this structure, a decrease of thermal conductivity by several orders of
magnitude was evident due to inelastic phonon scattering effects. Davis et al.
numerically investigated the thermal characteristics of a 3D nanophononic system
comprised of a simple cubic lattice of cubic vacuum voids distributed throughout a host
matrix material of silicon [36]. The voids have a lattice constant one order of magnitude
larger than that of the bulk crystalline silicon primitive cell. This study showed that
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dispersion at the phononic crystal unit cell level plays a noticeable role in determining
thermal conductivity. Additionally, boundary scattering was shown to play a leading role
in determining the overall thermal characteristics of the phononic structure. Control of
high frequency thermal phonons via structural periodicity requires preserving elastic
Bragg scattering and is a significant challenge because of the possible loss of phonon
coherence due to inherent inelastic scattering due to the anharmonicity of interatomic
bonds. Dispersion effects will be highest at low temperatures where there is less
anharmonic scattering [33] but one has to operate at often undesirably low
temperatures [37]. For applications at ambient temperature and phononic crystal
dimensions that can be fabricated with relative ease, the transition between Bragg- and
inelastic-dominated scattering depends on the characteristic length of the phononic
crystal and the Debye temperature of the constitutive material. The Debye temperature
directly coincides with phonon coherence length. 2D materials such as graphene (a
monolayer of graphite) have an extremely high phonon coherence length and are well
suited for nanophononic applications. Molecular dynamics methods have been utilized
to illuminate the transport behavior of thermal phonons in models of graphene anti-dot
superlattice structures composed of periodic arrays of holes in graphene [38]. The
phonon lifetime and thermal conductivity as a function of crystal filling fraction and
temperature were calculated in this study. These calculations demonstrated coherent
phononic effects at room temperature. At the nanophononic level, linear scattering
phenomena and non-linear scattering phenomena coexist. Understanding the intricate
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balance between these competing mechanisms is one of the more enticing elements in
the field of nanophononics.
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CHAPTER 6: THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL ANHARMONIC CRYSTAL
In this chapter, in an effort to transition from elastic, macro-scale phononic
crystals to nano-scale systems, a 1D anharmonic crystal comprised of a chain of masses
connected with non-linear springs is investigated with analytical and numerical
techniques to disclose the effect of non-linear interatomic forces on the vibrational
modes supported by this system. To begin with, a perturbation technique based on
multiple time scales anaylsis [39, 40] is developed to gain insight on single wave
dispersion in the one-dimensional anharmonic monoatomic crystal. Thereafter, using
the same perturbation scheme, three phonon interactions are considered. Analytical
expressions are subsequently verified with molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and
spectral energy density (SED) calculations. In addition to the anharmonic monoatomic
crystal, these numerical techniques are applied to several other superlattice
configurations to reveal additional information on the effect of non-linear interatomic
forces on the vibrational modes supported by periodic structures.

6.1 Multiple Time Scales Analysis: Single Wave Dispersion Analysis
A schematic illustration of the 1D monoatomic crystal is shown in Figure 6.1a.
The potential energy function detailing the interaction between neighboring masses in
the 1D crystal is shown in Figure 6.1b. The parameter (ε), characterizes the strength of
non-linearity in the springs connecting the masses. As ε increases in magnitude a region
of instability emerges in the potential energy function.
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Figure 6.1: (a) Schematic illustration of 1D nonlinear crystal. (b) The potential energy
function describing the 1D anharmonic crystal

The equation of motion for the quadratically non-linear monoatomic chain is
represented by Eq. (6.1).:

(6.1)

where m is mass,

is the displacement from equilibrium of the nth mass, β is linear

stiffness and ε is a small parameter characterizing quadratic non-linearity. The time
variable (t) is replaced by a collection of variables

whereby:
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Under this condition, Eq. (6.1) becomes:

(6.2)
where

.

The dependent variable in Eq. (6.2),

, is expressed as an asymptotic expansion at

multiple time scales:

(6.3)

By using Eq. (6.3), the right hand side (RHS) of Eq. (6.2) is developed:
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Similarly, the left hand side (LHS) of Eq. (6.2) is developed. The multiple time scale
dependence of un is emphasized (

=

=

):
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Comparing the coefficients to each order of ε in the LHS and RHS expressions of Eq. (6.2)
yields the following set of equations:

O(ε0):
O(ε1):

O(ε2):
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To solve the ε0-equation, a general solution of the following form is proposed:

(6.4)
where

is a complex quantity that permits slow time evolution of amplitude and
phase and

and

are real-valued functions. Inserting Eq. (6.4) into the

ε0-order equation yields the dispersion relationship for the harmonic system Eq. (6.5):

(6.5)
Eq. (6.4) is now utilized in the ε1-order equation to resolve the general solution for
The ε1-order equation is written as follows:
O(ε1):

.
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It is assumed that the solution to the homogeneous equation of the ε 1-order equation
takes similar form to the general solution of the ε0-order equation. Under this
assumption, terms on the RHS of the ε1-order equation with functional form

or

contribute to secular behavior. These terms are eliminated by setting them
equal to zero.

and

are therefore considered to be independent functions of

. This modifies the

form of the general solution to the ε0-equation:

,

where

The homogeneous solution to the ε1-order equation takes the following form:

(6.6)
The particular solution to the ε1-order equation is of the form:
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(6.7)
Inserting Eq. (6.7) into the ε1-order equation and relating like terms reveals relationships
for the exponential pre-factors

and

:

Eq. (6.7) becomes:

The general solution to the ε1-order equation is a sum of the homogeneous (
particular solutions (

):

) and
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The values for

and

are found from initial conditions. With the general solutions to

the ε0-equation and the ε1-equation, the ε2-order equation is developed. The following
terms are eliminated from the LHS of the ε2-order equation because

and

independent of

The ε2-order equation becomes:
O(ε2):

Inserting
and

and

into the ε2-order equation and utilizing the expressions for
gives rise to the following expression:

are
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The homogeneous solution to the ε2-order equation is similar in form to the general
solution of the ε0-equation and the homogeneous solution of the ε1-equation. The
following terms on the RHS of the ε2-order equation have functional form
and therefore contribute to secular behavior:

or
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The exponential pre-factors are set equal to zero to eliminate secular behavior. For the
pre-factor to

, the following relationships for

and

result:

(6.8a)

(6.8b)
where

and

are constants determined from initial plane wave conditions.

For the pre-factor to

, the same relationships for

and

result:
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(6.8a)

(6.8b)
The first term in Eq. (6.3) (e.g. the general solution to the ε 0-equation) is considered
with the results for

and

. Here, the constant

in Eq. (6.8b) can be set

equal to zero without loss of generality.

As a result for single wave interactions, the harmonic dispersion curve is shifted by a
quantity that has quadratic dependence on the strength of the non-linearity parameter
ε.
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6.2 Multiple Time Scales Analysis: Three-wave interactions
The analysis of three phonon processes begins with the equation of motion from
the single wave dispersion analysis (Eq. (6.1)):

The displacement of the nth mass is represented by a superposition of wave modes each
with a unique, time and wave vector dependent amplitude factor (Eq. (6.9)):

(6.9)
Inserting Eq. (6.9) into the equation of motion for the 1D monoatomic crystal yields a
modified equation of motion (Eq. (6.10).

(6.10)
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Expanding the second term on the RHS of Eq. (6.10) offers Eq. (6.11).

(6.11)
where

Eq. (6.11) is multiplied by
procedure selects the mode

and a summation over all n masses is imposed. This
as a reference wave vector.

(6.12)
With the following definitions, Eq. (6.12) becomes Eq. (6.13):
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(6.13)

The variable is introduced, where

:

(6.14)
The original, single time variable

is replaced by a collection of variables

whereby:

Additionally,

is replaced by an asymptotic expansion whereby:

With these considerations, Eq. (6.14) becomes:
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(6.15)

By comparing terms of each order of ε in Eq. (6.15), three expressions are found at
order ε0, ε1 and ε2:

O(ε0):

O(ε1):

O(ε2):

To solve the ε0-equation, a solution of the following form is proposed:
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(6.16)
Inserting Eq. (6.16) into the ε0-equation offers a relationship between

and

:

Substituting Eq. (6.16) into the ε1-equation offers an expression to solve for
After rearranging and imposing the following definition:

The ε1-equation becomes:

O(ε1):

The following solution to the homogeneous equation of the ε 1-equation is proposed:

.
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(6.17)
The forcing terms on the RHS of the ε1-equation with functional form

or

contribute to secular behavior. These terms are:

These terms must be eliminated such that the final representation of

is well

behaved (e.g. contains no terms that temporally grow without bound). Accordingly, the
pre-exponential factors in Eq. (6.16) are constrained to be strictly functions of
Explicitly, this is shown as follows:

With this stipulation, the ε1-equation becomes
O(ε1):

and

.
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A proposed particular solution to the ε1-equation is of the following form:

(6.18)

The exponential pre-factors

have dependency on

Substituting Eq. (6.18) into the ε1-equation and relating like terms reveals the
exponential pre-factors:

:

.
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In the long wavelength limit, angular frequency has linear dependence on wave vector.
In considering the stipulated wave vector relationship inside the double summation in
Eq. (6.18)

, it is conceivable that:

In this instance, the denominator terms in the expressions for

will go to

zero. To avoid this complication, following a similar procedure to Khoo et. al. [39], a
small imaginary part

is introduced in the denominator. At the final result of the

calculation a limit will be taken as

. With this, the above pre-factors become:

The general solution to the ε1-equation is a sum of the homogeneous and particular
solutions:
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(6.19)
Or in simpler notation:

(6.20)
where

The ε2-equation is reduced to the following expressions because
are independent of

:

and
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O(ε2):

In expanding the first term on the RHS, the ε2-equation becomes:
O(ε2):

For the second term on the RHS, the following definitions are utilized:

where
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where

The two terms on the RHS of the ε2-equation inside the summation over
written as follows:

are
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The solution to the homogeneous equation of the ε2-equation is of the form:
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Terms on the RHS of the ε2-equation with functional form

or

contribute

to secular behavior. The ε2-equation is written in the form of Eq. (6.21) such that these
terms can be identified.
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(6.21)
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From here, there is notable similarity between the terms on the RHS of the ε 1-equation
that was solved to yield Eq. (6.19) and the two terms (highlighted in gray) on the RHS of
Eq. (6.21). These terms are treated with the same procedure as that used for the ε 1equation. Accordingly, they will not contribute to secular terms. Eq. (6.21) becomes:

(6.22)
The objective is to identify terms in the ε2-equation with

or

dependence.

This will be done by systematically evaluating all wave vector pairs

that satisfy

the wave vector constraints stipulated by Eq. (6.22). Specifically,
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→
→
If a certain pair of wave vectors satisfies the above mentioned wave vector constraints,
then an analysis will be carried through to see if these wave vectors give rise to terms
with

or

dependence. As before, terms with

or

dependence

will be removed.

In Eq. (6.22), inside the summation over
For the first summation over

, there are two summations over

, two conditions must be met:

(1)
(2)
The only possible combinations for
compatible with

Condition A:
If:

Then:
=
Condition B:
If:

Then:

that give wave vector relationships that are

are shown as Condition A and Condition B:

.
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=
Now that wave vector constraints are satisfied, an analysis is carried out to see if any
terms with

or

dependence arise in the first summation over

following frequency relationships are present in the first summation over

. The
in Eq.

(6.22):

(i).
(ii).
(iii).
(iv).

Applying Condition A to these frequency relationships show two relationships that offer
terms with

or

dependence:

Condition A:

Applying Condition A to frequency relationships:
(i).
(ii).
(iii).
(iv).

As a result, with Condition A, the following terms in the first summation over
contribute to secular terms:
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Applying Condition B to these frequency relationships show two different relationships
that offer terms with

or

dependence:

Condition B:

Applying Condition B to frequency relationships:
(i).
(ii).
(iii).
(iv).

As a result, with Condition B, the following terms in the first summation over
contribute to secular terms:
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For the second summation over

, two conditions must be met:

(1)
(2)

The only possible combinations for
compatible with

Condition C:
If:

Then:
=
Condition D:
If:

Then:
=

that give wave vector relationships that are

are shown as Condition C and Condition D:
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Now that wave vector constraints are satisfied, an analysis is carried out to see if any
terms with

or

dependence arise in the second summation over

.

The following frequency relationships are present in the second summation over
in Eq. (6.22):

(v).
(vi).
(vii).
(viii).

Applying Condition C to these frequency relationships show two relationships that offer
terms with

or

dependence:

Condition C:

Applying Condition C to frequency relationships:
(v).
(vi).
(vii).
(viii).

As a result, with Condition C, the following terms in the second summation over
contribute to secular terms:
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Applying Condition D to these frequency relationships show two different relationships
that offer terms with

or

dependence:

Condition D:

Applying Condition D to frequency relationships:
(v).
(vi).
(vii).
(viii).
As a result, with Condition D, the following terms in the second summation over
contribute to secular terms:
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Eq. (6.22) now becomes Eq. (6.23)

(6.23)

where it is implied that the factors in the above expression
have

dependence.
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It is proposed that the above factors

behave

as follows:

etc.
Additionally,

Accordingly, from Eq. (6.23), one can group like terms of the form

and

,

giving rise to Eq. (6.24):

(6.24)
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The terms in front of

and

are set to zero. This is shown by equations

(6.25) and (6.26):

(6.25)

(6.26)
From both Eq. (6.25) and Eq. (6.26), the same expression for β* results (Eq. (6.27)):

(6.27)

Recall that φ appears in the terms containing

. Following Khoo et. al. [39]

the limit of Eq. (6.27) is taken as φ → 0. The following definition is utilized:
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where pp denotes principle part.
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Eq. (6.27) now becomes:
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The real and imaginary parts of Eq. (6.27) are shown as Eq. (6.28) and Eq. (6.29),
respectively.

(6.28)

(6.29)
In the above expressions for the real and imaginary parts of β*:
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From here, the general solution to the ε0-equation (Eq. (6.16)) is considered with the
new found results for

and

:

Eq. (6.16) is written as follows:

Utilizing the new found results for

and

one arrives at the following

expression:

Writing the above expression strictly in terms of
following representation for

, where

, gives the

:

β* is expressed in terms of its real and imaginary parts to yield the final representation
for

:
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(6.30)
In interpreting Eq. (6.30), Eq. (6.28) (
three-phonon processes and Eq. (6.29) (
The inverse of (

) describes a frequency shift on account of
) represents a decay constant for mode

) is telling of the lifetime associated with phonon mode

.

.

6.3 Numerical Validations of Analytical Results
In this section MD simulation methods in conjunction with SED calculations are
utilized to affirm the analytical results derived in Sections 6.1 and 6.2. Details of these
numerical techniques are reviewed in Sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 to familiarize the reader
with the methods used to characterize three-phonon processes in anharmonic systems.
In Section 6.3.3, MD and SED methods are applied to (I) the 1D harmonic monoatomic
crystal and (II) the 1D anharmonic monoatomic crystal to provide a frame of reference
in which to relate anharmonic crystal SED data to. In Section 6.3.4, the same numerical
techniques are applied to superlattice configurations of the 1D crystal to gain insight on
phonon scattering processes in periodic structures. As in Section 6.3.3, for the purpose
of understanding the effect of a non-linear potential on phonon scattering processes, all
anharmonic SED data for superlattice configurations will be directly compared to
harmonic cases.
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6.3.1 Molecular Dynamics
MD is a simulation technique for computing the thermodynamic as well as
kinetic properties of a classical many-body system [41]. Classical MD methods consist of
solving Newton’s equations of motion of a collection of N interacting particles or atoms.
The most critical component of an MD simulation is the interatomic potential from
which interatomic forces may be derived. The equation of motion of each individual
atom is solved numerically in time to obtain the trajectories of the system, namely, the
time evolution of the positions and momenta of every particle. In some systems the
computational task of solving the equations of motion scales at best linearly with the
number of particles, N, and more generally as N 2. Periodic boundary conditions (PBC)
are often used to reduce the computational problem size. PBC consist of repeating
periodically in all directions of space a “small” simulation cell. One allows interaction
between the N atoms within the simulation cell but also between atoms in the
periodically repeated “image” cells.

Interactions are cut-off to less than half the

minimum characteristic length of the simulation cell to avoid spurious effects such as
interaction of an atom with its image. This method effectively reduces surface effects
associated with a finite sized system. However, while trying to mimic the behavior of an
infinite system, the simulated system still possesses the characteristics of a finite
system. For instance, the finiteness of an MD system leads to a discretization of the
phonon modes and a suppression of the modes with wavelength longer that the
simulation cell length. This is easily seen by considering a 1D monoatomic system
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composed of N atoms interacting via a nearest neighbor harmonic (or anharmonic)
potential. In this case, imposing PBC leads to atom N interacting with atom 1 thus
forming a ring. Modes with wavelengths exceeding the length L=Na, where a is the
interatomic spacing, are not compatible with the constraint of the ring geometry and
cannot be supported by that structure. The finite number of modes will also impact the
number of three phonon interactions that may take place in a finite simulation cell. The
discrete phonon modes may not allow the requirement of frequency conservation.
These points will be illustrated with numerical simulations of the 1D anharmonic
monoatomic crystal.
For the present discussion, the equation of motion (Eq (6.1)) is integrated by MD
techniques with PBC. The velocity Verlet algorithm is utilized under the microcanonical
ensemble (constant energy) to integrate the equation of motion [41]. This scheme
conserves energy within 0.5% and is second order accurate (Appendix E contains the
MD source code). The MD source code is equipped with the harmonic and anharmonic
potential energy functions for the 1D monoatomic crystal. With Eq. (6.1) as a reference,
harmonic simulations of the 1D monoatomic crystal utilize β = 1.0 N/m and ε = 0.0 N/m2
whereas anharmonic simulations of the 1D monoatomic crystal utilize β = 1.0 N/m and ε
= [0.9 - 3.7] N/m2. Masses comprising the 1D crystal are spaced periodically 1.0 meter
apart. For simulations of the monoatomic system every mass is 1.0 kg. For simulations
of superlattice configurations with 2 different masses the following values are utilized:
m1 = 1.0 kg and m2 = 2.0 kg. To initiate a simulation, every mass in the MD simulation
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cell is randomly displaced from its equilibrium position. The value in which a mass can
be displaced is constrained such that the interatomic potential energy function does not
approach the region of instability (see Figure 6.1b). An initial displacement of 10% the
lattice spacing is considered very large. In this instance the anharmonicity of the system
will be adequately sampled. MD simulations are run for 221 time steps with time step (Δt
= 0.01 seconds). For post-processing SED calculations, velocity data is collected for each
mass in the simulation cell over the entire simulation time.

6.3.2 Spectral Energy Density Calculations
The SED method is a technique for predicting phonon dispersion relations and
lifetimes from the atomic velocities of the particles in a crystal generated by classical
MD [42]. Compared to other MD-based methods for extracting phonon properties
(Green-Kubo method [43], non-equilibrium MD [44]), the SED method offers a more
complete description of phonon properties because individual phonon modes can be
isolated for analysis. The SED method is computationally affordable from the standpoint
of extracting phonon properties because MD simulation run-times are at least one order
of magnitude smaller than that used for traditional MD-based techniques (e.g. GreenKubo). Formally, the expression for SED is written as follows:
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where

represents the length of time over which velocity data is collected from a

given MD simulation,

is the total number of unit cells represented in the MD

simulation and

represents the velocity of atom b (of mass

in unit cell

) in the α-direction. For a specified wave vector ( ), the spectrum relating SED to
frequency is found by adding the square of the absolute value of the Fourier transform
of the discrete temporal signal

for every

pair. A SED value represents the average kinetic energy per unit cell as a function of
wave vector and frequency. A peak in the spectrum relating SED to frequency signifies a
vibrational eigenmode for wave vector ( ). The shape of the frequency spread for
eigenmode ( ) is represented with the Lorentzian function:

where

is the peak magnitude,

is the frequency at the center of the peak and

is

the half-width at half-maximum. The lifetime for phonon mode ( ) is defined as
[42]. Non-degenerate wave vector modes are MD simulation size dependent
and are written as follows:

, where a is the lattice constant, Ni is the

total number of unit cells in the i-direction, and ni is an integer ranging from –Ni +1 to Ni.
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The robust nature of the SED method is used to quantify specific phonon modes in
several configurations of the 1D anharmonic crystal (see Appendix G for source code).

6.3.3. MD and SED Results: 1D Anharmonic Monoatomic Crystal
To begin with, the band structure generated by the SED method is shown for the
1D harmonic monoatomic crystal (Figure 6.2). Figure 6.2 shows contours of constant
SED over the wave vector-frequency plane.

Figure 6.2: (left) Band Structure for 1D Harmonic Monoatomic Crystal. (right) SEDfrequency plot showing wave vector mode
There are 101 discrete, non-degenerate wave vectors resolved between the center of
the irreducible Brillouin Zone and the zone edge at

, which is consistent with

the expression detailed in Section 6.3.2 for N = 200. In the band structure, there is a
linear region that accounts for the propagative characteristics of long wavelength
excitations in the 1D harmonic crystal. At larger wave vector values, a departure from
the linear behavior in apparent and the phase velocity of propagative phonon modes is
markedly different from the group velocity. This is the expected dispersion behavior of
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the monoatomic harmonic crystal (see Figure A.8 in Appendix A.2). At the edge of the
irreducible Brillouin zone, a SED calculation is reported. A peak in the SED-frequency
spectrum shows this vibrational mode contributing significantly to the average kinetic
energy per unit cell in the MD simulation. A Lorentzian function is fit to this peak and
shows a finite value for half-width at half-maximum ( ) because the fast Fourier
transform scheme used in the SED calculation involves a signal sampled over a finite
time window. This value for half-width at half-maximum is interpreted as an error
estimate in later SED calculations. The band structure of the harmonic system is
highlighted in the long wavelength regime; Figure 6.3 zooms in on a piece of the
dispersion curve near

.

Figure 6.3: (Left) Band Structure for 1D Harmonic Monoatomic Crystal near
. (Right) SED-frequency spectrum for four MD simulations differing in their initial
random configurations.
In Figure 6.3 on the right hand side, four SED-frequency plots are shown (plots a - d).
Each plot represents a different MD simulation of the 1D harmonic monoatomic crystal.
As detailed in Section 6.3.1, each MD simulation begins with a random starting
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configuration for atomic displacements in the 1D crystal. It is observable from these four
plots that for a given wave vector, different values are reported for SED from simulation
to simulation. This is apparent because for a given starting configuration, different
vibrational modes are initiated in the harmonic crystal. Energy contained within a
particular mode cannot be passed to other modes of vibration because the interatomic
forces are linear. The consequence of this fact is that to obtain a statistically
representative band structure, multiple MD simulations must be run such that an
average can be taken of the different SED values for each discrete, non-degenerate
wave vector mode. An average of plots (a – d) is shown on the left hand side of Figure
6.3 with the color of the contours signifying SED intensity. A Lorentzian function is fit to
each of the peaks in the left hand figure and shows the same value for half-width at
half-maximum as that calculated in Figure 6.2. For comparison, the band structure of
the1D anharmonic monoatomic crystal near

is shown in Figure 6.4. Here

the parameter characterizing the degree of anharmonicity in the 1D crystal is ε = 3.0
(see Figure 6.1b) and the maximum value for initial random displacement is 10% the
lattice spacing.
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Figure 6.4: (Left) Band Structure for 1D Anharmonic Monoatomic Crystal near
. (Right) SED-frequency spectrum for four MD simulations differing in their
initial random configurations.

Similar to Figure 6.3, the four plots on the right hand side of Figure 6.4 represent SEDfrequency plots generated from four different MD simulations. The SED intensity for a
given mode varies from simulation to simulation, which tells of the fact that energy does
not easily exchange between modes of vibration in the 1D anharmonic crystal. Different
from the harmonic case, there are some peaks in the SED-frequency spectra that show
slightly larger values for half-width at half-maximum. Due to this observation, it is
critical that averages be taken for SED data extracted from several MD simulations such
that an accurate quantification phonon lifetime can be realized. The contour map on the
left hand side of Figure 6.4 represents an average over plots (a – d). Lorentzian functions
are fit to the peaks in this figure. The half-width at half-maximum for all peaks is found
to be comparable to the harmonic case. This result, though surprising, is supported by
inspecting the expression for

in Section 6.2 (Eq. 6.30)). This expression

represents the 0th order term in the asymptotic expansion of

describing three-
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wave interactions. In Eq. (6.30),

(Eq. (6.29)) represents a decay constant for mode

. Half-width at half-maximum calculations for SED-frequency plots embody
long wavelength regime,
double summation over

. In the

is small because of squared sinusoid terms inside the
and

. Accordingly, one should not expect large values for

half-width at half-maximum in the long wavelength limit. The complete band structure
for the 1D anharmonic monoatomic crystal is shown in Figure 6.5. The band structure is
generated from SED averages taken from four MD simulations. As before, the maximum
value for initial random displacement is 10% the lattice spacing.

Figure 6.5: (left) Band Structure for 1D Anharmonic Monoatomic Crystal. (right) SEDfrequency plot showing wave vector mode

In Figure 6.5, it seems that each non-degenerate wave vector associates with multiple
eigenfrequencies due to the fact that multiple peaks appear in the SED. At the edge of
the irreducible Brillouin zone, an intense central peak is seen along with multiple, less
intense symmetrical peaks on its sides. These side peaks, termed satellite peaks, emerge
when the anharmonicity of the system is adequately sampled. Eq. (6.19) of Section 6.2 is
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utilized to explain the appearance of these satellite peaks. May it be emphasized that
Eq. (6.19) represents the 1st order term in the asymptotic expansion of
describing three-wave interactions. Inside the double summation over

in Eq.

(6.19), a wave vector constraint is imposed:

If the mode of interest is

, then conservation of wave vector can be satisfied

by adding non-degenerate wave vector pairs that yield

. From Section 6.3.2 with N =

400, non-degenerate wave vectors are limited to the following:

If only wave vectors contained between the center of the irreducible Brillouin zone and
the zone edge are considered, then ni ranges from 0 to 200. As a first example, to satisfy
, consider two wave vectors: (1) the first non-degenerate wave vector before
the zone edge at (

) and (2) the first non-degenerate wave vector after the

center of the irreducible Brillouin zone at (
Case I and satisfies wave vector conservation:

Case I:
,

,

). This pair of wave vectors is shown as
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As a second example, consider (1) the second non-degenerate wave vector before the
zone edge at (

) and (2) the second non-degenerate wave vector after the

center of the irreducible Brillouin zone at (

). This pair of wave vectors is shown as

Case II and satisfies wave vector conservation:

Case II:
,

,

The frequencies of modes

,

and

are considered. For Cases I and II, since the

dispersion relationship for the 1D anharmonic monoatomic crystal is not strictly linear,
the frequency of mode

plus (or minus) the frequency of mode

equal the frequency of mode
frequencies associated with modes
the frequency of mode

will not exactly

. Instead, the addition (or subtraction) of the
and

will be slightly greater than (or less than)

. This forces the denominator of the pre-exponential factors in

Eq. (6.19) to become very small, thereby contributing to large

values.

is a contribution to the solution of the underlying differential equation
detailing multi-wave interactions in the 1D anharmonic crystal. The presence of
indicates that discrete, near-resonance modes are initiated for short
wavelength phonons (

) interacting with long wavelength phonons (

hand side, Figure 6.6 shows non-degenerate wave vector modes

). On the left
and

corresponding to Case I (top) and Case II (bottom). On the right hand side, Figure 6.6
shows the mode

.
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Figure 6.6: (top, left) SED-frequency plots for wave vector modes
and
corresponding to Case I. (bottom, left) SED-frequency plots for wave vector modes
and
corresponding to Case II. (right) SED-frequency plot corresponding to
.
For Cases I and II, wave vectors and
satisfy wave vector conservation for mode .
The frequencies of modes
and
add (or subtract) to yield near-resonance peaks
near
.

In this image the satellite peaks coincide with discrete, near-resonance modes. The
central peak frequencies of modes
the central peak for

and

add (or subtract) to yield satellite peaks to

. The primary satellite peaks at 1.999 and 1.969 rad/s

come from Case I. The secondary satellite peaks at 2.015 and 1.951 rad/s come from
Case II.

Tertiary, quaternary and other higher order satellite peaks exist and are

revealed if the scale on the right hand SED plot were adjusted accordingly. The distance
between the central peak for

and its neighboring satellite peaks is dependent

upon the size of the MD simulation. For an MD simulation with N = 100 atoms, there are
51 discrete, non-degenerate wave vector modes available between the center of the
irreducible Brillouin zone and the zone edge. For N = 1000 atoms, there are 501
available modes. The resolution in wave vector-space is finer for larger MD systems as is
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the resolution in frequency-space. Higher frequency resolution results in smaller spacing
between satellite peaks. This is shown in Figure 6.7. As the number of atoms (N)
increases, the satellite peaks congregate around the central peak. In the limit of an
infinite system all satellite peaks merge into the central peak.

Figure 6.7: SED-frequency plots for 1D anharmonic monoatomic crystal at
for
MD systems of varying sizes. The parameter characterizing the degree of anharmonicity
in the 1D crystal is ε = 3.0.

For a phonon mode to decay, wave vector and frequency conservation rules must be
satisfied. For short wavelength phonon modes, these constraints are pathologically
difficult to satisfy because the monoatomic dispersion curve is not linear. The central
frequency peaks in Figure 6.7 represent the resonance mode of wave vector

.
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The satellite peaks in Figure 6.7 represent near-resonance modes spawned from nonlinear wave interactions between short wavelength phonons and long-wave length
phonons. The lifetime of phonon mode

comes from fitting a Lorentzian

function to the central peak. As Figure 6.7 shows, the half-width at half-maximum for
phonon mode

is rather insensitive to the number of atoms in the MD

simulation cell. It is found that the half-width at half-maximum for

is the same

order of magnitude as the error estimate found from the harmonic case in Figure 6.2. As
a result, phonon mode lifetime in the anharmonic monoatomic crystal is inherently long
because wave vector and frequency conservation constraints cannot be satisfied.
In comparing the anharmonic band structure with the harmonic band structure
at (

), there is an obvious shift in frequency for the central peak. From Section

6.3.1, the single wave dispersion analysis details that the anharmonic dispersion curve is
frequency-shifted (with respect to the harmonic dispersion curve) by a quantity that has
quadratic dependence on the strength of the non-linearity parameter ε. Figure 6.8
shows a plot mapping the frequency shift relative to the harmonic system for several
values of ε for a MD simulation cell consisting of N = 200 atoms. In Figure 6.8, three
different curves are rendered. Each curve represents a different magnitude for the
initial displacement imposed upon the masses comprising the 1D crystal. The magnitude
of the initial displacement is related to amplitude. For triangles, wave amplitudes are
large, with maximum value in initial random displacement equal to 10% the lattice
spacing. For squares, wave amplitudes are small, with maximum value in initial random
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displacement equal to 2% the lattice spacing. Quadratic dependence is observed for
values of ε ranging from 0.0 to 3.7. Beyond ε = 3.7, the potential energy function
becomes completely unstable.

Figure 6.8: Frequency-shift evaluated at
for 1D anharmonic crystal relative to
harmonic case. Symbols represent different magnitudes for the initial displacement
imposed upon the masses comprising the 1D crystal. Triangle symbols represent large
initial displacements. Square symbols represent small initial displacements.

Anaylsis of the 1D anharmonic monoatomic crystal has shown that the lifetime of
phonon modes is weakly effected by non-linear interaction forces because it is
pathologically difficult to satisfy the conditions for frequency and wave vector
conservation in the monoatomic configuration. On the contrary, there exist conditions
between short wavelength phonons and long wavelength phonons whereby nearresonance peaks emerge in plots of SED-frequency spectra. Satellite peaks materialize
when the anharmonicity of the system is adequately sampled. Lastly, non-linear
interaction forces lead to amplitude-dependent frequency shifts.
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6.3.4. MD and SED Results: 1D Anharmonic Superlattice Configurations
In this section, the insight gained from analysis of the 1D harmonic and
anharmonic crystals is extended to a series of superlattice configurations. A
characteristic feature offered by periodic media is band structures with one or more
folds. Three phonon processes are greatly impacted by band folding because more
scenarios exist whereby the conditions for conservation of wave vector and
conservation of frequency are satisfied. Three direct consequences of band folding are
(1) modulated eigenfrequencies for vibrational modes, (2) decreased phonon mode
group velocities and (3) altered phonon mode lifetimes. The main objective in this
section is to understand the role superlattice periodicity plays in modulating
eigenfrequencies and phonon mode lifetimes at a constant filling fraction. For all
superlattices considered, the total number of atoms simulated with MD is N = 800.
Every plot presented represents an average over a minimum of five unique MD
simulations. To initiate every MD simulation a maximum value in initial random
displacement equal to 5% the lattice spacing is used. Displacement values equal to 10%
(as used in the monoatomic case) provide too much energy to heavy masses in the
superlattice and the potential energy function becomes unstable.
To begin with, consider the 1D anharmonic diatomic crystal as pictured in Figure
6.9. In comparison to the 1D anharmonic monoatomic crystal, a fold in the phononic
band structure occurs at wave vector mode

.
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Figure 6.9: (top) unit cell for diatomic crystal. (center) band structure for 1D anharmonic
diatomic crystal. (left) SED-frequency plot at
with peaks for harmonic
(dashed line) and anharmonic (solid line) cases. (right) SED-frequency plot at
with peaks for harmonic (dashed line) and anharmonic (solid line) cases.

Similar to the monoatomic case, there is a region in the band structure where frequency
varies linearly with wave vector. As mentioned in Appendix A.2, the gap between the
bottom band and top band is dependent upon the contrast between the two masses
constituting the repeatable unit cell. In Figure 6.9 (right), a SED-frequency plot is
highlighted at

. This mode, minus a reciprocal space vector, is identical to the

mode at the center of the irreducible Brillouin zone. Two peaks are visible in this plot:
the dashed line represents a peak for the 1D harmonic diatomic crystal whereas the
solid line represents the anharmonic case. There is a noticeable frequency-shift as well
as a marked difference in peak breadth. Peak broadening is directly associated with the
satisfaction of conservation of wave vector and frequency conditions; the addition of a
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second band in the band structure allows these conditions to be met more easily.
Satellite peaks are not apparent in this figure because initial random displacement
values are moderate. In the left hand plot of Figure 6.9, two peaks are apparent. The
dashed line corresponds to the diatomic harmonic system and the solid line represents
the anharmonic case. There appears to be no significant difference in peak position or
width. This result was seen in the anharmonic monoatomic case for long wavelength,
low frequency wave vector modes.
Larger superlattice configurations are now considered to probe the impact
superlattice periodicity has on frequency shift and phonon lifetime. In Figure 6.10, the
band structure for a superlattice configuration consisting of a unit cell comprised of two
heavy atoms and two light atoms is displayed. Four distinct bands span the irreducible
Brillouin zone. The highest frequency band shows near zero group velocity for all nondegenerate wave vector modes. A SED-frequency plot is highlighted at

. This

plot shows information for the harmonic (dashed line) and anharmonic (solid line) cases.
Similar to Figure 6.9, there is a noticeable shift in frequency and the anharmonic peak is
significantly broader than the harmonic peak. In comparison to the diatomic case, the
increased number of bands in the irreducible Brillouin zone allows the conditions for
conservation of wave vector and frequency to be met with greater ease. Accordingly,
the anharmonic peak here shows greater width than the anharmonic peak in the right
hand plot of Figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.10: (top) four atom unit cell. (left) anharmonic band structure corresponding to
the four atom unit cell. (right) SED-frequency plot at
. Dashed line represents
the harmonic case whereas the solid line represents the anharmonic case.

In Figure 6.11, the band structure for a superlattice configuration comprised of eight
atoms is displayed. Eight distinct bands span the irreducible Brillouin zone. Of these
bands, several show wave vector modes with near zero group velocity. The SEDfrequency plot on the right hand side of Figure 6.11 shows an extremely wide peak for
the anharmonic case. From Figures 6.9 to 6.11 it is apparent that anharmonic SEDfrequency peaks broaden as the number of bands spanning the irreducible Brillouin
zone increases. Accordingly, phonon mode lifetime is significantly reduced by the
number of bands available. If the bands spanning the irreducible Brillouin zone are flat
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bands, then this effect becomes even more pronounced because for a flat band, the
conditions for conservation of wave vector can always be satisfied.

Figure 6.11: (top) eight atom unit cell. (left) anharmonic band structure corresponding
to the eight atom unit cell. (right) SED-frequency plot at
. Dashed line
represents the harmonic case whereas the solid line represents the anharmonic case.

With this notion in mind, a final configuration is introduced (Figures 6.12) with
superlattice periodicity 16a.
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Figure 6.12: (top) sixteen atom unit cell. (left) anharmonic band structure corresponding
to the sixteen atom unit cell. (right) SED-frequency plot at
. Dashed line
represents the harmonic case whereas the solid line represents the anharmonic case.

From observing Figure 6.12, it is obvious that the number of bands increases with
increasing superlattice periodicity. To compare all four superlattice configurations Figure
6.13 shows (a) SED-frequency plots and (b) Lorentzian function fits to SED-frequency
data. Qualitatively (in Figure 6.13a) and quantitatively (in Figure 6.13b), it is observable
that as periodicity increases a general broadening occurs for anharmonic SED-frequency
peaks. Accordingly, phonon mode lifetime is greatly influenced by band folding because
the conditions for wave vector and frequency conservation are easily satisfied.
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Figure 6.13: (a) SED-frequency plot with peaks (left to right) corresponding to the
superlattice configurations depicted in Figures 6.9, 6.10, 6.11 and 6.12. (b) Lorentzian
function fits to the SED-frequency spectra in (a). Lorentzian peaks are labeled with halfwidth at half-maximum values in units of 10-6 Hz.

Superlattice configurations of the 1D anharmonic crystal show that phonon
mode lifetime decreases with increasing superlattice periodicity. This is true because as
the number of bands spanning the irreducible Brillouin zone increases, the conditions
for conservation of wave vector and frequency can be met more easily.
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6.4 CONCLUSIONS
In the 1D anharmonic crystal it is pathologically difficult to satisfy the conditions
for conservation of wave vector and frequency because the dispersion relationship is
not strictly linear; accordingly, phonon mode decay times are inherently large. When
phononic band structures fold as a consequence of superlattice periodicity, these
conditions are easily satisfied and an observable decrease in phonon mode lifetime is
apparent.
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CHAPTER 7: ANHARMONIC EFFECTS IN NANO-PHONONIC CRYSTALS
Molecular dynamics is used to extract information on the behavior of thermal
phonons in a 2D nano-PC comprised of periodic arrangements of holes in a graphene
matrix. The lifetime of acoustic and optical phonons is found to be highly sensitive to
the filling fraction of the holes in the phononic structure as well as temperature. Results
are interpreted in terms of competition between phonon-phonon collisions, phononboundary collisions and coherent band-folding effects.

7.1 Model and Numerical Methods
The phonon properties of a series of nano-PCs are evaluated using the numerical
method of molecular dynamics (MD). The nano-PC system of interest is comprised of a
graphene matrix with periodically spaced holes. The holes are arranged in a triangular
lattice with lattice spacing a = 7.5 nanometers. The radius of the holes varies in size to
yield a series of nano-PC unit cells with different filling fractions. In this study, filling
fraction ranges from 0.055% to 20%. Over this range of filling fractions MD calculations
based on the Green-Kubo method [43] are carried out to extract information on the
lifetime of acoustic and optical phonons. On the left hand side of Figure 7.1, several
examples of unit cells for the nano-PC are pictured. A unit cell with filling fraction (ff =
0.0%) represents perfect graphene and contains 1800 carbon atoms. On the right hand
side of Figure 7.1, a parameter referred to as characteristic length (L) is identified in an
extended zone representation of the PC. L is a measurement of the distance between
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the edges of the periodically spaced holes. Characteristic length and filling fraction of
holes are two variables that calculated phonon lifetimes will be plotted against.

Figure 7.1: (left) three examples of unit cells for the nano-PC at different filling fractions.
(right) an extended zone representation of the nano-PC with parameter (L),
characteristic length, highlighted.

In every MD simulation, 2D periodic boundary conditions (PBC) are applied with no
restrictions in the third dimension. PBC for finite sized MD simulation cells may
constrain some long-wavelength phonon modes. An optimized Tersoff interatomic
potential, which is a three-body potential function that explicitly includes an angular
contribution to the energy, is utilized to model the graphene-based nano-PCs [45]. This
potential function is designed specifically to capture acoustic-phonon velocities near the
center of the Brillouin zone and shows good agreement with measured experimental
data for graphene. The Tersoff potential includes anharmonic contributions; therefore,
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it is suitable for describing inelastic phonon-phonon scattering processes. A MD
simulation consists of integrating the equations of motion for each individual atom in
the MD simulation cell over time with an integration timestep of 10 -15 seconds. In
addition to investigating the effect filling fraction has on phonon mode lifetime,
temperature will be investigated as well. Accordingly, MD calculations for each filling
fraction will be carried out at three temperatures: 100 K, 300 K and 500 K. MD
simulation cells are brought to a temperature of interest by integrating the equations of
motion for one million time steps under isothermal conditions. A Berendsen thermostat
rescales the velocities of the particles making up the MD simulation cell to achieve
constant temperature [41]. Once temperature is constant, the MD system is simulated
under constant energy conditions for three million time steps. For the last two million
time steps, the Green-Kubo method is implemented to extract information on thermal
phonon properties. The Green-Kubo method is an equilibrium approach that requires
the MD system to be simulated in the microcanonical ensemble (constant energy). This
method estimates the average lifetime of phonons from the time of relaxation of
fluctuations of the heat current. The heat current (S) is defined as follows:

(7.1)

where Ei is the total energy of the atom i, Vi its velocity, Fij the two-body force between
atoms i and j, rij their relative position vector and Fijk the three-body force between
atoms i,j and k. The first term in the expression for heat current corresponds to a
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convective current and the second and third terms account for heat conduction due to
two and three-body interactions. For the present study, only terms describing thermal
conduction are considered; therefore, the calculation of the heat current is limited to
the two last terms in the above expression. The heat current autocorrelation function
(HCAF) is calculated over two million time steps. The HCAF is defined as the time
average of the product of the heat current at some time taken as an origin, S(0), and the
heat current at some later time, t, S(t). The HCAF is written as <S(t)∙S(0)> where the
braces mean a time average. <S(t)∙S(0)> is a measure of the level of correlation in time
of the heat current fluctuations. Because the calculated HCAF exhibits long time
oscillations which may impact the accuracy of their numerical integration, it is often
fitted to exponentially decaying functions. Furthermore, these autocorrelation functions
often appear to exhibit two-stage decay and are, following [20], fit to the sum of two
exponential functions of the form:

(7.2)

In the above expression,

and

represent the average lifetime of acoustic and optical

phonons, respectively. Figure 7.2 shows the HCAF at 300 K for (1) perfect graphene and
(2) a nano-PC with 8% filling fraction holes.
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Figure 7.2: Examples of HCAFs for graphene and nano-PC with ff = 8%. A sum of two
exponential functions is fit to the HCAF to yield estimates for average acoustic and
optical phonon lifetime.

The longer relaxation time is assigned to acoustic modes (
optical modes (

and the shorter time to

. In Figure 7.2 the average lifetimes for acoustic and optical phonons

are also displayed. The decay of the HCAF for the nanophononic structure is extremely
rapid in comparison to perfect graphene. The nature of this decay is the subject of the
remainder of this section. Average phonon lifetime values are computed for a series of
nano-PCs at different filling fractions at temperatures 100 K, 300 K and 500 K. The
lifetime of a particular phonon mode is well described by Matthiessen’s Rule:

(7.3)

Here

represents total phonon lifetime and

,

and

signify characteristic

decay times associated with different types of phonon collision processes, specifically,
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phonon-phonon, phonon-electron, phonon-defect and phonon-boundary, respectively.
Given the classical nature of the MD simulations, phonon-electron contributions are not
included in addition to phonon-defect terms, since the MD simulation-cells are
constructed to be defect free. Thus, MD simulation results are interpreted in terms of
phonon-phonon and phonon-boundary scattering.

7.2 Phonon-Phonon and Phonon-Boundary Scattering
Figure 7.3 shows plots of average phonon lifetime versus filling fraction of holes
for acoustic phonons (a) and optical phonons (b).

Figure 7.3: (a) average lifetime of acoustic phonons versus filling fraction (100 K, 300 K,
500 K). (b) same as (a) but for optical phonons. The insets are magnifications of the
regions of high filling fractions (ff).

For perfect graphene (ff = 0.0%), the average lifetime of acoustic and optical phonons
decreases with increasing temperature. For acoustic phonons, average lifetime
decreases from 78.12 ps (100 K) to 9.57 ps (300 K) to 4.69 ps (500 K). For optical
phonons, the average lifetime decreases from 11.96 ps (100 K) to 1.74 ps (300 K) to 1.10
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ps (500 K). This observation highlights the phonon-phonon collision mechanism
embodied in normal and Umklapp phonon processes. The calculated lifetime of optical
phonons in perfect graphene at room temperature is consistent with an experimental
measurement of 1.2 ps using time-resolved incoherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering
[46]. Further, the predicted trend in the estimated acoustic phonon lifetimes matches
experimental observations; specifically, using the experimentally measured phonon
coherence length in suspended graphene (approximately 800 nm at 300 K [47-50] and
330-400 nm at 400 K [51]) in conjunction with the longitudinal acoustic velocity in
graphene (approximately 20000 m/s [52]), lifetimes that range between 15 ps (at 400
K) and 40 ps (at 300 K) are obtained, which compare reasonably well with the
predictions of Figure 7.3. If a single atom is removed from the MD simulation cell, a
nano-PC structure effectively results with filling fraction equal to 0.05%. Figures 7.3a
and 7.3b show for all temperatures that the removal of a single atom yields a dramatic
decrease in average phonon lifetime. At 100 K the average lifetime of acoustic phonons
decreases by 68%. For 300 K and 500 K, the observed decreases in average lifetime are
63% and 49% respectively. This abrupt decrease in phonon lifetime can be attributed to
two possible mechanisms: (1) The removal of a single atom offers a superlattice
configuration whereby the phononic band structure associated with perfect graphene is
folded multiple times thus allowing many more phonon-phonon scattering processes
that meet the conditions for conservation of wave vector and frequency, a prerequisite
for phonon mode decay; (2) The removal of a single atom creates a boundary/surface
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that propagating phonons can collide with. Isolating one mechanism from the other is
inherently difficult because the two are both present at the same time. However, one
may rewrite equation (7.3) in terms of average phonon lifetimes to highlight the
dependencies of the different contributions to the total average lifetime:

(7.4)

Here, the dependency of phonon-phonon scattering on temperature (T) as well as the
band structure resulting from the periodicity of the structure (L or ff) is highlighted.
Boundary scattering depends essentially on the minimum feature length (L) of the
structure. As filling fraction increases, for all temperatures, the average lifetime of
acoustic phonon modes decreases. For optical phonons, this behavior is less
pronounced. For acoustic phonons in the 0.3% - 3% filling fraction region, strong
temperature dependence suggests that phonon-phonon collisions are the dominant
scattering mechanism. The Callaway-Holland model [53, 54] identifies the propensity of
a phonon mode (of wave vector

and polarization ) to undergo normal and Umklapp

scattering processes as a function temperature and frequency:

(7.5)

Here

contains the frequency of the specific phonon mode and

is a parameter

used to match empirical data. For the purpose of this discussion, Eq. (7.5) is adapted by
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considering average phonon lifetimes by defining

to represent an average over

all polarization branches. We also define a frequency independent average . Equation
(7.5) becomes:

(7.6)

Figure 7.4a shows a plot of average lifetime (acoustic and optical) versus temperature
for perfect graphene. Eq. (7.6) is fit to the data points with
illustrates the temperature dependence of

. This

in absence of a periodic array

of holes. Figure 7.4b shows a plot of average acoustic lifetime versus temperature for
three different filling fractions in the 0.3% - 3% range. Similarly to Figure 7.4a, Eq. (7.6) is
fit to the data points and it is well correlated. This can be interpreted as resulting from
the dual dependency of phonon-phonon scattering on temperature and periodicity
(through band folding), that is,
structures. This result also implies that

in the case of the antidot nano-PC
. Therefore, in the 0.3% - 3% filling

fraction region, phonon-phonon processes appear to be the dominant mechanism
behind the lowering of phonon mode lifetimes.
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Figure 7.4: (a) Lifetime versus temperature for acoustic and optical phonons in
graphene. (b) Average acoustic phonon lifetime for three different nano-PC filling
fractions versus temperature. Symbols are calculated values and solid lines represent
fits using Eq. 7.6.
Beyond ff = 3.0%, the temperature dependency of acoustic phonon lifetime is lost. The
inset in Figure 7.3a shows, for all temperatures, that average acoustic phonon lifetime
follows the same, weak linear trend as filling fraction increases. Temperature
dependency of acoustic modes can be lost if the holes in the graphene matrix have
increased in size to a point whereby the characteristic length is such that acoustic
phonons have higher probability of colliding with the boundary of a hole than with
another phonon. This is the case when

and

. A plot of average

acoustic phonon lifetime versus characteristic length (Figure 7.5) shows for large filling
fractions (small L values) the lifetime of acoustic phonons shows linear dependence with
L.
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Figure 7.5: Average acoustic phonon lifetime versus characteristic length. Phononboundary collisions are the dominant scattering mechanism at low L values. In this
region, there is greater probability of a phonon colliding with a hole-boundary than
another phonon.
The characteristic decay time associated with boundary scattering takes the functional
form [53, 54]:

, where v represents an average speed of sound in graphene. In

the small L region of Figure 7.5 a line is fit where v = 7000 m/s (a reasonable value for
average speed of sound for acoustic phonons in graphene). In this region, boundary
scattering is the dominant scattering mechanism. Beyond L=5nm, this linear
dependence is lost and scattering is attributed to a mix of phonon-boundary and
phonon-phonon collisions. As L increases to larger values, the significance of boundary
scattering is lost and normal and Umklapp phonon processes dominate.
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7.3 Conclusions
For a nanophononic structure comprised of periodically arranged holes in a
graphene matrix, the lifetime of acoustic and optical phonons was calculated as a
function of filling fraction over a range of temperatures. For very small filling fractions,
the lifetime of phonons decreased dramatically as compared to perfect graphene. This
observation was attributed to band-folding effects, a consequence of structural
periodicity, and the notion that

. For certain characteristic length values,

boundary scattering was highlighted as the primary mechanism for phonon mode decay.
In this regime, there is greater probability of a phonon colliding with a hole-boundary
than another phonon.
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Two classes of phononic crystals were evaluated in this dissertation: (1) elastic
phononic crystals and (2) nano-phononic crystals. Regarding elastic phononic crystals,
this dissertation represents a significant effort toward broadening the range of
properties and functions typically associated with these types of structures. With the
PVC/Air PC, functionalities based on the manipulation of acoustic wave phase were
demonstrated. For the Epoxy/Steel PC, several useful functions for acoustic and elastic
waves were realized from a single composite structure. Importantly, for solid/solid
structures like the Epoxy/Steel PC, this dissertation marks the first ever demonstration
of the manipulation of acoustic wave phase with a solid/solid phononic structure.
Further investigation is necessary regarding the development of more complex
phononic crystal functions based on phase manipulation. For nano-phononic structures,
it was found that superlattice structure manipulation can alter phonon properties and
characteristics. The knowledge gained from analysis of nanophononic crystal patterned
graphene can be extended to develop materials with tailored thermal properties.
Graphene-based nano-structures can fulfill a critical role in the development of next
generation thermoelectric devices.
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APPENDIX A: INTRODUCTION TO LATTICE VIBRATIONS
As a preface to understanding the nature of lattice vibrations in the context of
this dissertation, explicit examples of several crystalline lattices (and their respective
reciprocal lattices) are provided to introduce key ideas and important vernacular unique
to the fields of solid state physics and phononics.

A.1. The Concept of a Crystal: Direct and Reciprocal Lattices
In this section, the concept of a crystalline lattice (direct lattice) and a reciprocal
lattice is introduced. The examples detailed throughout directly apply to the phononic
crystalline systems studied throughout this dissertation.
An

ideal

crystal

is

formed

by

infinitely

repeating

in

space

a

collection/arrangement of atoms. It is common to refer to this repeatable, buildingblock of atoms as a basis. A basis of atoms is projected onto a set of mathematical
points (lattice points) to form an ideal crystal. The lattice points are traditionally defined
with a set of primitive vectors. 1D lattices are completely described with one primitive
vector, whereas 2D and 3D lattices require two and three primitive vectors, respectively.
As a first example, consider the 1D lattice with primitive vector a1 as shown in Figure
A.1. a1 defines a lattice of periodic spacing ao and extends in the direction of the unit
vector i. Integer multiples of a1 map out the 1D lattice and attaching a basis consisting of
one atom to each lattice point maps out the 1D crystal.
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Figure A.1: Direct lattice of 1D crystal

r defines any point in the 1D crystal and r’ is a translation of r by an integer multiple of
the primitive lattice vector (n1 and m1 are integers between [-∞, ∞]). The way the 1D
crystal looks from r is absolutely indistinguishable from the way the 1D crystal looks
from r’. An ideal 1D crystal is born from this notion of periodicity. As a second example
(Figure A.2), consider the 2D square lattice with primitive vectors a1 and a2 (i and j are
orthogonal unit vectors). Onto any point r, the basis consisting of one atom is attached,
giving rise to a square arrangement of atoms. Similar to the aforementioned 1D case,
the way the 2D crystal looks from the point r is absolutely indistinguishable from the
way the 2D crystal looks from the point r’ (n1, n2, m1 and m2 are integers between [-∞,
∞]).
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Figure A.2: Direct lattice of 2D crystal with square lattice

As a final example (Figure A.3), consider the 2D hexagonal lattice with primitive vectors
a1 and a2. The direct lattice is sketched below (black dots). On top of each lattice point a
basis consisting of two atoms is attached. This configuration allows for the construction
of the 2D graphene structure—a monolayer of Graphite. As was the case with the
previous two examples, it is impossible to differentiate between points r and r’.
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Figure A.3: 2D hexagonal lattice with basis corresponding to graphene structure

Now, with a firm understanding of the direct lattices for the 1D crystal, the 2D square
lattice and the 2D hexagonal lattice structure, the notion of a reciprocal lattice can be
introduced. Where the direct lattice has dimensions of length, the reciprocal lattice has
dimensions of inverse length. The reciprocal lattice vectors (b1, b2 and b3) are defined as
follows for primitive vectors (a1, a2 and a3):
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For the 1D crystal, the definition of the reciprocal lattice is applied to the primitive
vector a1 to yield reciprocal lattice vector b1:

The direct and reciprocal lattices for the 1D crystal are rendered in Figure A.4. In
reciprocal space, an important region is the first Brillouin Zone. The first Brillouin Zone is
the region contained within the planes bisecting reciprocal lattice vectors drawn from
the origin. Lattice waves contained within this region are independent vibrational
modes of the crystal.
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Figure A.4: Direct and Reciprocal lattices for 1D crystal

For the 2D square lattice shown in Figure A.2, the reciprocal lattice vectors are
orthogonal and are written as follows:

In the rendering of the 2D reciprocal lattice (Figure A.5), the first Brillouin Zone has
symmetry consistent with the ordering of the atoms in the direct lattice (squaresymmetry). The ΓX direction in reciprocal space corresponds to waves propagating in a
direction parallel with the unit vector i in direct space. The ΓM direction is π/4 radians
different from the ΓX direction. The area ΓXM is referred to as the irreducible Brillouin
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zone and marks the high symmetry regions of the first Brillouin zone. 2D band structure
calculations are usually reported along these high-symmetry directions.

Figure A.5: Direct and Reciprocal lattices for 2D square crystal
The final reciprocal lattice detailed in this section is that for the 2D hexagonal lattice
with basis consistent with graphene. Extending the definition of the reciprocal lattice
vectors to the primitive lattice vectors for the 2D hexagonal lattice offers reciprocal
lattice vectors b1 and b2.
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Figure A.6: Direct and Reciprocal lattices for graphene structure

The first Brillouin zone is hexagonal in shape. The irreducible Brillouin zone, denoted as
ΓKM, marks the high symmetry regions of the first Brillouin zone. Waves propagating
along the “arm chair” direction in graphene (waves traveling at 30° with respect to the iaxis in the direct lattice) have wave vectors associated with the reciprocal space
direction ΓM. Waves propagating along the “zig-zag” direction in graphene (waves
traveling in a direction parallel to the i-axis in the direct lattice) have wave vectors
associated with the reciprocal space direction ΓK.
With this foundation in direct and reciprocal space, some basic phenomena
inherent to phononic crystals can be developed.

A.2. The 1D Crystal: Phononic Band Structure and Band-Folding
It is extremely beneficial to investigate classical systems such as the 1D crystal
because a rich understanding of lattice vibrations can be established. This simple system
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provides insight on the dispersion of lattice waves and offers a basis for the
fundamental understanding of phononic crystals. Pictured in Figure A.7 is an infinitely
long chain of masses (of mass m) connected together by mass-less springs (of spring
constant C). The displacement of each atom is represented by the notation [Us-1, Us,
Us+1,...] and only longitudinal wave polarization is considered. From the preceding
section, this configuration nonetheless has a direct and reciprocal lattice. The direct
lattice has periodicity ao and the reciprocal lattice has periodicity 2π/ao. The system is
completely isolated from external forces and exists in an equilibrium state (all masses
are in their resting positions). In this state, the potential energy of the system is at an
absolute minimum and kinetic energy is zero. If any one of the masses making up the 1D
chain were displaced from its equilibrium position, then the potential energy of the
entire system increases to a value greater than that for the equilibrated system. In this
non-equilibrium state, restoring forces are imposed upon the masses neighboring the
displaced mass. Restoring forces force the system to exchange the potential energy
contained within a stretched or compressed spring into kinetic energy. For the present
discussion, the springs connecting the masses are considered to be purely harmonic;
accordingly only terms up to second order are considered in the taylor series expansion
of the total potential energy function describing the infinite chain.
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Figure A.7: 1D monoatomic chain of masses

By differentiating the total potential energy function with respect to the displacement
of the mass of interest and utilizing the nearest neighbor approximation, the force
acting on the sth atom in the mono-atomic chain is written as follows:

The equation of motion for the monoatomic system is found through the use of
Newton’s 2nd Law:

A traveling sinusoid solution is selected to represent the time evolution of the
displacement field for the sth atom. The displacement, velocity and acceleration of the
sth mass are written as follows:
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In the above expressions, k is wave vector, s is an integer, a represents the lattice
spacing (ao) and ω is angular frequency. Inserting expressions for displacement and
acceleration into the equation of motion yields the following expression, which can be
simplified:

The boxed expression relates frequency to wave vector and only positive frequencies
are considered. Figure A.8 plots this equation. In Figure A.8, there is a linear regime for
large wavelength phonons (small wave vectors). In this regime, the phase velocity (v p =
ω/k) and group velocity (vg = dω/dk) of propagative modes are equal. Long wavelength
phonon modes travel through the 1D chain as if it were continuous and can be
associated with a constant value for longitudinal speed of sound. Behavior in this regime
is non-dispersive. As the wavelength of propagative phonon modes approaches that of
the spacing of the masses in the 1D chain, it is observable from Figure A.8 that phase
and group velocities begin to deviate from one another. The discreteness of the lattice
affects phonon dispersion and phase and group velocity vectors are observably
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dependent on frequency. Behavior in this regime is dispersive. All phononic crystal
functions are based wave dispersion phenomena. At the boundary of the 1st Brillouin
Zone (k = ± π/a), the group velocity is zero and the condition for a standing wave is met.

Figure A.8: Dispersion relationship for 1D monoatomic chain

If every other atom in the monoatomic chain is replaced by a heavier atom, then the
monoatomic system becomes the diatomic system. The diatomic chain is shown in
Figure A.9 with differing masses M1 and M2.

Figure A.9: Schematic representation of diatomic crystal
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Masses M1 and M2 make up a basis for this system. This basis is repeated periodically in
space by a common lattice constant (ao). The spring constant between all of the masses
is (C). Under the nearest neighbor approximation, the forces acting on the atoms
contained within the sth unit cell are written as follows:

Accordingly, the equations of motion for M1 and M2 are written as follows:

As before, two traveling wave solutions are selected as representations for the time
evolution of the displacement for mass M1 (Us) and mass M2 (Vs).

Inserting expressions for the displacement and acceleration for Us and Vs into the
equations of motion yield the following two expressions:
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These expressions can be put into matrix form to solve for a relationship between wave
vector and angular frequency:

The determinant of the matrix in the above expression is set equal to zero to reveal the
dispersion relationship for the diatomic chain.

The frequency-wave vector relationship detailed above is separated into two distinct
relationships for phonons propagating in the diatomic system. One relationship details
acoustic phonons and the other details optical phonons. As before, only positive values
for frequencies are considered.
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Figure A.10: 1D Diatomic Crystal with acoustical and optical band.
In Figure A.10, a frequency band-gap is apparent between 1 Hz and 1.414 Hz. For this
frequency regime, the propagation of longitudinal waves along the 1D chain is nonpermissible. The width of the gap is a function of the contrast between masses M 1 and
M2. For the acoustical branch, there exists a linear regime in the long-wavelength limit
and all acoustical phonon modes associate with positive group velocities and the same
value for longitudinal speed of sound. For the optical branch, it is apparent that phonon
modes associate with negative group velocities. The presence of a band with negative
slope is a consequence of Bragg scattering and it is common to refer to this phenomena
as band-folding. The impact of band-folding on the lifetime of thermal phonons in nanoscale systems is investigated in Chapters 6 and 7.
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APPENDIX B. BAND STRUCTURE PVC/AIR PC (PWE: Z MODES)
c
C
C

c
c

PROGRAM SQRL
COMPUTATION OF ACOUSTIC BAND STRUCTURE
Written By: Jerome Vasseur, Nichlas Swinteck
INTEGER N, NN, LDA, LDB, LDVL, LDVR, ILO, IHI, LWORK, INFO
PARAMETER (NN=441,LDA=NN,LDB=NN,LDVL=NN,LDVR=NN,LWORK=51030)
CHARACTER*1 BALANC, JOBVL, JOBVR, SENSE
DOUBLE PRECISION AA(LDA,NN), DD(LDB,NN), ALPHAR(NN)
DOUBLE PRECISION ALPHAI(NN), BETA(NN)
DOUBLE PRECISION EIG(NN)
DOUBLE PRECISION VL(LDVL,NN), VR(LDVR,NN), WORK(LWORK)
INTEGER IWORK(NN)
LOGICAL BWORK(NN)
DOUBLE PRECISION ABNRM, BBNRM
DOUBLE PRECISION LSCALE(NN), RSCALE(NN), RCONDE(NN)
DOUBLE PRECISION RCONDV(NN)
DOUBLE PRECISION RWORK(15000)
INTEGER I,J,K,LK,MT,NX
DOUBLE PRECISION KX(200),KY(200)
INTEGER GX(700),GY(700)
DOUBLE PRECISION PI,AN,SF,AC44,ARHO,BC44,BRHO,RC,RR
DOUBLE PRECISION AP,BP,ARG,C,BJ1,F,A1,A2,SUM
DOUBLE PRECISION SEVEN,FIVE,AVC44,AVRHO,CONV,conbi,xtan
PI=4.0D0*DATAN(1.0D0)
open(1,file='kush1.res',status='unknown')
open(2,file='kush2.res',status='unknown')
open(1,file='pvcairGM.dat',status='unknown')

C
SEVEN=7.1D0
FIVE=5.0D0
SF=0.717137d0
AC44=7.3314D-04
ARHO=1.4743D-10
BC44=0.7692D0
BRHO=6.6542D-06
RC=AC44/BC44
RR=ARHO/BRHO
AP=(RC-1.0D0)/(1.0D0+(RC-1.0D0)*SF)
BP=(RR-1.0D0)/(1.0D0+(RR-1.0D0)*SF)
c
AVC44=SF*AC44+(1.0D0-SF)*BC44
AVRHO=SF*ARHO+(1.0D0-SF)*BRHO
CONV=DSQRT((AVC44/AVRHO))
write(*,*)conv
C
C

C
c

c
c

MT=10
NX=(2*MT+1)**2
DEFINE GX,GY
K=1
DO I=-MT,MT
DO J=-MT,MT
GX(K)=I
GY(K)=J
K=K+1
END DO
END DO
DEFINE KX,KY
DEFINE KX,KY
LKMIN=1
LKMAX=17
DO IKL=LKMIN,LKMAX
KX(IKL)=0.5d0
KX(IKL)=(IKL-1)/32.0d0
KY(IKL)=0.0d0
KY(IKL)=(IKL-1)/32.0d0
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c

xtan=TAN(45.0d0*PI/180.0d0)
END DO

c
c
c
c
c
c
c

DO IKL=LKMIN,LKMAX
KX(IKL)=0.5d0
KX(IKL)=-1*(IKL-17)/32.0d0
KY(IKL)=0.0d0
KY(IKL)=-1*(IKL-17)/32.0d0
xtan=TAN(45.0d0*PI/180.0d0)
END DO

c
C
C

write(*,*)xtan
MAIN LOOP ON WAVE VECTORS
DO LK=LKMIN,LKMAX
CALCULATE MATRICES D,C

C
c

DO I=1,NX
DO J=1,NX
IF(I.EQ.J) THEN
AA(I,J)=(KX(LK)+GX(I))**2+(KY(LK)+GY(I))**2
DD(I,J)=1.0D0
ELSE
ARG=DSQRT(((GX(I)-GX(J))**2+(GY(I)-GY(J))**2)*4.0D0*PI*SF)
C=2.0D0*SF/ARG
BJ1=BESSJ1(ARG)
F=C*BJ1
A1=(KX(LK)+GX(I))*(KX(LK)+GX(J))
A2=(KY(LK)+GY(I))*(KY(LK)+GY(J))
AA(I,J)=AP*F*(A1+A2)
DD(I,J)=BP*F
END IF
END DO
END DO
call dggevx('B','N','N','N',
& NN, aa, nn, dd, nn,
& alphar,alphai,beta,vl,ldvl,vr,ldvr,ilo,ihi,lscale,
& rscale,abnrm,bbnrm,rconde,rcondv,work,
& lwork,rwork,iwork,bwork,info)
& -1,rwork,iwork,bwork,info)

c
c

WRITE(*,*)info,'LWORK optimal:',WORK(1),' (LWORK actuel:',100,')'

C

CALCULATE EIGENVALUES
K=0
DO I=1,NX
write(*,*)alphar(i),alphai(i)
EIG(I)=DSQRT(ALPHAR(I)/BETA(I))
REIG(I)=dreal(EIG(I))
K=K+1
END DO

c
c

100

CALL PIKSRT(K,EIG)
DO I=1,100
WRITE(1,100)LK,KX(LK),KY(LK),EIG(I)
FORMAT(1X,1i,1x,4E13.5)
END DO
END DO
WRITE(*,*)info,'LWORK optimal:',WORK(1),' (LWORK actuel:',100,')'
STOP
END
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FUNCTION BESSJ1(X)
RETURNS THE BESSEL FUNCTION J1(X) FOR ANY REAL X.
DOUBLE PRECISION X,Y,Z,AX,XX,
*
P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,
*
Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4,Q5,
*
R1,R2,R3,R4,R5,R6,
*
S1,S2,S3,S4,S5,S6
DATA R1,R2,R3,R4,R5,R6/
* 72362614232.D0,
* -7895059235.D0,
* 242396853.1D0,
* -2972611.439D0,
* 15704.48260D0,
* -30.16036606D0/
DATA S1,S2,S3,S4,S5,S6/
* 144725228442.D0,
* 2300535178.D0,
* 18583304.74D0,
* 99447.43394D0,
* 376.9991397D0,
* 1.D0/
DATA P1,P2,P3,P4,P5/
* 1.D0,
* .183105D-2,
* -.3516396496D-4,
* .2457520174D-5,
* -.240337019D-6/
DATA Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4,Q5/
* .04687499995D0,
* -.2002690873D-3,
* .8449199096D-5,
* -.88228987D-6,
* .105787412D-6/

C

IF(DABS(X).LT.8.0D0) THEN
Y=X**2
BESSJ1=X*(R1+Y*(R2+Y*(R3+Y*(R4+Y*(R5+Y*R6)))))/
*
(S1+Y*(S2+Y*(S3+Y*(S4+Y*(S5+Y*S6)))))
ELSE
AX=DABS(X)
Z=8.0D0/AX
Y=Z**2
XX=AX-2.356194491D0
BESSJ1=DSQRT(.636619772D0/AX)*(DCOS(XX)*(P1+Y*(P2+Y*(P3+Y*(P4+Y
* *P5))))-Z*DSIN(XX)*(Q1+Y*(Q2+Y*(Q3+Y*(Q4+Y*Q5)))))*DSIGN(1.D0,X)
END IF
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE PIKSRT(N,ARR)
DOUBLE PRECISION ARR(N),A
DO J=2,N
A=ARR(J)
DO I=J-1,1,-1
IF(ARR(I).LE.A) GOTO 10
ARR(I+1)=ARR(I)
END DO
I=0
10

ARR(I+1)=A
END DO
RETURN
END
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APPENDIX C. BAND STRUCTURE EPOXY/STEEL PC (PWE: XY MODES)
c
C
C

PROGRAM SQRL
COMPUTATION OF ACOUSTIC BAND STRUCTURE
Written By: Jerome Vasseur, Nichlas Swinteck
INTEGER N, NN, LDA, LDB, LDVL, LDVR, ILO, IHI, LWORK, INFO
PARAMETER (NN=441,LDA=NN,LDB=NN,LDVL=NN,LDVR=NN,LWORK=51030)
CHARACTER*1 BALANC, JOBVL, JOBVR, SENSE
DOUBLE PRECISION AA(LDA,NN), DD(LDB,NN), ALPHAR(NN)
DOUBLE PRECISION ALPHAI(NN), BETA(NN)
DOUBLE PRECISION EIG(NN)
DOUBLE PRECISION VL(LDVL,NN), VR(LDVR,NN), WORK(LWORK)
INTEGER IWORK(NN)
LOGICAL BWORK(NN)
DOUBLE PRECISION ABNRM, BBNRM
DOUBLE PRECISION LSCALE(NN), RSCALE(NN), RCONDE(NN)
DOUBLE PRECISION RCONDV(NN)
DOUBLE PRECISION RWORK(15000)

c
c
c

c
c

INTEGER I,J,K,LK,MT,NX
DOUBLE PRECISION KX(200),KY(200)
INTEGER GX(700),GY(700)
DOUBLE PRECISION PI,AN,SF,AC44,ARHO,BC44,BRHO,RC,RR
DOUBLE PRECISION AP,BP,ARG,C,BJ1,F,A1,A2,SUM
DOUBLE PRECISION SEVEN,FIVE,AVC44,AVRHO,CONV,conbi,xtan
PI=4.0D0*DATAN(1.0D0)
open(1,file='kush1.res',status='unknown')
open(2,file='kush2.res',status='unknown')
open(1,file='epoxysteelMG.dat',status='unknown')
SEVEN=7.1D0
FIVE=5.0D0
SF=0.3011236d0
AC44=8.1017D+10
ARHO=7.780D+03
BC44=1.579605D+09
BRHO=1.1800D+03
RC=AC44/BC44
RR=ARHO/BRHO
AP=(RC-1.0D0)/(1.0D0+(RC-1.0D0)*SF)
BP=(RR-1.0D0)/(1.0D0+(RR-1.0D0)*SF)
AVC44=SF*AC44+(1.0D0-SF)*BC44
AVRHO=SF*ARHO+(1.0D0-SF)*BRHO
CONV=DSQRT((AVC44/AVRHO))
write(*,*)conv

C

C
c
c
c
c

MT=10
NX=(2*MT+1)**2
DEFINE GX,GY
K=1
DO I=-MT,MT
DO J=-MT,MT
GX(K)=I
GY(K)=J
K=K+1
END DO
END DO
DEFINE KX,KY
DEFINE KX,KY
LKMIN=1
LKMAX=17
DO IKL=LKMIN,LKMAX
KX(IKL)=0.5d0
KX(IKL)=(IKL-1)/32.0d0
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c
c
c
c

KY(IKL)=0.0d0
KY(IKL)=(IKL-1)/32.0d0
xtan=TAN(45.0d0*PI/180.0d0)
END DO
DO IKL=LKMIN,LKMAX
KX(IKL)=0.5d0
KX(IKL)=-1*(IKL-17)/32.0d0
KY(IKL)=0.0d0
KY(IKL)=-1*(IKL-17)/32.0d0
xtan=TAN(45.0d0*PI/180.0d0)
END DO

c
c
c

c
C
C

write(*,*)xtan
MAIN LOOP ON WAVE VECTORS
DO LK=LKMIN,LKMAX
CALCULATE MATRICES D,C

C
c

DO I=1,NX
DO J=1,NX
IF(I.EQ.J) THEN
AA(I,J)=(KX(LK)+GX(I))**2+(KY(LK)+GY(I))**2
DD(I,J)=1.0D0
ELSE
ARG=DSQRT(((GX(I)-GX(J))**2+(GY(I)-GY(J))**2)*4.0D0*PI*SF)
C=2.0D0*SF/ARG
BJ1=BESSJ1(ARG)
F=C*BJ1
A1=(KX(LK)+GX(I))*(KX(LK)+GX(J))
A2=(KY(LK)+GY(I))*(KY(LK)+GY(J))
AA(I,J)=AP*F*(A1+A2)
DD(I,J)=BP*F
END IF
END DO
END DO
call dggevx('B','N','N','N',
& NN, aa, nn, dd, nn,
& alphar,alphai,beta,vl,ldvl,vr,ldvr,ilo,ihi,lscale,
& rscale,abnrm,bbnrm,rconde,rcondv,work,
& lwork,rwork,iwork,bwork,info)
& -1,rwork,iwork,bwork,info)

c
c

WRITE(*,*)info,'LWORK optimal:',WORK(1),' (LWORK actuel:',100,')'

C

CALCULATE EIGENVALUES
K=0
DO I=1,NX
write(*,*)alphar(i),alphai(i)
EIG(I)=DSQRT(ALPHAR(I)/BETA(I))
REIG(I)=dreal(EIG(I))
K=K+1
END DO

c
c

100

CALL PIKSRT(K,EIG)
DO I=1,100
WRITE(1,100)LK,KX(LK),KY(LK),EIG(I)
FORMAT(1X,1i,1x,4E13.5)
END DO
END DO
WRITE(*,*)info,'LWORK optimal:',WORK(1),' (LWORK actuel:',100,')'
STOP
END
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FUNCTION BESSJ1(X)
RETURNS THE BESSEL FUNCTION J1(X) FOR ANY REAL X.
DOUBLE PRECISION X,Y,Z,AX,XX,
*
P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,
*
Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4,Q5,
*
R1,R2,R3,R4,R5,R6,
*
S1,S2,S3,S4,S5,S6
DATA R1,R2,R3,R4,R5,R6/
* 72362614232.D0,
* -7895059235.D0,
* 242396853.1D0,
* -2972611.439D0,
* 15704.48260D0,
* -30.16036606D0/
DATA S1,S2,S3,S4,S5,S6/
* 144725228442.D0,
* 2300535178.D0,
* 18583304.74D0,
* 99447.43394D0,
* 376.9991397D0,
* 1.D0/
DATA P1,P2,P3,P4,P5/
* 1.D0,
* .183105D-2,
* -.3516396496D-4,
* .2457520174D-5,
* -.240337019D-6/
DATA Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4,Q5/
* .04687499995D0,
* -.2002690873D-3,
* .8449199096D-5,
* -.88228987D-6,
* .105787412D-6/

C

IF(DABS(X).LT.8.0D0) THEN
Y=X**2
BESSJ1=X*(R1+Y*(R2+Y*(R3+Y*(R4+Y*(R5+Y*R6)))))/
*
(S1+Y*(S2+Y*(S3+Y*(S4+Y*(S5+Y*S6)))))
ELSE
AX=DABS(X)
Z=8.0D0/AX
Y=Z**2
XX=AX-2.356194491D0
BESSJ1=DSQRT(.636619772D0/AX)*(DCOS(XX)*(P1+Y*(P2+Y*(P3+Y*(P4+Y
* *P5))))-Z*DSIN(XX)*(Q1+Y*(Q2+Y*(Q3+Y*(Q4+Y*Q5)))))*DSIGN(1.D0,X)
END IF
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE PIKSRT(N,ARR)
DOUBLE PRECISION ARR(N),A
DO J=2,N
A=ARR(J)
DO I=J-1,1,-1
IF(ARR(I).LE.A) GOTO 10
ARR(I+1)=ARR(I)
END DO
I=0
10

ARR(I+1)=A
END DO
RETURN
END
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APPENDIX D. FINITE-DIFFERENCE TIME-DOMAIN SOURCE CODE
!!
!!
!!
!!
!!
!!
!!
!!
!!
!!
!!
!!
!!
!!
!!
!!
!!
!!
!!
!!
!!

Transmission of an elastic wave in a two-dimensional material
using FDTD applied to the canonical form of the elastic equation:
rho*dv/dt = f
du/dt = v
where v is the velocity (computed at times dt/2, 3*dt/2 ...),
u is the displacement field (computed at times dt, 2*dt ...),
f is the divergence of the stress tensor.
Spatial discretization scheme on the two staggered meshes:
ux(i,j) and vx(i,j) correspond to the node (i,j) on the mesh
uy(i,j) and vy(i,j) correspond to the centre (i+0.5,j+0.5)
Periodic boundary conditions are applied along x
and 1st-order Mur conditions are applied on both ends of the y interval.
Units: length (m), time (ms), mass (1000 Kg), velocity (km/s), pressure (GP)
Version optimized to reduce the number of operations in each iteration.
Written By:
Pierre Deymier, Jerome Vasseur, Jim Bucay, Nichlas Swinteck, Stefan Bringuier

program transm2
implicit none
character (len=72) :: slab_comment
integer, parameter :: nxmax=5650, nymax=5650, nmmax=10, nt=70000, fmax = 8092
integer
:: nx, ny, nm
integer
:: i, j, n, m, it, im, ip, jm, jp, mip, mim, mjp, mjm, mipjp
integer
:: istep, jf, nf, nin, nou
integer
:: k, l, js, ii2, jj0, ii, jj,iii,iii2,jjj,jss,iss
integer
:: nsst,nsst2, is
integer
:: material(nxmax,nymax)
real
:: input, trans, data(2*nt), spectrum(fmax), vari
real (kind(0D0))
:: dx, dy, yin, you, dxsdy, length, dt
real (kind(0D0))
:: cl1, cln, a1, a2
real (kind(0D0))
:: a0, ymin, ymax, y, u0, v0, freq
real (kind(0D0))
:: c11p, c11m, c12p, c12m, c44p, c44m
real (kind(0D0))
:: sxxp, sxxm, sxyp, sxym, syyp, syym, syxp, syxm, fx, fy
real (kind(0D0))
:: fac, uy0(nymax), uy0p1(nymax), vy0(nymax)
real (kind(0D0)), dimension(nmmax) :: cl, ct, rho, sc11, sc12, sc44, dtsr, dtsr4
real (kind(0D0)), dimension(nxmax,nymax) :: ux, uy, uxp1, uyp1, vx, vy
real (kind(0d0))
:: llx, sl, sd, omega, xperiod, xpress(nxmax,nymax)
real (kind(0D0))
:: apress(nxmax,nymax), apress2(nxmax,nymax)
real (kind(0d0))
:: cpress(nxmax,nymax), cpressx(nxmax,nymax)
real (kind(0D0))
:: cpressy(nxmax,nymax)
real (kind(0d0))
:: engyflxX(nxmax,nymax), engyflxY(nxmax,nymax)
real (kind(0D0))
:: theta, sig, gauswt, theta2
real (kind(0D0))
:: pi
!! Geometry of the slab
!! yin and you are the thickness of the media where the incoming
!! outgoing wave are propagating.
open(unit= 34, file= 'Displacement_Ux.csv', status='unknown')
open(unit= 35, file= 'Displacement_Uy.csv', status='unknown')
dx = 0.0000646d0
dy = dx
yin = 0.00000d0
you = 0.07752d0
nin = int(yin/dy)
nou = int(you/dy)

!

pi = 4.0d0*atan(1.0d0)
nsst = 79000

dx = a/50 = 0.0000646 meters
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nsst2 = 300
call slab_geometry(dx,dy,yin,you,nx,ny,nxmax,nymax,material, &
nm,nmmax,cl,ct,rho,0,slab_comment)
write(*,*) nx
write(*,*) ny
dxsdy = dx/dy
do n=1,nm
sc11(n) = cl(n)*sqrt(rho(n))
sc44(n) = ct(n)*sqrt(rho(n))
sc12(n) = sqrt(sc11(n)**2-2.0d0*sc44(n)**2)
end do
cl1 = cl(material(1,1))
cln = cl(material(1,ny))
istep = max(1,nt/1024)
length = 0.25d0/sqrt(1.0d0/dx**2 + 1.0d0/dy**2)
dt = length/cl1
do n=1,nm
dt = min(dt,length/cl(n))
write(*,*) dt
end do
do n=1,nm
dtsr(n) = dt/rho(n)/dx**2
end do
do n=1,nm
dtsr4(n) = dtsr(n)**0.25d0
end do
ux(1:nx,1:ny)
vx(1:nx,1:ny)
uy(1:nx,1:ny)
vy(1:nx,1:ny)

=
=
=
=

0.0d0
0.0d0
0.0d0
0.0d0

write(*,*) dt
write(*,*) dt
write(*,*) dt
do j=1,nx
do i=1,ny
apress(i,j) = 0.0d0
apress2(i,j) = 0.0d0
xpress(i,j) = 0.0d0
engyflxX(i,j) = 0.0d0
engyflxY(i,j) = 0.0d0
end do
end do
a0 = 3.0d-05
a1 = 4.0d-05
a2 = dx/5.0d0
ymin = dy
do j=2,nint(yin/dy)
do i=1,nx
if(material(i,j) > 1) exit
end do
if(i <= nx) exit
end do
ymax = (j-2)*dy
freq = 620.0d0
omega = 2.0d0*pi*freq

!! in kHz
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xperiod = 1/freq
!! Time evolution
!! In the following, s is the stress tensor sigma times dx
!! f is the divergence of sigma times dx**2, which means f must be
!! divided by dx**2 at the end (see the definition of dtsr).
open(unit=11,file='polxper.out')
open(unit=12,file='polyper.out')
write(11,'(a,i8,2i5,2f10.5)') 'u_x',nt,nx,ny,dx,dy
write(11,'(a)') 'n 2'
write(12,'(a,i8,2i5,2f10.5)') 'U_y',nt,nx,ny,dx,dy
write(12,'(a)') 'n 2'
do it=1,nt
js = 100
do is=725,1175
uy(is,js)= uy(is,js) + a2*dsin(omega*it*dt)
vy(is,js)= vy(is,js) + a2*omega*dcos(omega*(it-0.5d0)*dt)
end do
if(mod(it,50).eq.0) write(*,*) it

!

do j=2,ny-1
jp = j+1
jm = j-1
!! Calculate the stress tensor components that can be shifted from
!! step i-1 to step i (here, i=1)
im = nx
im = 1
m = material(1,j)
mim = material(im,j)
mjp = material(1,jp)
c11m = sc11(mim)*sc11(m)
c12m = sc12(mim)*sc12(m)
c44p = sc44(mjp)*sc44(m)
sxxp = c11m*(ux(2,j)-ux(im,j)) + c12m*(uy(im,j)-uy(im,jm))*dxsdy
syxp = c44p*(uy(2,j)-uy(im,j) + (ux(2,jp)-ux(2,j))*dxsdy)
do i=2,nx-1
ip = i+1
!
if(ip > nx) ip = 1
im = i-1
!
if(im < 1) im = nx
m = material(i,j)
mip = material(ip,j)
mjp = material(i,jp)
mjm = material(i,jm)
mipjp = material(ip,jp)
c11p = sc11(mip)*sc11(m)
c12p = sc12(mip)*sc12(m)
c44m = sc44(mjm)*sc44(m)
sxxm = sxxp
sxxp = c11p*(ux(ip,j)-ux(i,j)) + c12p*(uy(i,j)-uy(i,jm))*dxsdy
sxyp = syxp
sxym = c44m*(uy(i,jm)-uy(im,jm) + (ux(i,j)-ux(i,jm))*dxsdy)
fx = sxxp-sxxm + (sxyp-sxym)*dxsdy
c11m = c11p
c11p = sc11(mipjp)*sc11(mjp)
c12m = c12p
c12p = sc12(mipjp)*sc12(mjp)
c44p = sc44(mipjp)*sc44(mip)
syyp = c12p*(ux(ip,jp)-ux(i,jp)) + c11p*(uy(i,jp)-uy(i,j))*dxsdy
syym = c12m*(ux(ip,j)-ux(i,j)) + c11m*(uy(i,j)-uy(i,jm))*dxsdy
syxm = sxyp
syxp = c44p*(uy(ip,j)-uy(i,j) + (ux(ip,jp)-ux(ip,j))*dxsdy)
xpress(i,j) = -0.5d0*((sxxp+sxxm)/2.0d0+(syyp+syym)/2.0d0)
fy = syxp-syxm + (syyp-syym)*dxsdy
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vx(i,j) =
vy(i,j) =
uxp1(i,j)
uyp1(i,j)

vx(i,j)+fx*dtsr(m)
vy(i,j)+fy*(dtsr4(m)*dtsr4(mip)*dtsr4(mjp)*dtsr4(mipjp))
= ux(i,j)+dt*vx(i,j)
= uy(i,j)+dt*vy(i,j)

end do
end do
!!
!! Apply 1st-order Mur conditions on both ends of the y interval
!!
do i=1,nx
uxp1(i,1) = ux(i,2)+(cl1*dt-dy)/(cl1*dt+dy)*(uxp1(i,2)-ux(i,1))
end do
do i=1,nx
uyp1(i,1) = uy(i,2)+(cl1*dt-dy)/(cl1*dt+dy)*(uyp1(i,2)-uy(i,1))
end do
do i=1,nx
uxp1(i,ny) = ux(i,ny-1)+(cln*dt-dy)/(cln*dt+dy)*(uxp1(i,ny-1)-ux(i,ny))
end do
do i=1,nx
uyp1(i,ny) = uy(i,ny-1)+(cln*dt-dy)/(cln*dt+dy)*(uyp1(i,ny-1)-uy(i,ny))
end do
!!
!! Apply 1st-order Mur conditions on both ends of the x interval
!!
do j=1,ny
uxp1(1,j) = ux(2,j)+(cl1*dt-dy)/(cl1*dt+dy)*(uxp1(2,j)-ux(1,j))
end do
do j=1,ny
uyp1(1,j) = uy(2,j)+(cl1*dt-dy)/(cl1*dt+dy)*(uyp1(2,j)-uy(1,j))
end do
do j=1,ny
uxp1(nx,j) = ux(nx-1,j)+(cln*dt-dy)/(cln*dt+dy)*(uxp1(nx-1,j)-ux(nx,j))
end do
do j=1,ny
uyp1(nx,j) = uy(nx-1,j)+(cln*dt-dy)/(cln*dt+dy)*(uyp1(nx-1,j)-uy(nx,j))
end do
ux(1:nx,1:ny) = uxp1(1:nx,1:ny)
uy(1:nx,1:ny) = uyp1(1:nx,1:ny)
if((it.gt.nsst2).and.(it.lt.nsst2+int(xperiod/dt))) then
do i=1,nx
do j=1,ny
apress2(i,j) = apress2(i,j) + dabs(xpress(i,j))
end do
end do
end if
if((it.gt.nsst).and.(it.lt.nsst+int(xperiod/dt))) then
do i=1,nx
do j=1,ny
apress(i,j) = apress(i,j) + dabs(xpress(i,j))
engyflxX(i,j) = engyflxX(i,j)+ xpress(i,j)*vx(i,j)
engyflxY(i,j) = engyflxY(i,j)+ xpress(i,j)*vy(i,j)
end do
end do
end if
if(mod(it,istep) == 0) then
write(11,'(5e14.4)') it*dt,ux(1,ny-1),ux(1,2)
write(12,'(5e14.4)') it*dt,uy(nx/3,ny-1),uy(nx/3,2)
end if
end do
close(unit=11)
close(unit=12)
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write(20,'(4i5)') nx,ny,nin,nou
write (34, *) dx,",",dy,",",0
do i=1,nx
do j=1,ny
write(34,*) i,",",j,",", ux(i,j)
end do
end do
close(unit=34)
write (35, *) dx,",",dy,",",0
do i=1,nx
do j=1,ny
write(35,*) i,",",j,",", uy(i,j)
end do
end do
close(unit=35)
stop
end program transm2
subroutine slab_geometry(dx,dy,yin,you,nx,ny,nxmax,nymax,material, &
nm,nmmax,cl,ct,rho,check,comment)
implicit none
real (kind(0D0)), intent(IN) :: dx, dy, yin, you
integer, intent(IN)
:: nxmax, nymax, nmmax, check
integer, intent(OUT)
:: nx, ny, material(nxmax,nymax), nm
real (kind(0D0)), intent(OUT) :: cl(nmmax), ct(nmmax), rho(nmmax)
character(len=*),intent(OUT) :: comment
character(len=12)
:: lattice
integer
:: nper, nin, nou, i, j, k, l, cr, nytot, kv, nwl, iii, jjj
real (kind(0D0))
:: alatx, alaty, dnn, y0, x0, re2, ri1, ri2, ri3, ri4, ri5, ri6,
ri7, ri8, ri9, ri10, rii2, r2
real (kind(0D0))
:: limg, as, wl, theta, rr, xo, yo
real (kind(0D0))
:: xin, xout, xincrement, yincrement
!!
!! Material constants: longitudinal and transverse sound velocities,
!! and density
!!
nm = 3
if(nm > nmmax) stop '*** Increase NMMAX ***'
!! Epoxy
cl(1) = 2.535d0
ct(1) = 1.157d0
rho(1) = 1.18d0
!! Steel
cl(2) = 5.825d0
ct(2) = 3.227d0
rho(2) = 7.780d0
!! ETHER
cl(3) = 0.985d0
ct(3) = 0.0d0
rho(3) = 0.7134d0
!!CarbonTetrachloride
!cl(3) = 0.926d0
!ct(3) = 0.0d0
!rho(3) = 1.5867d0
!!Glycerine
!cl(3) = 1.904d0
!ct(3) = 0.0d0
!rho(3) = 1.2610d0
!! Air
!cl(1) = 0.34d0
!ct(1) = 0.0d0
!rho(1) = 1.30d-3
!! PVC
!cl(2) = 2.23d0
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!ct(2) = 1.00d0
!rho(2) = 1.364d0
!!Copper
!!cl(2) = 4.33d0
!!ct(2) = 2.90d0
!!rho(2) = 8.95d0
!! polymere2
!!cl(3) = 0.055d0
!!ct(3) = 0.019d0
!!rho(3) = 0.933d0
!! Dimension of a unit cell, number of periods along y
nper = 38
lattice = 'square'
if(lattice == 'square') then
alatx = 0.00323d0
alaty = 0.00323d0
xin = 0.00d0
xout = 0.00d0
end if
nx = nint(38*alatx/dx + (xin+xout)/dx)
nin = nint(yin/dy)
nou = nint(you/dy)
ny = nint((14*alaty/dy))+ nin + nou
if(nx > nxmax) stop '*** Increase NXMAX ***'
if(ny > nymax) stop '*** Increase NYMAX ***'
write(*,*) nx, ny
material(1:nx,1:ny) = 1
do i=1,nx
do j=1,ny
if ((j).LT.(700)) then
material(i,j) = 1
end if
end do
end do
!! Construction of the slab : the unit cell needs to be defined in
!! the box 0 <= x0 <= alatx , 0 <= y0 <= alaty
re2 =(8.7499990d-04)**2
rr = 0.0010d0
if(lattice == 'square') then
comment = 'square array of steel inclusions in epoxy'
do jjj = 1,14
do iii = 1,38
xo = (0 + ((alatx/2)/dx) + (alatx/dx)*(iii-1))*dx
yo = (0 + ((alaty/2)/dy) + (alaty/dy)*(jjj-1))*dy
do j=1,ny
do i=1,nx
xincrement = i*dx - (dx/2)
yincrement = j*dy - (dy/2)
if ((yincrement).LT.(sqrt((rr**2)-((xincrementxo)**2))+yo)) then
if ((yincrement).GT.(-1*sqrt((rr**2)-((xincrementxo)**2))+yo)) then
material(i,j) = 2
end if
end if
end do
end do
end do
end do
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end if
l = len_trim(comment)
write(comment(l+1:),'(i3," periods")') nper
if(check == 1) then
open(unit=21,file='material.out')
write(21,'(4i5)') nx,ny,nin,nou
do j=1,ny
write(21,'(1x,500f10.4)') (1.0*material(i,j),i=1,nx)
end do
close(unit=21)
write(*,'(a)') ' The file material.out shows a map of the material index'
stop
end if
return
end subroutine slab_geometry
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APPENDIX E: FINITE-DIFFERENCE TIME-DOMAIN BAND STRUCTURE
!! using FDTD applied to the canonical form of the elastic equation:
!!
rho*dv/dt = f
!!
du/dt = v
!! where v is the velocity (computed at times dt/2, 3*dt/2 ...),
!! u is the displacement field (computed at times dt, 2*dt ...),
!! f is the divergence of the stress tensor.
!!
!! Spatial discretization scheme on the two staggered meshes:
!!
ux(i,j) and vx(i,j) correspond to the node (i,j) on the mesh
!!
uy(i,j) and vy(i,j) correspond to the centre (i+0.5,j+0.5)
!!
!! Periodic boundary conditions are applied along x and y
!!
!! Units: length (m), time (ms), mass (1000 Kg), velocity (km/s), pressure (GP)
!!
!! Version optimized to reduce the number of operations in each iteration.
!! Written By: Pierre Deymier, Jerome Vasseur, Nichlas Swinteck
program disper2
implicit none
character (len=72) :: slab_comment
integer, parameter :: nxmax=350, nymax=350, nmmax=3, nbranch = 150, nt=2**20
integer, parameter :: fmax = 2048
integer
:: nx, ny, nm, nk, nf, npeak, ndata,nb
integer
:: i, j, n, m, ik, it, im, ip, jm, jp, mip, mim, mjp, mjm, mipjp
integer
:: istep, jf
integer
:: material(nxmax,nymax)
real
:: input, trans, spectrum(fmax)
real
:: data1(2*nt), data2(2*nt)
real
:: data3(2*nt), data4(2*nt)
real
:: data5(2*nt), data6(2*nt)
real (kind(0D0))
:: branch(nbranch), amplit(nbranch), Amp(nbranch), Freq(nbranch)
real (kind(0D0))
:: dx, dy, dxsdy, length, dt,T1, T2,T3
real (kind(0D0))
:: kx, ky, dkx, dky
real (kind(0D0))
:: c11, c11jp, c11im, c12, c12jp, c12im, c44p, c44jm, c44
real (kind(0D0))
:: a, b, t, f0, f1, f, df, xpeak, ypeak, wpeak, aerr
real (kind(0D0))
:: rerr,ym1,ym2,yp1,yp2
complex (kind(0D0))
:: sxx, sxxim, sxy, sxyjm, syyjp, syy, syxip, syx, fx, fy
real (kind(0D0))
:: fac, uy0(nymax), uy0p1(nymax), vy0(nymax)
real (kind(0D0)), dimension(fmax) :: y1, y2, y3,yavg, x
real (kind(0D0)), dimension(nmmax) :: cl, ct, rho, sc11, sc12, sc44, dtsr, dtsr4
complex (kind(0D0)), dimension(nxmax,nymax) :: ux, uy, uz, uxp1, uyp1, uzp1
complex (kind(0D0)), dimension(nxmax,nymax) :: vx, vy, vz
complex (kind(0D0))
:: K1P, K1M, K2P, K2M
complex (kind(0D0))
:: zi, zkx, zky
real (kind(0d0))
:: pi
open(unit=27,file='CPU3.dat',status='old')
call cpu_time (T1)
!!
!! Geometry of the slab
!!
!===========if 'square' lattice of inclusions=========
nx = 201
ny = 201
!=====================================================
!===========if 'triangular' lattice of inclusions=====
!ny = 201
!nx = nint((1.732050808d0*ny))
!=====================================================
call slab_geometry(dx,dy,nx,ny,nxmax,nymax,material,nm,nmmax,cl,ct,rho,)
zi = cmplx(0.0d0,1.0d0)
pi = 4.0d0*atan(1.0d0)
do n=1,nm
sc11(n) = cl(n)*sqrt(rho(n))
sc44(n) = ct(n)*sqrt(rho(n))
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sc12(n) = sqrt(sc11(n)**2-2.0d0*sc44(n)**2)
end do!n
istep = max(1,nt/1024)
length = 0.25d0/sqrt(1.0d0/dx**2 + 1.0d0/dy**2)
dt = length/cl(1)
do n=1,nm
dt = min(dt,length/cl(n))
end do
do n=1,nm
dtsr(n) = dt/rho(n)
end do
!! dtsr4 is used for the geometric average of 1/rho on four nodes
do n=1,nm
dtsr4(n) = dtsr(n)**0.25d0
end do
nk=30 !!!number divisible by 3
!=======================
!========Gamma-X========
!=======================
!ky=pi/((ny-1)*dy)
!kx=0.0d0
!dky = ky/nk
!dkx = kx/nk
! open(unit=15,file='eaugx2c.dat')
! open(unit=16,file='aciergx2c.dat')
! open(unit=17,file='polgx2c.dat')
!write(15,'(2i3, 2e13.4)') nk, nbranch, kx, ky
!write(16,'(2i3, 2e13.4)') nk, nbranch, kx, ky
! write(15,'(2i3, 2e13.4)') nk, nbranch, kx, ky
! write(16,'(2i3, 2e13.4)') nk, nbranch, kx, ky
! write(17,'(2i3, 2e13.4)') nk, nbranch, kx, ky
! open(unit=19,file='amplitude1.dat')
! open(unit=20,file='uy3.dat')
!!
!! Output of the parameters used for the calculations
!!
!open(unit=15,file='PE_AL_gammaX.dat',status='old')
!open(unit=16,file='PE_AL_gammaM.dat',status='old')
do ik = 1,nk
if (ik.LE.nk/3)then
!======Gamma-X=====
kx=pi/((nx-1)*dx) !!!pi/a
ky=0.0d0
dkx = kx/(nk/3)
kx = ik*dkx
else if (((ik).LE.(2*(nk/3))).AND.((ik).GT.(nk/3))) then
!======Gamma-M======
kx=pi/((nx-1)*dx) !!!pi/a
ky=pi/((ny-1)*dy) !!!pi/a
dkx = kx/(nk/3)
dky = ky/(nk/3)
kx = (ik-(nk/3))*dkx
ky = (ik-(nk/3))*dky
else
!========X-M========
kx=pi/((nx-1)*dx) !!!pi/a
ky=pi/((ny-1)*dy) !!!pi/a
dky = ky/(nk/3)
ky = (ik-(2*(nk/3)))*dky
end if
!open(unit=14,file='XY_XMredo.dat',status='old')
open(unit=15,file='WaterSteelBS.dat',status='old')
!nk=1
!do ik=1,nk
!kx=pi/(2*(nx-1)*dx)
!!!!test for pi/2a
!ky=0.0d0
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!write(15,'(i3, 2e13.4)') ik, kx, ky
zkx = zi*kx
zky = zi*ky
K1P = (zkx*dx+2)/(2*dx)
K1M = (zkx*dx-2)/(2*dx)
K2P = (zky*dy+2)/(2*dy)
K2M = (zky*dy-2)/(2*dy)
!! Initial conditions on u and v
ux(1:nx,1:ny) = 0.0d0
vx(1:nx,1:ny) = 0.0d0
uy(1:nx,1:ny) = 0.0d0
vy(1:nx,1:ny) = 0.0d0
!! source = delta function
do i=1,((nx-1)/4),5
do j=1,((ny-1)/5),2
ux(i,j)=cmplx(1.0d0,0.0d0)
uy(i,j)=cmplx(1.0d0,0.0d0)
end do
end do
do it=1,nt
do j=1,ny
jp = j+1
if(jp > ny) jp = 1
jm = j-1
if(jm < 1) jm = ny
do i=1,nx
ip = i+1
if(ip > nx) ip = 1
im = i-1
if(im < 1) im = nx
m = material(i,j)
mip = material(ip,j)
mim = material(im,j)
mjp = material(i,jp)
mjm = material(i,jm)
mipjp = material(ip,jp)
c11 =
c11im
c12 =
c12im
c44jm
c44 =

sc11(mip)*sc11(m)
= sc11(mim)*sc11(m)
sc12(mip)*sc12(m)
= sc12(mim)*sc12(m)
= sc44(mjm)*sc44(m)
sc44(mjp)*sc44(m)

sxx =
sxxim
sxy =
sxyjm

c11*(K1P*ux(ip,j)+K1M*ux(i,j)) + c12*(K2P*uy(i,j)+K2M*uy(i,jm))
= c11im*(K1P*ux(i,j)+K1M*ux(im,j)) + c12im*(K2P*uy(im,j)+K2M*uy(im,jm))
c44*(K1P*uy(i,j)+K1M*uy(im,j) + K2P*ux(i,jp)+K2M*ux(i,j))
= c44jm*(K1P*uy(i,jm)+K1M*uy(im,jm) + K2P*ux(i,j)+K2M*ux(i,jm))

fx = K1P*sxx+K1M*sxxim+K2P*sxy+K2M*sxyjm
c11jp = sc11(mipjp)*sc11(mjp)
c12jp = sc12(mipjp)*sc12(mjp)
c44p = sc44(mipjp)*sc44(mip)
syyjp
syy =
syx =
syxip

= c12jp*(K1P*ux(ip,jp)+K1M*ux(i,jp)) + c11jp*(K2P*uy(i,jp)+K2M*uy(i,j))
c12*(K1P*ux(ip,j)+K1M*ux(i,j)) + c11*(K2P*uy(i,j)+K2M*uy(i,jm))
sxy
= c44p*(K1P*uy(ip,j)+K1M*uy(i,j) + K2P*ux(ip,jp)+K2M*ux(ip,j))

fy = K1P*syxip+K1M*syx + K2P*syyjp+K2M*syy
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vx(i,j) = vx(i,j)+fx*dtsr(m)
vy(i,j) = vy(i,j)+fy*(dtsr4(m)*dtsr4(mip)*dtsr4(mjp)*dtsr4(mipjp))
uxp1(i,j) = ux(i,j)+dt*vx(i,j)
uyp1(i,j) = uy(i,j)+dt*vy(i,j)
end do!i
end do!j
ux(1:nx,1:ny) = uxp1(1:nx,1:ny)
uy(1:nx,1:ny) = uyp1(1:nx,1:ny)
!!detection
data1(2*it-1) = real(uyp1(115,4))
data1(2*it) = aimag(uyp1(115,4))
data2(2*it-1) = real(uxp1(115,4))
data2(2*it) = aimag(uxp1(115,4))
data3(2*it-1) = real(uyp1(195,4))
data3(2*it) = aimag(uyp1(195,4))
data4(2*it-1) = real(uxp1(195,4))
data4(2*it) = aimag(uxp1(195,4))
data5(2*it-1) = real(uyp1(196,98))
data5(2*it) = aimag(uyp1(196,98))
data6(2*it-1) = real(uxp1(196,98))
data6(2*it) = aimag(uxp1(196,98))
end do!it
!!
!! Fourier transform
!!
call four1(data1,nt,1)
call four1(data2,nt,1)
call four1(data3,nt,1)
call four1(data4,nt,1)
call four1(data5,nt,1)
call four1(data6,nt,1)
!write(14,'(i3,1e13.4,1e13.4)')ik,kx,ky
do jf=1,min(fmax,nt)
y1(jf) = sqrt(data1(2*jf-1)**2 + data1(2*jf)**2+data2(2*jf-1)**2 + data2(2*jf)**2)
y2(jf) = sqrt(data3(2*jf-1)**2 + data3(2*jf)**2+data4(2*jf-1)**2 + data4(2*jf)**2)
y3(jf) = sqrt(data5(2*jf-1)**2 + data5(2*jf)**2+data6(2*jf-1)**2 + data6(2*jf)**2)
yavg(jf) = ((y1(jf)+y2(jf)+y3(jf))/3.0d0)
x(jf) = (jf-1)/(nt*dt)
!write(14,'(1e13.4,1e13.4,1e13.4,1e13.4,1e13.4)')x(jf),y1(jf),y2(jf),y3(jf),yavg(jf)
end do!jf
ndata= min(fmax,nt)
nb=0
Freq(:)=0.0d0
Amp(:)=0.0d0
do i=3,(ndata-2)
ym1 = yavg(i)-yavg(i-1)
ym2 = yavg(i)-yavg(i-2)
yp1 = yavg(i)-yavg(i+1)
yp2 = yavg(i)-yavg(i+2)
if
((((ym1).GT.(0.0d0)).AND.((ym2).GT.(ym1))).AND.(((yp1).GT.(0.0d0)).AND.((yp2).GT.(yp1))))
then
nb=nb+1
Freq(nb)=x(i)
Amp(nb) =yavg(i)
else if
(((ym1.GT.(0.0d0)).AND.(ym2.GT.(0.0d0))).AND.((yp1.GT.(0.0d0)).AND.(yp2.GT.(0.0d0))))
then
if (((abs(ym1)).GT.(3*abs(yavg(i-1)-yavg(i2)))).AND.((abs(yp1)).GT.(3*abs(yavg(i+1)-yavg(i+2))))) then
nb=nb+1
Freq(nb)=x(i)
Amp(nb) =yavg(i)
end if
else

!!!!in
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nb=nb
end if
end do
do j=1,nb
write(15,'(i3,1e13.4,1e13.4,1e13.4)') ik,kx,ky,Freq(j)
end do
! if (ik.LE.nk/2)then
!
!======Gamma-X=====
!
do i=1,npeak
!
write(15,'(i3,3e13.4)') ik,kx,ky,(branch(i))
!
end do
! else
!
!======Gamma-M======
!
do i=1,npeak
!
write(16,'(i3,3e13.4)') (ik-nk/2),kx,ky,(branch(i))
!
end do
! end if
!write(18,'(i3,1e13.4)') ik-1,(amplit(npeak))
end do!ik
!close(unit=14)
close(unit=15)
! close(unit=16)
! close(unit=17)
! close(unit=18)
! close(unit=19)
! close(unit=20)
call cpu_time (T2)
write(27,*) T2-T1
close(unit=27)
stop
end program disper2
subroutine slab_geometry(dx,dy,nx,ny,nxmax,nymax,material,nm,nmmax,cl,ct,rho)
implicit none
integer, intent(IN)
:: nx, ny
integer, intent(IN)
:: nxmax, nymax, nmmax
integer, intent(OUT)
:: material(nxmax,nymax), nm
real (kind(0D0)), intent(OUT) :: dx, dy
real (kind(0D0)), intent(OUT) :: cl(nmmax), ct(nmmax), rho(nmmax)
character(len=12)
:: lattice
integer
:: nper, i, j, k, l, cr
real (kind(0D0))
:: alatx, alaty, distx, disty, dnn, y0, x0, xo, yo, x1,
y1, r, re2, ri2, rii2, r2, ri1, ri3, ri4, lmat2, as, a, rin, rout
!!
!! Material constants: longitudinal and transverse sound velocities,
!! and density
!!
nm = 2
if(nm > nmmax) stop '*** Increase NMMAX ***'
!!air
!cl(1)= 0.343d0
!ct(1)= 0.00d0
!rho(1)= 0.00129d0
!!PVC
!cl(2)= 2.230d0
!ct(2)= 1.000d0
!rho(2)= 1.364d0
!! Water
cl(1) = 1.490d0
ct(1) = 0.0d0
rho(1) = 1.0d0
!! Steel
cl(2) = 5.800d0
ct(2) = 3.100d0
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rho(2) = 7.890d0
!! Au
!cl(2) = 3.360d0
!ct(2) = 1.239d0
!rho(2) = 19.500d0
!! Aluminium
!cl(1) = 6.41d0
!ct(1) = 3.11d0
!rho(1) = 2.7d0
!!Mercury
!cl(2) = 1.45d0
!ct(2) = 0.00d0
!rho(2) = 13.6d0
!!Polyethylene
!cl(2) = 1.95d0
!ct(2) = 0.5395d0
!rho(2) = 0.9d0
!! methanol
!cl(1) = 1.138d0
!ct(1) = 0.0d0
!rho(1) = 0.790d0
!!3M RUBBER
!cl(1) = 1.20d0
!ct(1) = 0.02d0
!ct(1) = 0.0d0
!rho(1) = 1.00d0
!!
!! Dimension of a unit cell, number of periods along y
!!
nper = 1
lattice = 'square'
!!lattice = 'triangular'
!!lattice = 'tri'
if(lattice == 'square') then
alatx = 0.0011949881d0
alaty = 0.0011949881d0
end if
if(lattice == 'triangular') then
a = 0.0270d0
alaty = a
alatx = 1.732050808d0*a
end if
if(lattice == 'tri') then
a = 0.0270d0
alaty = a
alatx = 1.732050808d0*a
end if
!nx = nint(alatx/dx)
!ny = nint(nper*alaty/dy)
!nx=200
!ny=200
if(nx > nxmax) stop '*** Increase NXMAX ***'
if(ny > nymax) stop '*** Increase NYMAX ***'
material(1:nx,1:ny) = 1
dx=alatx/(nx-1)
dy=alaty/(ny-1)
!! Construction of the slab : the unit cell needs to be defined in
!! the box 0 <= x0 <= alatx , 0 <= y0 <= alaty
!!
! r = 0.0129d0
!!!radius used for PVC-air PC at 13.5(kHz)
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r = 0.00050d0
rin = 0.0043d0
rout = 0.0063d0
if (lattice=='square') then
!!!!!square lattice of solid cylinders of radius r
xo=alatx/2
yo=alaty/2
do j=1,ny
do i=1,nx
disty = (j-1)*dy
distx = (i-1)*dx
if ((((-1*sqrt((r**2)-((distxxo)**2)))+yo)<=(disty)).AND.((disty)<=(sqrt((r**2)-((distx-xo)**2))+yo)))then
material(i,j)=2
end if
end do
end do
end if
if(lattice=='triangular') then
!!!!!triangular lattice of solid cylinders of radius r: radius must be less than
a/4
xo=((1.732050808d0/4.0d0)*a)
yo=(0.75d0*a)
x1=(3*(1.732050808d0/4.0d0)*a)
y1=(0.25d0*a)
do j=1,ny
do i=1,nx
disty = (j-1)*dy
distx = (i-1)*dx
if ((((((-1*sqrt((r**2)-((distxxo)**2)))+yo)<=(disty)).AND.((disty)<=(sqrt((r**2)-((distx-xo)**2))+yo)))).OR.(((((1*sqrt((r**2)-((distx-x1)**2)))+y1)<=(disty)).AND.((disty)<=(sqrt((r**2)-((distxx1)**2))+y1))))) then
material(i,j)=2
end if
end do
end do
end if
if(lattice=='tri') then
!!!!!triangular lattice of hollow cylinders of inner radius rin and outer radius
rout...rout must be less than a/4
xo=((1.732050808d0/4.0d0)*a)
yo=(0.75d0*a)
x1=(3*(1.732050808d0/4.0d0)*a)
y1=(0.25d0*a)
do j=1,ny
do i=1,nx
disty = (j-1)*dy
distx = (i-1)*dx
if ((((((-1*sqrt((rout**2)-((distxxo)**2)))+yo)<=(disty)).AND.((disty)<=(sqrt((rout**2)-((distx-xo)**2))+yo)))).OR.(((((1*sqrt((rout**2)-((distx-x1)**2)))+y1)<=(disty)).AND.((disty)<=(sqrt((rout**2)-((distxx1)**2))+y1))))) then
material(i,j)=2
end if
if ((((((-1*sqrt((rin**2)-((distxxo)**2)))+yo)<=(disty)).AND.((disty)<=(sqrt((rin**2)-((distx-xo)**2))+yo)))).OR.(((((1*sqrt((rin**2)-((distx-x1)**2)))+y1)<=(disty)).AND.((disty)<=(sqrt((rin**2)-((distxx1)**2))+y1))))) then
material(i,j)=1
end if
end do
end do
end if
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end subroutine slab_geometry
SUBROUTINE four1(data,nn,isign)
implicit none
INTEGER, intent(IN) :: isign,nn
REAL, intent(IN OUT) :: data(2*nn)
INTEGER
:: i,istep,j,m,mmax,n
REAL
:: tempi,tempr
real (kind(0D0))
:: theta,wi,wpi,wpr,wr,wtemp
n=2*nn
j=1
do i=1,n,2
if(j.gt.i)then
tempr=data(j)
tempi=data(j+1)
data(j)=data(i)
data(j+1)=data(i+1)
data(i)=tempr
data(i+1)=tempi
end if
m=n/2
1
if ((m.ge.2).and.(j.gt.m)) then
j=j-m
m=m/2
goto 1
end if
j=j+m
end do
mmax=2
2 if (n.gt.mmax) then
istep=2*mmax
theta=6.28318530717959d0/(isign*mmax)
wpr=-2.d0*sin(0.5d0*theta)**2
wpi=sin(theta)
wr=1.d0
wi=0.d0
do m=1,mmax,2
do i=m,n,istep
j=i+mmax
tempr=sngl(wr)*data(j)-sngl(wi)*data(j+1)
tempi=sngl(wr)*data(j+1)+sngl(wi)*data(j)
data(j)=data(i)-tempr
data(j+1)=data(i+1)-tempi
data(i)=data(i)+tempr
data(i+1)=data(i+1)+tempi
end do
wtemp=wr
wr=wr*wpr-wi*wpi+wr
wi=wi*wpr+wtemp*wpi+wi
end do
mmax=istep
goto 2
endif
return
end SUBROUTINE four1
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APPENDIX F. 1D ANHARMONIC MONOATOMIC CRYSTAL (MD SOURCE CODE)
program ballsandspring
!!
!! Written By: Nichlas Swinteck August 9, 2011
!!
implicit none
integer :: i,j,it,nc,ixsp,npp
integer, parameter :: N=1000, nsteps=2**20, warmup=500000
double precision, parameter :: Beta = 1.0d0, BetaPrime = 3.0d0, ao = 1.0d0
double precision, parameter :: dt=0.01000d0
double precision :: N1, AVGKE, KE, PE, disp_i, disp_ip1, disp_im1, disp_1, disp_2
double precision :: disp_N, disp_Nm1
double precision, dimension(N) :: pos_initial,pos,F,m,velold,velnew,acc,v
do i=1,N
pos_initial(i) = (0.50d0*ao) + ((i-1)*ao)
call random_number(N1)
pos(i)=pos_initial(i)+((N1-0.50d0)*0.0555d0*ao)
end do
m(i)= 1.0d0
velold(:)=0.0d0
open(unit=1,file='VelocityData.dat', status='unknown')
do it=1,nsteps
F(:)=0.0d0
do i=2,N-1
disp_i = pos(i)-pos_initial(i)
disp_ip1 = pos(i+1)-pos_initial(i+1)
disp_im1 = pos(i-1)-pos_initial(i-1)
F(i) = (Beta*(disp_ip1-(2*disp_i)+disp_im1))+(BetaPrime*(disp_ip1-disp_i)**2)(BetaPrime*(disp_i-disp_im1)**2)
end do
disp_1 =
disp_2 =
disp_N =
disp_Nm1

pos(1)-pos_initial(1)
pos(2)-pos_initial(2)
pos(N)-pos_initial(N)
= pos(N-1)-pos_initial(N-1)

F(1) = (Beta*(disp_2-(2*disp_1)+disp_N))+(BetaPrime*(disp_2-disp_1)**2)(BetaPrime*(disp_1-disp_N)**2)
F(N) = (Beta*(disp_1-(2*disp_N)+disp_Nm1))+(BetaPrime*(disp_1-disp_N)**2)(BetaPrime*(disp_N-disp_Nm1)**2)
acc(:)=F(:)/m(:)
velnew(:)=dt*acc(:)+velold(:)
pos(:)=dt*velnew(:)+pos(:)
v(:)=0.5*(velnew(:)+velold(:))
velold(:)=velnew(:)

!!! accel @ time = t
!!! velocity @ time = t+1/2
!!! position @ time = t+1
!!! velocity @ time = t
!!! velocity update

KE = 0.0
do i=1,N
KE = KE + 0.5*m(i)*v(i)*v(i)
end do
AVGKE=KE/N
PE = 0.0
do i=1,N
j=i+1
if (i.EQ.N) then
j=1
end if
PE = PE + ((0.5*Beta)*((pos(j)-pos_initial(j))-(pos(i)-pos_initial(i)))**2)
end do
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write(*,*),KE,PE,KE+PE,AVGKE
do i=1,N
write(1,*), v(i)
end do
end do
close(unit=1)
end program ballsandsprings
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APPENDIX G. 1D ANHARMONIC MONOATOMIC CRYSTAL (SED SOURCE CODE)
program sedx
!!
!! Written By: Nichlas Swinteck August 12, 2011
!!
implicit none
integer :: it,i,j,k,freq,nc,q,number,qc,intr
integer, parameter :: N = 800
integer, parameter :: nsteps = 2**20
double precision, parameter :: pi=4*(atan(1.0d0))
double precision, parameter :: a=1.00000d0
double precision, parameter :: dt = 0.01000d0, tau = dt*nsteps
double precision :: SED, freal, fimag, omega, time,FX
double precision :: kx, factor, T1, T2, angfreq
real :: term1,sqrtm,m1
double precision, dimension(N) :: rx,m
double precision, dimension(N*nsteps) :: vx1
real, dimension(nsteps) :: sumofsquares
real, dimension(2*nsteps) :: data1
open(unit=1, file='VelocityData.dat', status='old')
do i=1,N*nsteps
read(1,*), vx1(i)
end do
close(unit=1)
m1 = 1.0
do i=1,N
rx(i) = (0.50*a) + ((i-1)*1.0*a)
end do
do qc = 0,400
write(*,*),'loop number:', qc
intr = qc*1
kx = ((2.0d0*(pi/a))*((intr)/800.0d0))
data1(:) = 0.0d0
sumofsquares(:)=0.0d0
nc=0
do i=1,nsteps
do j=1,N
nc=nc+1
data1((2*i)-1)=data1((2*i)-1)+(vx1(nc)*cos(kx*rx(j)))
data1((2*i))=data1((2*i))+(vx1(nc)*sin(kx*rx(j)))
end do
end do
call four1(data1,nsteps,1)
do i=1,nsteps
sumofsquares(i)=m1*(((data1(2*i-1))**2)+((data1(2*i))**2))
end do
sumofsquares(:)=sumofsquares(:)*(1/(4*pi*tau*N))
open(unit=11, file='SED.dat', status='unknown')
do i=1,nsteps/2
angfreq=(2*pi*((i-1)*(1/(nsteps*dt))))
if (angfreq.LE.(2.5d0)) then
write(11,*),kx,angfreq,sumofsquares(i)
end if
end do
end do
close(unit=11)
end program sedx
SUBROUTINE four1(data,nn,isign)
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implicit none
INTEGER, intent(IN) :: isign,nn
REAL, intent(IN OUT) :: data(2*nn)
INTEGER
:: i,istep,j,m,mmax,n
REAL
:: tempi,tempr
real (kind(0D0))
:: theta,wi,wpi,wpr,wr,wtemp
n=2*nn
j=1
do i=1,n,2
if(j.gt.i)then
tempr=data(j)
tempi=data(j+1)
data(j)=data(i)
data(j+1)=data(i+1)
data(i)=tempr
data(i+1)=tempi
end if
m=n/2
1
if ((m.ge.2).and.(j.gt.m)) then
j=j-m
m=m/2
goto 1
end if
j=j+m
end do
mmax=2
2 if (n.gt.mmax) then
istep=2*mmax
theta=6.28318530717959d0/(isign*mmax)
wpr=-2.d0*sin(0.5d0*theta)**2
wpi=sin(theta)
wr=1.d0
wi=0.d0
do m=1,mmax,2
do i=m,n,istep
j=i+mmax
tempr=sngl(wr)*data(j)-sngl(wi)*data(j+1)
tempi=sngl(wr)*data(j+1)+sngl(wi)*data(j)
data(j)=data(i)-tempr
data(j+1)=data(i+1)-tempi
data(i)=data(i)+tempr
data(i+1)=data(i+1)+tempi
end do
wtemp=wr
wr=wr*wpr-wi*wpi+wr
wi=wi*wpr+wtemp*wpi+wi
end do
mmax=istep
goto 2
endif
return
end SUBROUTINE four
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